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Section T

Introduction

1.1 Background

For years both government and industry have observed that the reliabil-

ity of avionic equipment in the field, has not generally attained the level

demonstrated in the laboratory. Studies predict and laboretory demonstrsatics

verify the achievement of satisfactory levels of reliability, yet once in

the field, equipments fail at a rate significantly higher than expected.

Observed differences have in many cases been estimated to be at least a

factor of three to as much as an order of magnitude.

The specific reasons for such variances have been the subject of differ-

ent government funded and industry sponsored studies. It is generally ac-

cepted that the main contributors to these apparently inconsistent statis-

tics are cert.oin obvious and other more obscure operational considerations.

These factors can usually be grouped however, as differences: attributable

to the eqaipment itself; between the environments encountered during test

and end item usage; and in the derived data base upon which the equipment

reliability is determined. These factors and the probable reasons for the

contradictory estimetes arc summarized in Table 1.

Data and experience seem to indicate that the difference between labora-

tory tests and field environmental exposure is one of the more significant

reasons for avionic estimated reliability incompatibility. Increased envi-

ronmental stress levels on hardware due to modern high speed, high perfor-

mance aircraft are responsible for many field failures. A study performed

by Grunmnan (ref. 1) clearly indicates that almost 50% of the field failures

of the equipments studied were environmentally related.

Almost without exception, laboratory demonstration tests of subsystems

composed of several constituent black boxes, are performi.d in one test

facility and at one level of stress. In the aircraft these same units may

be located in different Ereas and therefore potentially exposed to different

environmental conditions. Even if all items are designated to be the same

1~
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MIL-E-5tO0 "class" (ref. 2), which indicates similar thermnal and altitude

design and test requirements only, other environmental conditions (notably

vibration) may vary considerably.

Small, light items are not likely to incur much damage due to handling.

As equipment weight and/or volume increases, the damage potential, due to

banging, dragging, etc., may increase significantly. In the laboratory, the

reliability test article is generally given the 'kid glove' treatment, there-

by minimizing the probability of handling damage. However, in the field,

because of aircraft installation and removal requirements, this effect may
become significantly more pronounced and logically would increase with item

weight and volume.

It is apparent therefore that reliability demonstration test environ-

ments do not sufficiently or adequately reflect field usage.

EQUIPMENT

Quite often, in order to meet contractual commitments, production equip-

ment is delivered before the reliability demonstr",-Ion test is complete.

One of the reasons that the reliability of field hardware may be lower than

that demonstrated during testing is that many problems, detected during the

demonstration test for which a change will not be incorporated into the pro-

duction hardware until some later date, will still be present in the ini-

tially delivered units.

During the various phases of a program, equipments produced during the

pre-production phase are rework(ed for certain purposes. If a reliability

demonstration test is to be conducted, one or more of these 'early' units

will usually be designated as the reliability sample(s). Experience indi-

cates that the earmarked unit(s) is often assembled, controlled and inspected

with more care than the average production hardware. In addition, these

test units may see more operating time prior to actual test, than is

accrued on each production unit before delivery, resulting in a biased test

specimen.

The conditions under which scheduled and unscheduled maintenance activ-

ities are performed on the equipment, in the laboratory as well as in the

3



field, are quite different and create the very real potential for intro-

ducing undesireable, but possibly unavoidable, contributors to equipment

unreliability. The skill level of personnel involved in failure diagnostics

and repair ca, significantly affect the identification and classification of

problems, which eventually become data elements. Inadequate equipment han-

dling practices due to lack of proper maintenance stands, tools and pro-

cedures or personnel motivation couldresult in induced failures, hence

erroneous conclusions. As packaging density increases, this situation would

be more pronounced in the field than in the laboratory since the demonstra-

tion tests are generally conducted with highly skilled personnel.

High quality level parts (TX, ER, etc.) are so designated because they

undergo more rigorous inspection and testing procedures than other parts

which are physically and functionally identical. In the field these parts

should be better able to endure long environmental exposures than the low

quality level types. Since they are more environmentally tolerant, MTBF

values for equipments with a high percentage of high reliability parts may

therefore be more closely related to laboratory demonstration values than

units with a much lower percentage of high reliability parts.

During laboratory demonstration tests,because of practical consider-

ations or expediency, not all functions (i.e.,performance parameters) may be

monitored. Out-of-tolerance situations and even certain 'hard' failures

may occur during environental exposures and never be detected during the

test or during f.nal acv.:eptnce test. In an aircraft, hoyever, these

anomalies could very likely appear ard correctly be counted as a failure.

DATA

Ground rules for failure definition and time measurement must be con-

sistent to assure that field and laboratory reliability comparisons are

valid. It is obvious that a large disparity between these parameters, when

used in defining MTPF and scoring failures, will result in a significant

difference in reliability.

During the earlier stages of aircraft deployment, test equipment and

hardware may not be completely compatible and this incompatibility could re-

sult in erroneous failure diagnosis during troubleshooting. Incorrect

4



failure date would then be entered into the data recording system.

The specified value of 9 , as defined in MIL-STD-781 .ref. 3Y,is the

measure that must be demonstrated in the laboratory. This MTBF requirement

is established by the user of the equipment and must be satisfied by the

equipment manufacturer by means of an estimate which is based on the results

of the demnstration test. It is therefore extremely important that the

prediction be realistic based on the best available data. In addition, it

is also important that a uniform prediction policy be maintained for all

avionic equipment. Current techniques utilLze data from a wide variety of

sources, often resulting in equipment whose measured value of MDBF doe.s not

approach the original requirement.

1.2 SCOPE

Although all of the indicated considerations have,to varying degrees,

contributed to the noncorrelation of field and laboratory demonstrated reli-

ability, the scope of this study has been deliberately focused on the effects

of the environmental factors. Certain of the other contributors were also

investigated when the field data indicated a significant impact.

The environmental factors appeared to be the most fruitful area of

investigation because:

- experience has shown that the reliability of equipments is signifi-

cantly affected by the environmental stresses to which they are

exposed.

- the laboratory test en-ironments, which have remained basically un-

changed over the years, no longer represent the induced environments

of today's high performance aircraft.

- laboratory test conditions (e.g., special handling equipment, con-

trolled "clean room" environments, well defined exposure durations,

etc.) do not reflect what the equipment will experience in the end

usage

1.3 Objectives

The principal objectives of this study were:

5



* Detenine the adeglircy of the envirormiental profiles of MlIL-STD-781

in simulating field stresses.

* Where inadequacies exist, provide recomnended new test profiles foc

I Inclusion in MIL-STD-781.

Secondary objectives included:

Determine the adequacy and provide reconnendations for improving

demonstration test ground rules and scoring criteria.

* Identify changes needed in reliability prediction methods to produce
better correlation between demonstration test and field results.

1.)4 Arpro-ach

The following interrelated activities (summarized in Figure I) were

iperformed to achieve the above objectives.

* Line ]i(eov-tl Units (LRU) were selected in &.ccordance with a set ofI~criteria developed to aszurc - cross scction of fc'c n loca"ton,

cooling a)d mowuting provisions. Ninety-five distinct ilh's wire

selected and the physical characteristics and operational require-

ments of each IRU was conpiled. Note that "LRU" is a generic term

used. to describe any replaceable package of an avionic equipment or

I system as installed in an airzraft weapon &ysatn. The equivalert

Navy tcm is Weapons Replaceable Assembly (WRA). Inasmuch as the
r data analyzed for tnis study pertained to WR<A's, that porticular

acror n w1]. bn used throughj'i t the report.

* The level aid duration of all environmental exposures during demon-

stration tests and in the field were determined. This included the
compilation and review of all environmental data extracted from test

plans and reports, available flight inatrumentation data (e.g.

References 26-30) and engineering analyses. Tlhe results of all

pertinent, previous studies were included in the determination. The

source documentation was also reviewed for- consistency of ground

rules, assumptions, failure criteria, corrective action requirements

and effectivity.

6
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* The results of the demonstration tests and field usage were reviewed

in terms of experienced failures, test time, number of flight hours,

etc., to determine the demonstration and field ITEF's. This neces-

sitated the establishment of and the adherence to certain prediction

grou drales and assumptions. Failure narratives contained in test

reports and operational performance data as contained in the Navy

Maintenance, Material, and MNanagement .(3M) system were reviewed for

applicability to this study. A reprediction of the reliability of

each WRA, based upon part populations, electrical and thermal

stresses and the failure rates of the coordination copy of

MIL-HDBK-217B (ref. 23) was also accomplished.

e The outputs of the Environmental Analysis and 14TBF Analysis were

studied through the use of statistical analysis techniques. Signi-

ficant causitive environmental factors that related to the difference

in reliability between the laboratory and the field were identified.

* Candidate demonstration test profiles including environments, ex-

posure time, sequencing, levels, etc.,were developed by using the

results of the statistical analysis, previous study results, and

constraints imposed by equipment design, test equipment, and testing

econorics.
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Section I

Equipment Selection!Data Rex.nlirements

I2. Selection Criteria

In order to satisfy both the primary and secondary objectives of this

study, it was necessary to foinrulate a hierarchy of selection criteria for

choosing the equipments to be analyzed. These criteria described either a

desitn-, or utilization characteristic of the candidate equipment or the

availability of data. Except for those which pertained to data availability

the selection discriiaiators had to have a direct bearing on the major

issues of the study, that is, they had to:

0 . petentially affect an equipment's environment

* potentially affect the reliability of the equipment

The overriding consideration in the assessment of each criterion was to
C provide a comprehensive equipment blend in temns of design complexity and

environmcrntaa exposure. Certain general conclusions and recoimnendations

pertaining to environmental demonstration testing of all types of avionic

equipment could then be formulated from tbis sample of analyzed equipments.

The items were chosen on the basis )f satisfying as many of the criteria

as possible. In addition, since it was highly improbable that all of the

items typified a representative sample of each selection screen, a criteria

precednce was established. Bat here again, the utmost concern was to

y : .±r~uL. ' ' guu,! -rums- sectiun i chara cLer to the group of analyzed items.

These criteria In rani order included:i Laboratory Demonstration - In order to perform any evaluation, it was

Implicit in the basic study objective that each selected equipment

must have been subjected to a reliability demonstration test. The

equipments chosen were all subjected to such tests, primarily levels

E & F of IL-STD-781 (ref. 3). Certain equipments were purposely

selected beeau3e they had not been exposed to a ?f.L-STD-781 profile,

but had been tested to environments representing typical mission

profiles.

9f



* elold laji, - Ailability of data and . thorouclh kiowledgc of' en-
vio- ,ri'jitits "use pir:unlters alno dict'tted th, choice of ha!rdware.

r1 iCc til, equIpIne tUs ol .Cctcr ire c)rcseii tly included it., the Ntvy in-.
V-t, ory, 'ftcld dn'tti w'n tatll,tb)c through the 3M system and wuis

readi]y supIlclnted by avatilable prenfight and fligiht test data.

F urther, environmental profiles had been determined for each of the

aircraft selected.

* Weno.Syste Diversit - Since the envirornental exposure an equip-

mnt exurkiences ips dependent upon the characteristics of the air-

crtft ii. which it is installed ar.d its associtited mission, cquip,-

me'ts- hav- been selected from at variety of aircraft weapon systems

to ?ssurc a Cross section of environmental exposures. The aircraft

represented in this selection have included the following physical

aid functional considerations:

T Furboprop, turbojet and turbofan propulsion

Sub-onic and supersonic speeds

-Land and carrier based aircraft

- Attack, fighter, and surveillnce missions

Cooling Method. and Mounting - In order to establish a base for

caparison of thermal cycling effects, equipmen-t was selected froain

ciassen 1A, lX, 2, A and 2X as defined by MIL-E-540O (ref. 2) and
enoTCCUm .Ssed ri'll-UMrn 1 ccn ,c'n

4 
, 1A 4 n, foce.. a- -,ri ad fan -Woin;l((2]l.?$, e T'z--~t .,n .. - ., , .... a -.i, -..

:;ethu hsS. In a similar mi.aner, both hard-mtounted arid isolator-

mounted equipments were selected to enable an assessment of different

field performance since MIL-STD-781 tests call for hardmountir;g of

all test hardware.

* Lccation in Aircraft - To provide diversity of envtrosnenta.l in-

terisity and to establish a base for MIL-$TD-y8l test ,omparisonc

(since laboratory tests are primarily con ducted on subsystemc under

one set of environmernts while actual aircraft location may include

many environments for the same subsystQ), equipment was selected

10 I



whose W's were located in the nose, fuse]lage body, cockpit, tail,

etc.
U . - All eq1 ipmient selected and used i i the a icra:ft types! de-

ine
0 

we produced iii qucitity. Tarther, ill common equipment

functionsm were represented in the selected ha'rdware, i.e., radar,

coiiLmunicItions, navigation, comnter fUnctions, displays, A-D con-

verters, high-power transmission, sensors, etc.

s * Contenporary Design - The primary lriver used when cons idering vin-

tague of equipment wcis state-of-the-art technology. Since the study

output was aimed at recomendir~g profiles for future tests, it was

important that analysi.s be performed cn equipment representing cur-,

rent teclnology. Further, if the equipment ev-aluated was too old,

masinun reliability growth would have Lbehi achieved via corrective/

dasigr improvement action, and any comparison between laboratory and

field would contain a built-in bias. Of course, equipmxent had to be

mature enough to be deployed so that data woulOd be avrilblc. This

j contradiction was mitigated somewhat by selecting equipment with a

large c;mnpenent of microcircuitry (I/C's, etc.) as well as other

unique, and current .design features. In addition, equipment was also

selected which included a mix of parts/quality levels.

{2.2 E:.uipment Descriptions

Based uw.rn the cr1teri:,h ind.c-ated above, the itans to be analyzed duzing

the study were selected, It was origina.YIv deciled t .aalyze 15 epartte
equipmcnt'ss from four different aircr.ft. One of the first major decisions

In conducting this study was to expand this group to provide a wider spectrum
of equipment technology and environmental experience. This wa-s accomplished
by considering each WRA comprising the 15 subsystems as a discrete study

equipment. Each W.,RA w. suessfully tested against the selection criteria

and were considered valid study subjects in that the cross-sectional char-

acter of the group was preserved. An additional benefit in going to the

WR/A level was to broaden the data aggr'g-ate since in genieral, a pa.rticular

equipment or system was environmentaJ]y tested under identical arid siniul-

tancous conditions. Ir actual use, however, each WTA was not co-located

'.
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WiLI luly of the othcr i teas il the_ syfrtcm, therebdy introducinC it.,; owi

if situ nirintilexponure. heend res-ult was Uthat ninety five Wh! 'S

wereQ celcet-ed for analyris. A descrip)Tiol of' e!Lch of ths scnandin

Aewii' A.

Table 2 is a urmmiry of the more significant, physical anid desitgnr chars'>-

teristics of those chosun.

Abbrcv i tions have been used In the colulmis of Tale 2 to d&,finc,

various cooliitC and mounting methods. The following legend describes.

these:

('OGLINC !MflL'THOD

A =Ambient - Convective cooling - No supplemnrtal air

FA = Forced Air - Supplemental cooling from environmentai

con~trol system air passes directly over components6

FA-O Forced Air and Oil - Forved air, (as above) plus oil-to-

air, heat exchanger in cold plate

CP Cold Plate -Supplemental cooling from environmental

control system air pansses thriuoij cold plate (onductive

cooling), not over components

IF Internal Tani - lntekral WliA fan draws in ai.-lbient air

Note that in the s.ucceediing anialyses5, the WRA'.s that are armbient et

4iternal fan coolced have been grouped togeth,' an are referre! to as

"amtien' cooleld WRA's. S -mLia-ly, the WhA's which are forced air, forc(?d

air and oil, or cold Flate cold'fave been grouped together -and are re.-

fsirrced to US"forced a,.; cooled" WlA's.

NO~i~'rINO ~1101)

H -ard

IS Isolator- Mouunted

2.3 Du~ta eirnot

One of the maejor activities during this study was the accurtulationr,

.Lnalysis tand interpretation of' data from many diverse sources. The data is
categorically of a deslgn, erivironmental w-id reliability natuare.

12
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A1UJ of' the phvstal characteristics, i.e., weight, power, volume, in-
ternal power dissipation, etc., of the candidates were conpiled. Part
populations and electrical/mechanical stresses of the constituent parts were
determined. The available Reliability Demonstration tests documentation
which described the sequence, levels and duration of individual. test pro-
grams were reviewed and the rnmber of anomalies during these tests were
recorded. A review of the 3M data system for 1973 indicated the in- field
performance in te2ms of operating time and failures. In addition, all of'
the available development flight instrumentation data for the subject WRA's
was compiled for which beat engineering estimates were made of the natural
and Induced environmental conditions erperienced during actual flight. All
of this dato. was then assimilated in such a manner as to permit the deter-
mination of reliability measures and environmentally related differences.
It was then possible to develop those design, teat and/or envirormental

rclationships that seemed to contribute most significantly to the reli-
ability of the WRA's.
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Section III

Environme nta Analals

3.1 Lqjjonch

This section describes the accumulation, analysis and summary of the

environmental stresses that the selected equipments wire exposed to daring

laboratory tests And in the field.

Wherever available, reliability demonstration test plans and reports

were reviewed to determine the environmental levels to which the WRA's

were exposed.

Field environmental data derived from actual measurements, analysis

and actual experience as published in technical reports were compiled. In

those case's, where actual flight measurements were not available, state-of-

the-art analytical tchniques were used to estimate the environmental levels

at ;wrtlcular locations.

3.2 Demonrqtration BackgroundJ

The Advisory Group on heliability of' Electronic Equipment (AGREE)

was formed in 1952 by the Defense Department's Research and Development

Board to "monitor and stimulate interest in reliability and recommend

measures that would result in more reliable electronic equipment." In 4

1957, after two years of study, the project was completed and a report

issued (Reference (4) ). The results of Task Croup 3 (there were nine

groups formed) studies included recommendations for defining test Twrametero;

accumulating data and estimating reliability figures of merit; basre or the

results of the test. The Group restricted environmental conditions to

temperaturc,vibration, on-off cycling and input voltage cycling. Other

conditions such as humidity, altitude and shock were purposely omitted

in the belief that vibration and temperature exposures would reveal any

marginal equipment design, sensitive to the untested environments. Cur-

rent inforzrttion indicates that the premise was incorrect and that failure

modes due to humidity cr altitude exposure are not duplicated by vibration/

temperature.

The environments originally selected by Task Group 3 were chosen for

the following reasons:

19
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L ILflj'eri, tur,: The tcnumcrtture tcst is ntindcd to Lpproximate the

service condttioqs und-r which the equipmenrjt will be required to

"VIbration: This is not intended to be the most severe condition

encountcred but is felt adequate to she.- up) worku.inship items

such as loose solder joints, loose parts such es screws, bits

of wire, etc. This test is to be performed with the equipment

mounted solidly on the vibration table without shock mounts."

"On-off C 4n This test is primarily to give the equipent b

temperature cycle, causing the entire equipm-nt to 'breathe,'

ex;cnd and contract, be exposed to the surges of starrting

electrical power, plus checking actual operati on.

Input Voltage: Varying the input voltage both abcv: and below

the normal rated voltage places a strain on the various circuits

and, since this is a normvl condition in scrvice, will reveal

many wea-k conditions."

Table 3 summrizes th,- stress levels of the environmental conditions

recommended by thc Group.

This reprts-nted the' beginning of reliability demonstrLation testing
end the requ;irmcLents were incorporated into ipec ification MIL-P-26667

L (USAF) (Reference (5) ), followed by MIL-R-2309b (WEP) (Reference (C)),

and finally, the MIL-3D-'y8l series currenitly in effect.

[ Wile the thermal level prescribed may be adequate, tte vibration

r,"quireaicnt end the lack ot" other cnvironmentv- (e.g., humidity, during

the test period),are unrealistic based on data and studies perfomed by

Grumann Aerospece Corp., the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory at

Wrlght-Ptterson Air Force Base end others. Certainly the vibration test

prescribed did not duplicate the field environment for Jet aircraft (Ref-

erence () ). In addition, the constraint of testing at one non-resonant

frequency Immediately precluded the det-ction of problems at other

frequencies (Reference (8)).

As previously indicated, the temprature, on-off cycling and power

tests wnh the only actual mission-related tests performed. Thus, while

the reliability demonstration test wac to be applied us part of the

20
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prqproductlon desigli quilification, tht: vibration test was only accomplished

as F wo'km,.nshJp screen. It was not deliberately structured to verify any

design tidequacy. The potentiol deficiency of the: test, however, was the

exclusion of certain hostilebut actual environments. The performance

of the equipment du2ing or after exposure to altitude, high humidity con-

ditions, a variation of the input power frequency, etc., were not demon-

strated. Based upon Grumman's experience and the field data examined during

this study, these conditions (either singly or in combination) didi

eventually cause problems and were therefore considered viable areas of in-

restigation for this study.

3.3 Demonstration Environments

Each of the equipments selected for this study had been subjected

to a reliability demonstration test, The majority of the units were tested

to the environmental profiles of MIL-STD-Y81 or MIL-R-2309h (WEP), which

included only thermal cycling, on/off power cycling, and fixed frequency

vibration (see igurc 2). No voltage cycling was performed during ane

of the reliability demonstration tests conducted on the selected equipment.

Input voltages were maintained within the equipment specification limits

of i5% and -2% of nomInal during all of the test.- conducted. Power was

shut off periodically during each cycle (per MIL-ST-'[81 requirements) and

then reopplied but no attempt was made to run at the MIL-STIL-781 limits of

nominal, 90%, or 11Q% of nominal. Certain items, however, were subjected to

tnirut erviromnuntal profiles, which Lncluded humidity, shock, cooling aic.
flow vuriutions, etc.,which were intended to simulate operational conditions.

An example of this vuriation iS presented in Figures 3 through 5.

Figure 3 depicts the Lest cycle (A) that was applied to ambie-nt

cooled equipment.
Figure 4 presents a similar cycle (A) applied to forced air cooled

equipment. Note that in the latter case, the cooling air temperature was

varied as well as the air flow, Figure 5 is a composite cycle which in-
cludes vibration, shock and a second (or "B") cycle which applied to some

equipments (both ambient and forced air cooled equipment). This "B" cycle

was performed under benign labortLory thermal ambient environments plus

cooling air at a fixed rate. Each "A" cycle was followed by nine "1" cycles.
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/~ -0%

%10 20 ?4 n.
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Humidity 75 - Kra. 10 14Th- H

50 Rc1ltive H=idity

--. -10 Min.
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+1 I~ -10~~i Min.
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Air Flow
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00% +5

50,

25,

01 
-10 2.0 2.25 3.0 4.o 5.0 5.5 6.0L 7.0 7.5 Mrs.

5%:-"1./2%

Cooling 15 -. 115 0 F +10 0 -15 Min - 10F!5
Air - 0_10 Kin. 20Mn
suppl1y Kin. . . -f 7 2?&n

(0?P)
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Shock was applied at the end of each cycle at levels of 4.0 g vertical

and 2.1 g lat ral. The vibration environment was maintaJned for six

hours for eacii "A" and "B" cycle and consisted of sweeps 10-500-10 Hz. and
dwells at 73.6 and 1'7.2 Hz.

Levels were:

i0 -hi nz. at 0.018" D. A.

4i -500 Hz. at t 1.5 g

3.J, Field Environments

Current aircraft weapons systems are exposed to a vfriety of

natural and induced environments in the field. The magnitude, duration

and recurrence of these stresses are a function of many operational

parameters, some of which are predictable and others which are riot.

Ideally, new equipment designs incorporate reasonable margins of safety

to permit successful operation duringor after such exposures. in

actuality, however, some of these design practices are not completely

adhered to because of other, equally critical, programmtic constraints

(e.g., cost, weight, power, location, etc.). Equipment may be subjected

to conditions which are neither expected nor capable of being protected

against and consequently not tested for. When equi.pment is then deployed

in the field, a certain percentage of them failed because of the

local conditions. These environmentally induced failures may be

attributable to the stress level or dtration or because of the coincidence

of the stress with other operational conditions. In order to correlate

the field data to pntiteular non-benign cpndltions, potential nviron-

wentally induced equipment failure mechanisms were identified and are

summarized in Table I. The study performed by Grunmman for the Air Force

Flighi Dynamics 16boratory, Wrlght-Patterson Air Force Base (Reference (i)),

plus a review of current laboratory and field data, indicate that of the

total possible environments existing, seven are responsible for essentially

all of the failures related to environmental causes. Figure 6 depicts

the distribution of failures a a function of these environren'ts, Temper-
ature, vibration and moisture(including salt spray)ccounted for 90% of the

environmental failures. Thus, tht study effort concentrated on the

investigtlon of these environments and, to a lesser degree, evaluated the
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FIGURE 6 DISTRIBUTION OF ENVIRlON14~TALLY RELA.TED FIELD FAILURES
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effects of altitude and input power.

3.4.1 Thermal Environment

Physical Considerations - The parameters that define the

thermal environment for a particular WRA are a funiction of the inter-

relationships that exist between the thermal characteristics of the '*A,

the cooling methods employed and the features of the environmental Control

system. Thus, in order to assess the WRA thermal environment, some

initial understanding of how these are considered in the design process

is necessary. It is usually a design requirement to maintain aircraft

compartment temperatures within the limits specified in MIL-E-5400.

Parameters which affect the compartment temperature include the structural

heat load due to aerodynamic heating (or cooling), the heat dissipated

by the avionics and the flow rate and temperature of cooling air which

enters the compartment. The cooling air may be provided by a combination

of the aircraft air-conditioning pack, a ram air scoop and cascade flow

from adjacent compartments. For compartments where dissipations are low,

the temperature can be maintained simply by the aerodynamic heat leak.

For this condition, the electronic heat load will exactly balance the

aerodynamic heat load. Once the temperature limits have been specified

for a given compartment, cooling requirements for the individual avionics

boxes or groups of equipment must be investigated. The major consideration

in the thermal design of avionics is the operating temperature limit of the

electronic components within the box. This component temperature limit

dictates the cooling method required, i.e., ambient cooling, fan cooled,

forced air cooled or rem air cooled.

Ambient cooling refers to a box whose power dissipation is

sufficiently low such that natural convection and radiation maintain all

components below their operating limit.

A fan cooled box is typically one whose power dissipation warrants

circulaticn of the comlpartment ambient air through the unit to maintain

it at satisfactory temperaturea. The circulation, which is achieved by

use of a blower, increases the heat transfer between the components and the

ambient air.
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,! Avionics boxes which have high power dissipation or which require

accurate temperature control (such as gyros) are usually forced air cooled.

This means that air at a controlled temperature and flow is forced through

the box for control of its internal temperature. The cooling air can be

*supplied by the air-conditioning pack, a ram air scoop or cascaded flow

from a compartment which is actively controlled (such as the cockpit).

The thermal design of the box includes a specific requirement of cooling

air flow rate variation.

Thus the definition of environment that an avionic equipment sees

is dependent upon the cooling method. For ambient cooled boxes and boxes

that contain an internal blower, the environment is totally defined by the

compartment ambient temperature. The environment for forced air cooled

A~ equipments is defined primarily by the cooling air temperature and flow

rate and secondarily by the compartment ambient temperature. For the

particular case of equipments which are ram air cooled, the environment

is defined by the ram air temperature rind flow rate. ,

a Since the local environment of - particular WRA is so dependent

on the conditioned air, a brief understanding of the function and design

of an aircraft environmental control system is presented to provide some

insight into the thermal control process. The heart of an aircraft ECS

is the air-conditioning pack, shown schematically in Figure 7, which j
provides the source of cooling air at a controlled temperature.

High temperature, high pressure air is bled from the aircraft

rcx'-Wer pjlcnt land txxss,?d throuhan nrmm afir/le air .hca -ch,-LP *fL
* the temperature is cooled by the ram air. The cooled bleed air is then

by the expansion process. In the expansion process, the bleed air Is
allowed to do work on the turbine, thus resulting in lower temperatures.

It is not uncommon for temperatures as low as -65 0 F to be achieved. The

turbine outlet temperature can then be controlled by various means, such

as addition of hot bleed air for reheating. Compartment temperature

control and avionics cooling is provided by use of conditioned air used

in conjunction with other thermal control devices and techniques, such as

heaters, flow control devices and supplementary ram air cooling. Figure 8

Illustrates some of the interrelationships that must be considered in the
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(-) Engine Bleed Ai.r
(2) Ram Air/Bleed Air Heat Lxchaner
(3) Ram Air Intake Scoop
() Turbine
(5) Bleed Air Mix Line for Re-Heating Turbine Outlet Air
(6) Conditioned kir fox- R ,em Air Cooled Coirpartm~n t when Ram Air"Temperature is High

(7) Temperature Control-ler,'Sensor
(8) Flow Controller
(9 Conditioned Air for Av-iorLice Cooling

(10) Rhm Air £xhaust
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design of an environiental control system.

Increases in Decreases Air Conditioner Decreased Com-

Ram Air Flow Turbine Oatlet Temperature partment Temper-

ature

Increases in Ram Increases Air Conditioner Increases Com-

Air Temperature Turbine Outlet Temperature partment Temper-

ature

Increase in Air Conditioner Decreases Compart-

Flow Rate ment Temperature

FIGRE 8 ENVIRONMEJAL CONTROL SYSTEM PKFOBMArE MTBIX

As indicated previously, aircraft, avionics are designed to perform

within 'the temperature limits as specified by MIL-E-5400. While these

limits may be approached under certain conditions, they are extremes In

the flight envelope and in actual operation, compartment temperatures

will be well within the hioh and luci limits, in most instances, actual

Vcompartment temperature limits may be well below the operating limit on

hot day and above the cold day limit. Hot day and cold day refer to the

design levels of outside temperature versus altitude as specified in ANA

Bulletin 421. The actual operating point of a compartment is estab-

lished based on the combined effect of such operational parameters as A

V altitude, Mach number and outside ambient temperature, as well as air con-

ditioner performance characterists.

Table 5 summarizes the first order effects of the operational

parameters on ccxpartment tmperature, ram temperatures and air

conditioner performance. Each of the relationships shown assumes that

all parameters remain constant except for the one being considered.

While the Table generally tries to identify the major environmental

effect of changes in aircraft altitude, aircraft speed and outside air

tmtperature, many c mpeting interrelationships exist. Thus, the net

effect of variation in all parameters can only be arrived at by flight

test measurement of detailed analysis. For example, the effect of

Sam
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increasing aircraft speed on air-conditioner turbine outlet temperature

can not be generalized until all the system characteristics are defined

(e.g., the specific design ol the Air conditioner ram air heat exchanger).

An increase in the aircraft's velocity will result in an increase in ram

air temperature as well as an increase in ram air flow rate. The resulting

temperature of engine bleed air exiting the heat exchanger can be higher

due to the increased air temperature from the engines and increased ram

air temperature, or it can be lower due to the increase in the ram air

flow rate. As a result, one cannot generalize in advance about the

effect of velocity increase on air-conditioner turbine outlet.

Data Collection and Analysis

Compartment ambient temperatures are measured during the flight test

program for various portions of the flight profile. Based on these

measured temperaturez, heat transfer coefficients are calculated to provide

heat infiltration or loss to adjacent compartments and infiltration or loss

through the skin of the aircraft. Using these calculated values of heat

transfer coefficients, the observed compartment ambient temperature can then

be extrapolated to hot and cold day conditions. These latter values are

those which have been used in this study.

The following sample calculations indicate how the embient temperature

extremes were determined for the nose compartment of one of the study

aircraft. The equation for overall heat balance is:

qAE1RO+ DEIZCT. + QF

where: Q = Aerodynamic Heating (or Cooling)
AERO

ELECT. = Power Dissipation

FLOW = QFLOW IN "QFLoW OUT = Thermal Flow Energy Into or
Out of Compartment

where: = i Cp (TIN - TCOMP )

1hMass Flow Rate

C =Specific Heat
p
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TIN = Flow Temperature In

TCOMpr, = Compxartmtnt Temperature

Substituting for Lo

4AE]RO + ' E1YCT. ff C1  (T IN % OtKrr.) 0

Values for each of the Equation terms were obtained as follows;

* %EaLCT. in the measured (laboratory) power dissipation of the

avioiac equipme nt locaLed in the compartment.

* T - arid ii were obtained from laboratory tests of the actual

flight cooirug system.

* QA:R was obtained froun flight data heat load curves which

are a function of ambient temperatie, Mach nunber, altiLtde

and compartment nwbiert temperature. For the azximuu compa.,tinent

temperature (sea level and VM conditions), the heat load

c:u,'es for extrew, hot day conditions (Figure 9) were used, For

.uinimaim compartment temperature (altitude and minimum velocity

to preclade aircraft stall) A RO for an extreme.y cold day was

determined fror the heat load curves of Figure 10.

Utilizing the values so ,btaxne 6 , T CM. was then calculated from the

heat balance equation. The final determination was an iterative process

wherein a compartment temperature ws assumed and the heat balance equation

solved. This process continued until the assumed value equaled th.e cal-

cuta6ted value. To illustrate how this proceaLure was followed for waximum

temperature conditions, assuwme

%ni1CT =5620 BTU/Hr .1h 2280 lbs./'hr. at LkP '

C 0.25 BT/lb. -'F

p
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*' 
Q A'

Fro, Figure 9: 0 TU/hr. at a compartment
temperature of 60F.

QAERO 600 wR/Hr at a compartment temperature of 160°F.

Assume : T = 1200

COMrr

QAERO at this temnperatur e is determined by interpolation

between the given values.

QAl,,co = 6440

Solving the heat balance equation:

0- 6440o 562o + (2280) (.25) (8o - TComp)

From which:

T 10COMP

But: Computed Value (1010) # assumed value (120o)

AssUMe: T COMVP i000

Then: QAERo (by interpolation) 9360

Solving:

0 = 9360 + 5620 +(22W (.25) (80o-T )

From which:

.- ,T2! , = .1o6 °
1COMPT .6

But: 106 °  1000

Step) 3
I"

Assume: COM0 1050

Then: QA O(by interpolation) b6304ER

,514

':1F
K.



0 S160 + 5(20 + (P20X .25) (SoJ-TOMPT

From which:
' -- 1050
COMPT

Since the computed value equals the assumed value the process stops and

105 F is te nximum compartment temperature.

The: above tyTe-- of analysis applies to comprtments which have no

active means of temperature; control. For a controlled com[rtment (such as

the cockpit), the design limits are given and have been verified during the

flight teat program.

As previously indicated, the therr-r environment experienced by a

,lock box is a function of mission profile and location within the aircraft.

One comncn phenomencn which has been observed is that all comlArtment

ambient temnberatures, experience, to some extent, a thernyl cycling effect

whose frequency is much greater than that required by MI-STD-78l. To

il.u.trat thi,, two typical curves are prerented for compartment temper-

ature vriations as n function of altitude and speed. Figure 11 shows

therimal variations within a fuselage compartment of" a turbojet circraft.

It car, be seen that there Is a corresponding change ir the absolute valuc

of ceipartment t~mpcrature when siewl state values of' sped and altitude

cha nges. In addition, when rapid variations iii those flight par'wmuters

occur, thenial effect; became apparent.

Figure 12 represents the nose compartment thermal profl 'or

anuther turbojet aircraft and indicates a wide variation in temperature

for changJng flight condition.. In this case the two cyclical variations

of approximutely 30 to 40 minutes duration arc apparent. By comnlprrison,

the thermal cycle presently defined by M 11-781l encom(asses a six hour

period.

Forced air cooled boxes effectively shield the electronic components

from changes in comiartment ambient temptratur'e. The uperating temperatures

of the comjxnenta within the box are usualj cstabliahed by the temperature

and flow rate of the cooling air.
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The cool 1 r air flow riites are based on mieasurel data taken,

during laboratory tests and later verified In the flight test program.

Oeparatc tents were conducted to detenine the lierforvnice of the air

conditioning pack arid f-low spliIts to the various avionirs boxes. The flow

requilred for each fan cooled box is a function of the power dissipation arnd

the Cooling air supply temperature. The worst case condltion for each box

is determined and the required flow to the box is sujiTlied. At all other

conditions, the box will receive a flow in excess of that required to

stisfy the heat load and therefore will cool the box.

The flows established in the: laboratory testing are thenr verified

ir actural flight testing,. A typical plot of coolirW, air tcperature is

Irowided in ligure 13. The data represents two minutes of dynamic

maneuvering during a test flight of a turbojet aircraft and shows that,

although the cooling air supply tanperature is coitrolled within specified

limits, roe thcrnal transients are evident. In utilizing this data, it

A must be understood that ft represents absolute temperatures and tnp, erature

vriratiors obtcrved within the control loop of the air conditioner systyxn.

1* The data was obtained by sensors in the outlet airstreain and therefore

does not includc the damping effects, Imposed by the downstream ductlrng

*anl other thermal masses, which may be evidenced at the inlet of a partlc- 1

ular WRA. This representation of the typical response of the air condi- 4

tioner coTtroJ 1oel, indicates thut although sharp iNstantanCous rates

of change (up to 90 0 F/A:xnatc) do exist uwidamnped for sever 1 seconds, at

rTo tim dusvig these transients doer. thu absolut', cooling a'r temrperatur.e-
;1,.:- outrild,:, of tbe eo.nt.o,! aett.ri of 35 + ")f' .h! t peo 'it n

v~~ry~ outid oftse Xhio, typer- of variation

iractrit f enviroentol cotrol ,,yst .

t" qTbl , 1 -1 and 1$-2 of Appenl7t F ;s'ei!ent the laboratory and field
thami , en'virorrgftn 'o; each b).acl: ocx. Table I3-1 includcu the cmxpart-

Me~i t e %bJ, A'. r tmwpeture parwreterc anid Table 1,-2 presents thepertinent

c:-lir~r, Air an,' c rill.;r er for those VIA's requlring applwnental

coolirn2. These ;'cu'y ,o.'i obtained in the manner described above anrd re-.,)-

"re t th' j itest condittos bmu ) " cold dn,.y,/coldest mission and hot day/

bIte isqNIAl.. tle, rates ot thange ryventd in the Tables cover

A'"
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the average rates during u maneuver, Instantaneous rates of change can be

much higher for very short durations. Therefore, since the data presented

.yn the Tables represent those steady state coadltonn which occur at Cx-

tremei In flight envelope, the average rates presented should be used in

the transition frcmi one point to the other. The indicated duration at

temperature extremves were referenced to laboratory test time ana/ere calcu-

lated by defining the percentage of time the aircraft remained at similar

4 extremes (for a csnposite mission) and multiplying this percentage by total

test operating hours. The values so obtained could then be compared

directly with laboratory test durations under stmilar conditions. Rates -
of change listed for each item are the m'wximums encountered in flight.

The delta columns represent the dtfference between laboratory and field and

the rule established was "field minus laboratory." Hence, a positive sign

denotes that the field value was greater and a negative sign indicates a 4

lower field conditlon. For temperature differences a regative slin was

bracketed to avoid confusion with sub-zero temperatures.

w A sw.ary of eonpartment ambient air parameter ccnparlsons between

the laboratory and the field is shown in Table 6. It indicates that the
bulk of the ambient cooled WlA's see a field temlerature enviror nent that

is; less extreme arid for a shcrter duration than they are exposed to In the

laboratory. Most of the group, however, experienced greater rates of change

in the field. The slune conclusions were reached for forced air cooled

F' V/;,T's with ,he eceptl of th. high teperature le.v.l and total duration.

1It appears that more of these WTA's experience higher ambient t=peratures

I for longer periods of timle in the field than In the laboratory. This,

however, is to be expected since the operational consideration of' anticS-

pated high temperature (ambient) dictated the requirement for supplemental

cooling.

A similar survey of cooling air parameters between laboratory and4

field for those WA's that are suplementary cooled is presented in Table 7. 4
It shows that the cooling air temperature and the rate of change thereof
is at least at, extreme as in the field, for the greater majority of the
WRA's. Flow extremes appear to be higher in the field, in that more NWRA's

4II
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had minimum and maximum flow rates greater than the corresponding laboratory

rates. Higher flow rates at a given cooling tir te perature tend to provide

more cooling capacity. However, the higher flow rates do give rise to high

thermal tradients and more rapid transients durineg environmental charges.

As a result, it is possible that the higher flow rates are subj1ectin the

internal components of the WRA to higher stresses In the field.

3-h.2 Vibration

In order to determine the dynamic envirorment eyerLcnccd by a .RA,

some understanding of the definitJons, specific sources, and operational

factors influencing this environment is first necessary.

'ac input energy to an equipment may generally be randcta, sinusoidal,

or a comtination of' both in character. Random vibration is that displace-

ment whote instantaneous magnitude is not specified for any given instant of

time. The instantaneous magnitudes of a random vibration are specified

only by probability distribution functions giving the probable fractIon

o the total time that the magnitude lies within a specified range.

Pandas vibration contains no periodic or quasi-periodic c=nponents.

Sinusoidal vibration, on the other hand, is a simple harmonic motion

such that the displacement is a sinusoidal function of time. Since the

combination of both is observed in aircraft, it is important to examine

the t ine history for each data point prior to determining the mebhod of

data nalysis. 1in the ease where there are steady state events, specifi-

ctJjjy wherc any dynamic system is acted upon bya lutflite force system

that will follow a definite cycle of eirents, such as those that occur

during takeoff, cruise and high speed flight, a narrow-band Power Spectral

Density (PMu) analysis is recomnended. These PSD playbacks reveal a

broadband random base with a series of slnusoidal responses at specific

frequencies. For transient events, i.e., when any phenomena which occur

durinj the time required for the response to adapt itself from one force

system to another, such as those situations during catapult launch,

arrested landing, buffet, abrupt manuevers, etc., a transient data analysis

that examines the peak values and the number of' occurrences is performed,

and its damage potent.al is evaluated as a function of aircraft mission
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or event exposure.

The vibritlon input a WRA experiences is the combined effect of

se\'eral mechanical, acoustic, and aerodynFaic phenomena. The aircraft's

propulsion systcm is one of the major sources of vibration. It produces

vibration both mechanically and by generating noise. Mechanical vibra-

tional reiponses from the engine are due to the unbalance existing in

the rotational parts of the engine. The fundamental frequencies and

their hannonic:; are directly proportional to the operating speeds of the

engine. Noise vibrations are caused by the turbulent mixing of the

high velocity exhaust gas with the ambient atmosphere.

Auxiliary systens such as electric motors, hydraulic pumps and

actuators, environmental control systems, etc., also cause vibration. The

vibration responses are due to the unbalance in the rotating parts aid

the frequencies directly proportional to their operating, speeds.

Buffet and boundary layer effects are generally the major contributors

to vibration from aerodynamiic influences. Ekiffet vibrations result when

the structure of the aircraft is forced to respond when subjected to un-

steady aerodynamic forces. Boundary layer vibrations axe due to the

pulsations in the turbulent boundary layer that result from dominant sound

pressure loads impinging on the aircraft.

Additional sources of vibration resulting from specific mission or

operational conditions of use are gunfire, taxiing, catapult launch, and

arrested landing. Gunfire caused vibrations are due to the firirng rate

of the gun. The gunfiring forces contain integral hannonics of the

fundamental firir rate frequency and the responses include the effects

of impulsive loadings on the structure by gun-muzzle blast. Taxiing

vibrations are caused by vertical response of the airplane to irregulari-

ties and waviness of the taxiway surfaces. During catapult launch, struc-

tural dynamic response and transient vibrations occur when a suddenr

auxiliary thrust is added to the aircraft's thurust to effect a launchiig

into flight with minimal travel down a runway. Arrested landing pro-

duces dynamic transient vibration when the aircraft lands and its

forward velocity is abruptly halted by the aircraft's arresting hook

catching a deck cable.
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Inasmuch as the propulson system has been identified as one

of the major sources of vibration, the aircraft selected for this sudy

IPLd different propulsion systems and flew different types of missions.

Aircraft equipped with the following engines were selected for this study:

turbojet; turbofan with afterburner; and constant speed turboprop. A

turboprop engine is a gas turbine in which the turbine provides power in

excess of that required to drive the compressor, arid that excess power is

used to drive a propeller constituting approximately 80% of the total

thrust with the remaining 20% from Jet thrust. A turbojet en'gine is a

gas turbine in which no excess power (above that required by the compressor)

is supplied by the turbine. The available energy in the exhaust gases is

converted to kinetic energy of the Jet. A turbofan ."-s similar to a turbo-

prop except that the excess power is used to drive a fan or low pressure

c mpressor in an auxiliary duct, usually annular around the primary duet.

in an aft turbofan, an aerodynamically coupled turbine is usually used

to drive the low pressure ratio duct compressor (fan). An afterburner

can be used in any of these above devices to give additional thrust at
the expense of fuel econn. m-- Additional fuel is added to Uh1 exhaust gases

and burned, thereby increasing the temperature, the jet velocity and the

thrust. The turbojets and turbofan, herein referred to as Jets, have

engines mounted in the fuselage and the turboprop has one engine mounted

on each wing.

Each of the aircraft chosen for this study was designed to accom-

plished a different primary mission. Thus the vibration levels measured

in these aircraft is representative of a good cross section of aircraft

environment. The primary mission and brief description of each aircraft

is as follows:

* Aircraft No. 1 -- This aircraft is designed specifically for air

defense. It has two turbojet engines without afterburners mounted in the

mid-fuselage, and contains electronic equipment forward and aft of the

engine compartment.

* Aircraft No. 2 -- This aircraft is designed specifically for

attack missions. It has two turbojet engines without afterburners
P

mounted in the mid-fuselage, carries various external missiles and has
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a large number of electronic units mounted forward and aft of the engine.

* Aircraft No. 3 -- This aircraft is designed specifically for

fighter missions, it has two turbofan engines with afterburners, mounted

in the aft-fuselage, carries a wide variety of weapons, and has a large

number of electronic units mounted forward of the engine.

* Aircraft No. h -- The primary mission of this aircraft is early-

warning. it has a turboprop engine mounted on each wing and has electronic

equipment installed throughout the entire fuselage.

Data Collection and Analysis

The information employed in this study was gathered to substantiate

the operational environment for equipment installed in the fuselage of

various aircraft. In particular, the vibration data examined in this

study was only associated with the steady state portion of any given

flight or mission. The conditions examined includes ground operations/

take-off, cruise, high speed flight, and landing, but only those conditions

producing the highest steady state levels were analyzed in detail. A

review of the data analysis revealed the most severe conditions occurred

at maximum engine power during ground operations/take-off and maximum

speed at low altitude (5000 feet). Also included in the responses was

the energy associated with the various on-board mechanical, electrical

and hydraulic input sources (auxiliary systems).

Vibration measurements were acquired utilizing an Endevco piezo-

electric crystal accelerometer that combines high sensitivity, broad

temperature range, high resonant frequency and high capacitance into

a lightweight reliable sensor. At each measurement location a tri-axial

cluster of accelerometers was installed, such that the minimum resonant

frequency of the installation was greater than 600 Hertz.

These instrumentation locations were chosen to describe the operational

vibration environment for equipment installed on internal shelving in the

study aircraft. The locations varied throughout the fuselage, from the

nose to the rear of the aircraft. The data acquisition system for each

aircraft consisted of a sixteen track hybrid tape recorder capable of
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recording four tracks of proportional bandwidth analog data. The data

was reduced on a (Ubiquitous) Rerl Time Power Spectral Density (PSD)

System (up to 500 Hertz). This system is comprised of a highly sophisti-

cated group of equipment for analyzing sinusoidal, transient, or random

signals in the shortest time possible. Since the Jet aircraft environ-

ment consisted of low level random and high level narrow band spikes,

the choice of filter for PSD analysis was predicated on good data resolu-

tion. An accepted runle of thumb, developed from past experience, for

choosing a filter bandwidth is to use one-quarter of the bandwidth of

the lowest frequency response desired. Based upon that, a 3.3 Hertz

bandwidth filter was utilized for the PSD analyses in this study. A

data sample length of 20 seconds was analyzed yielding 128 degrees of

freedom required for good statistical quality. In the case of the

turboprop engine which rotates at a constant speed (1106 RPM), prior

analyses indicate that the environment is predominantly sinusoidal. It

was therefore possible to analyze 10-15 second time samples with 1.6

Hertz bandwidth filter to obtain good resolution.

Data Presentation

The equipment vibration data gathered for this study are presented

in Appendix C, Figures 1 through 17, which are summarized below.

APPENDIX C WEAPONS REPLACEABLE ASSEMBLY
FIGURE #

1 54, 55, 56, 58, 60, 62, 67, 70, 72, 74, 77, 83

2 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 67, 70, 72, 74, 77, 83

3 15, 16, 20, 25, 31, 54, 60, 64, 67, 72, 74, 77

4 5, 22, 44

5 2. 8, 19, 85

6 1, 4, 17, 28, 35, 50, 66, 79

7 1, 4, 17, 28, 50, 79

8 6, lo, 18

9 3

10 3, 7, 13, 24, 27, 30, 37, 55, 59, 68, 73, 75, 82

11 53, 57, 61, 65, 71

12 12, 38, 39, 4o, 46, 48, 80, 87
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APPEDIX C
FIGCIf:E # WEAPO0I,' REPLACEABleX ASS3W4BLI (Cornt)

13 11, 12

14 88, 89, 91

15 9, 21, 29, 36, 51, 63, 69, 84, 92, 94

16 14, 23, 26, 32, 34, Li, 42, 43, 45, 47, 49, 52, 76, 7B, 1,
86, 90, 93, 95

17 33

The plots are in one of two forms, depending on the tyne of propulsion:

* PSD (g2 /Hz) versus frequency for the three jet aircraft

" acceleration (g) peak versus frequency for the turboprop aircraft

Each plot indicates the fuselage station (F.S.) mea.sured in inches

back from the nose of the aircraft, at which the measurement was taken.

The axis of measurement for each data point is also identified. Ground

take-off measurements are identified for those situations where they are

larger than comparable flight measurements.

As indicated previously there was no new flight test data acquired

for this study. The intent was to match existing vibratJon data at

various aircraft equipment locations, nearest those WRA's selected. Since

the aircraft examined in this study contains a large number of equipment

because of their specific type mission, a major portion of these aircraft

are ccmpartmentized. Thus it was possible in some cases to utilize one

measurement to describe the vibration environment of several WRA's. There-

fore, there are situations herein, where several boxes are( Iescribed by

one figure, while is some cases there is one figure defining the vibration

environment on only one WRA.

Some observation that were made after a review of this data are as

follows.

For aircraft #1, the engine exhaust, inpinging on the fuselage, pro-

duced relatively severe vibration levels in the aft fuselage. Utilizing

the 3.3 Hz. bandwidth filters, the data disclosed narrow band random peaks

at structural modes (e.g., fuselage vertical bending and torsion) and
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engine rotation speeds superimposed on a low level broad band random base.

.kirernft 4 which is powered by two turbojet engines located at the

mid niselge, has the equipment of interest for this study forward of the

engines. The vibration environment is a low level broad band random spectrum

with narrow band spikes associated with engine operational rotational speeds,

structural modes and other major accessory drive systems.

The main power source for aircraft #3 is two turbofan engines with

afterburner, mounted in the P-t fuselage, with no fuselage exhaust impinge-

ment. The vibration environment was primarily low level broad band and

narrow band peaks (associated with engine rotational speeds and structural

modes) with the engine rotational vibration effects becoming less pronounced

in the forward fuselage ahead of the engine. Higher levels were found

nearer the engine area; however, equipment mounted between engines on the

aircraft center line saw lower than exoected levels due to structural

attenuation and isolation.

The power sources for aircraft / are two wing mounted turboprop con-

stant speed engines with four (4) bladed propeller. The environment was re-

vealed to be sinusoidal with the highest vibration level at the propeller

blade passage frequency of 73.0 Hertz (propeller blade passage frequency =

NUMBER OF PROPELLER BLADES x ENGINE SHAFT FREQUENCY (Hz)), with lesser

responses at various harmonics. The levels were recorded during both high

speed cruise and ground engine run conditions.

Demonstration/Field Comparisons

Table 3. of Appendix C presents a comparison of field and laboratory

vibration type and duration of exposure. The durations of exposure to per-

mit a comparison of field and laboratory hours were derived as follows:

. Field Duration -- Field duration was defined as the number of hours

a WRA would be exposed to vibration if it accrued the number of operating

hours in the field equal to the demonstration test operating hours. As part

of this study the ratio of operating time to flight time (O.T./F.T.) was

determined for each WRA. Since the WRA is continuously exposed to vibration

during flight, the duration was determined by dividing total demonstration

test operating time by O.T./F.T.
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* Laboratory Duration -- During the tests, vibration was applied for

a fixed percentage of equipment operating time per test cycle. The total

number of test operating hours was then multiplied by this percentage to

establish the WRA vibration test hours.

In all cases, the duration of exposure to vibration was greater in the field

than during the test (for equivalert operating hours) and in the majority of

cases the differences in time was significant. Since the majority of the

aircraft studied were gas turbine jet propelled, randam vibration predoni-

rated as the mode of field excitation. All laboratory tests were performed

under sine conditions.

3.4.3 Moisture

Moisture as defined for this study was a somewhat all inclusive

term encompassing humidity, precipitation, condensation, salt fog, icing,

etc. Although all forms of moisture are present and may effect equipment

performance, it is the absolute humidity (mass of water vapor per unit vol-

ume of space) manifested as condensation and precipitation which most

seriously affect electronic equipment. For example, for icing to occur

requires a particular set of circumstances:

* Soak of aircraft at low temperature (due to high altitude flight)

and then a descent at some optimum rate to drop surface temperature below

dewpoint, or

* Flight of aircraft through a supercooled cloud which upsets the

equilibrium of the unstable air mass causing freezing of water droplets.

Even if icirg did occur, it is limited to external aircraft surfaces

and does not directly affect internal avionic equipment. More serious forms

of moisture exposure may occur in three basic areas:

* Water vapor migration and penetration due to vapor pressure dif-

ferences between the compartment ambient and box interior.

a Prolonged exposure to high ambient humidity (on the ground) mani-

fested as free moisture:

- Carrier operation which would include a certain salt content and

result from spray.

- Night temperature dropping below the dewpoint causing precipita-

tion.
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" Freezing of entrapped moisture at a certain altitude.

* Condensation, again due to altitude (hence temperature) variations,

within forced air cooled boxes.

In forced air cooled boxes any free moisture which may be present would

probably tend to degrade electronic equipment performance. However, if the

equipment were cold plate cooled, air would not impinge on the components and

moisture would actually provide additional cooling represented by the latent

heat of the water.

Many laboratory demonstration requirements dictate that extreme pre-

cautions be taken so that humidity effects do not adversely affect equipment

performance.* It is estimated that the relative humidity maintained during

a typical test is less than 10%. While it is difficult to quantify moisture

due to field operation, certain facts are known. The world average is 75%

and the aircraft in this study are exposed to at least this condition for a

good percentage of their life. In addition, carrier operations add consider-

able free moisture including a certain salt content.

3.4j.4 Altitude

All selected study equipments are exposed to some low pressure con-

dition during flight. Cockpit equipment, however, is maintained at ambient

pressures up to a given altitude (generally 8,000 feet) and then exposed to a

controlled pressure (higher than ambient) up to the operational ceiling of

the aircraft.

The effects of altitude are manifested in two ways:

" Steady state exposure

• Cycling effects due to aircraft altitude variations

Grumman experience indicates that the steady state condition generally

causes problems due to a disruptive electric discharge (arc-over), causing

serious damage to electronic components. The cycling conditions result in

failures of gasket sealed enclosures permitting loss of gas or fluid and

entry of moisture. Thus the major effect of pressure variation on avionics

*Stated in reference h and 5 and implicit in the temperature profiles of

reference 3.
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eqipment is structural rather than thermal.

Analysis and flight test data on avionic5 equipment indicate that

while decreased pressure results in some loss of cooling capability, the

effect is minimal. While it is apparent that reduced pressure has little

effect on the cooling of a forced cooled box, the situation of an ambient

cooled unit must be investigated in more detail. The general contention

is that the temperature difference between a component within the box and

the ambient is not significantly affected by reducing pressure. The heat

balance on an ambient cooled box can be stated as follows:

where

QD = power dissipation of box

QC = total convective cooling from the box case

QR = total radiant cooling from the box case,

Since the primary mode of heat transfer from the component to the case is

through conduction, it is obvious that if the case temperature changes a

given amount, the component will change an equal amount since conduction

through the cards in the box is independent of pressure. Thus it remains

to be shown that the temperature difference between the case and ambient

is independent of pressure. Analyzing the heat balance equation further,

it can be noted that

= hA (Tcase - T Ambient )

where

h = heat transfer coefficient (a function of ambient pressure)

A = box convective area

and

-TAmbient
4

where

T = radiation constant

= case emissivity

Generally, the heat transfer coefficient is a function of pressure to a

power of approximately 4. Radiation cooling, however, is independent of

pressure. It can be observed that despite the fact that a reduction in
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pressure causes a chAnge in teanperaturc ii fferercC between case and ambient,

the zradiant cooling will be increatsed as a Punction of the fourth power of

the cuse temperature. Thus the resulting change in temperature difference

between case and sunbient is small.

Jr. addition, the ambient temperature decreases with altitude. This

causes the tenn "Tease - Pambitnt In the above cquations to increase thus

penrltting more heat to be transferred by radtation and convection. This

also ccrj)ensates for the pressdre effect.

As ait example, consider a typical ambient cooled box with control

panel. The box is approximately 6" x 8.4" x 2.6" and the attached control

panel is 9" x 4.1". The unit dissipates a total of 15 watts. Thus the

dissipation per unit surface area is approximately 19 W/ft. , whtch is

typical of the boxes considered in this study. At sea level the tempera-

ture differeTce between the case and ambient is 360F. The difference is

410y' at 30,000 feet,, 440F at 50,000 feet, and a7F at 70,OO0 feet.

Figure 14 is a plot of a typical component temperature profile during

flight. Jt also shows that an increase in altitude does not result in a

significant increase in the temperature difference between the component

taumcrature and the compartment. Additionally, for fan cooled avionics

(self contained blower), current design practices employ high-slip motors

which result in a relatively constant mass flaw rate of wnbient air over

internal components. The constant mass flow rate effectively negates the

loss of cooling capability due to decreased pres,ure. Table B-3 presents

the field levels and rates of change for each eqaient Includirg the

differences between field and laboratory. Since all laboratory testing

w_-. ', .......... sea lev. conditl.oz (1. 7 PSi ), field conditions

were lower in each case.

3.4.5 Input Voltage

All electric power, produced by on-board generating systems and

supplied to airborne eyaipment at the equipment tenniai ats, is controlled in
accordance with the requirements of .-L-STD-70!A (ref. 9). Discussions

with engineering and flight test personnel, and actual. measurements made of 1

input voltage confizm the fact that those values are withih the limits
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prescribed by MIL-STD-704A. A review of the available field data indicates

that there were no identifiable problems directly attributable to transient

or steady state voltage levels or frequency variation.

Normally, voltage regulation for modern aircraft power systems (A.C.

generating systems) is typically within 3% of nominal, 99% of the time.

Accordingly, DC voltages derived from these sources would have a similar

variation. Such variations should have a negligible effect on equipment

reliability. Consequently, the + 10% variation in supply voltage specifie&

in Para. 5.2.4 of MIL-STD-781B is not realistic. Since the intent is to

demonstrate the reliability of typical equipment under typical se...

conditions, it is recommended that the reliability demonstrst z" te, 'x

perf'-rmed under nominal voltage conditions.

Under special situations, e.g., new equipment on old vintage A/C

(D.C. generating systems), it is possible that due to generator capacity/

cable sizing the equipment input voltage could be at the low end of the

tolerances specified in MIL-STD-704, Tables I and II most of the time,

instead of nominal. However, such a situation should be considered a

special case and should be considered in the equipment specification.
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4.1 Ajz~ichMT13P Analysis

This section describes the results of the analyses performed to

determine the demonstrated and field MTBF values for each ",lected ViiA. The

major thrust of this effort was to define and then determine, v consistent set

of' values that co',ld be legitimattely compared and subsequently used for further

analyses. Assuring consistency between laboratory and field values was vital

since a fundamental study objective was to determine if environmental dif-

ferences between the laboratory tnd field contributed to apparent reliability

differences, Thus. care must be taken to assure that. any reliability dif-

ference noted was "real" and not just the result of differences in definition,

groundrule, measurement technique, reportin-g systc:m, etc. Laboratory test

reports were the source of data for determining demonc:trated MTBF. TheV

* primary source of data for field MTBF determination was the Navy's 3M system

supplemented by field service reports; project rollabilLy reports, or devel-

opment flight test failure reports.

4.2 Demonstration

4.2,1 WRA 9 Derivation

Realization that WRA's of the same subsystm (equipment) are not

necessarily co-located within the aircraft and may therefore see different

environmental exposure in the field, plus the desire to increase the data base

to provide greater statistical wlAty, wcre the motivating factors for per--

forming the study at the WRA level rather than at the equipment level. This

f. generally proved to be no problem since most of the data required for the

study, both in terms of environments or field failure experience, was avail-

able at the WRA level. The one ares that created some difficulty vas the

t determination of a demonstrated reliability value for each WRA. Inasmuch as

the reliability demonstration tests were run at the equipment l.vel the test

parameters (i.e., test time, allowable number of failures) were determined by

the equipi 'nt's reliability requirements. Thus each constituent WRA of an'i

equipaent accrued sufficient operating time and failures to permit demonstra-



tion end estimation of the equipment MTBF. However, estiration of a WRA MTBF

fEroi- this samc- test experience by conventional statistical methods often

yielded unreasonable results.

To Illustrate this point, consider the following hypothetical example.

Assume an equipinent is composed cf three WRA's: A, B, and C. The reliability

requirement of the equipment is an MTBF of 100 hours and the predicted MTrBF's

of the WRA's are 110, 10,000 and 10,000 hours, respectively. Assume that the

equipment had accrued 289 test hours with one failure charged to WRA A, thus

successfully passing the requirements of MIL-STD-781 Test Plan III. Thus the

available test information for MTBF estimation is as follows:

WRAA WRA B WRA C

289 test hours 289 test hours 289 test hours

I failure 0 failure 0 failure

MTBF point estimates are conventionally determined from:

MTBF = Test Time/Number of Failures

For the cases where zero failures were charged, the convention adopted was to

use the 50% confidence estimate. Tris is determined for

MTBF =2T

X2TS(2,.5)

where T = test time

x (2,.5) - is the tabulated 50t h percentile of the chi square

distribution for 2 degrees of freedom

Thus, for the above example, the MTBF estimates for each WRA are:

A - 289 hours

B 417 hours

C 4 417 hours

The unreasonableness and lack of appeal of this method is evident when

one compares these estimates with the MTBF predictions. Whereas the relative

difference between WRA B and WIRA A predictions are approximatcly 100:1, the

estimates based on test results are less than 2:1. This dramatic change in

relative value cannot be explained by any unusual test results since WRA B

did not experience any test failures. This difference is attributed to the
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fact that WRA B was not tested for a sufficient length of time to obtain a

valid estimate of its W[BF. This method becomes even more unreasonable if

one asswn,-es thnt there were no failures during the demonstration test. Ii

this case, each WRA, regardless of the obvious differences in complexity,

failure potential, etc., would exhibit the same MBF test estimate.

Teo approaches were considered as possible methods for circumventing

this problem as follows:

Baye sin ,_U in -- This method, based on an application of Bayes' Theorem,

has been popular in recent years. It permits the analyst to "mix" test re-

sults with nrio information/history to arrive at a current estimate. The

underlying theory and derivations are well documented in the literature (ref.

10). The major applicable points are identified below:

1. Assume that the MTBF (o) is a random variable with probability

density function f(@)

2. Assume f(G) to be an inverted gamma distribution

3. Assume a prior distribution of G exists with parameters T and r

(where T, accumulated test time, and r, the number of failures, are generally

based on previous testing). The mean of this distribution is T/(r-1).

14. Given additional testing of t hours and k failures, the posterior

distribution of 0 is again an inverted gamma with parameters T 4 t, r + k and

the mean of this distribution is (T + t)/(r + k - 1).

Since, in this study application, no previous reliability testing was

performed prior to the demonstration test, several assumptions concerning the

parameters of the prior distribution of 0 would have to be made.

- It was assumed that the predicted value of 0 would serve as the mean of

the distribution. The rationale for selecting the predicted value was:

a) At the time of the demonstration test this value represented the

"state of knowledge" of the WRA's MTBF.

b) One can reasonably assume that the prediction of the reliability of

the test article satisfied the reliability requirement imposed on the WRA, in

that a satisfactory prediction is generally a precursor to the demonstration
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test and that "reliability fixes" indicated by the prediction analysis .,

:.ices,,ury to ,,l.eve the requirement had been incorporated in the test

n rt iOle.

Once a value for the mean is assumed and since the mean = T/(r -

knowledge of either T or r (neither of which exist in fact since no pricr

reliability testing was performed) would permit determination of the oth _r.

It was more appealing logically to make assumptions concerning T (analog of

test time) rather than (r - 1) (analog of number of prior failures). A

desirable characteristic of the parameter used is, that it be a measure

of the degree of belief one has, at the time of demonstration testing, that

the prediction is the true MTBF of the WRA. Thus, it is somehow related to

experience. The parameter T (test time analog) more closely satisfies this

requirement since generally, the more testing done, the more cne knows about

the design.

The final assumption necessary for use of this approach is the selection

of a value of T. Desirable attributes of the selected value include:

a) It should be small enough in magnitude to give reasonable weight to

the actual demonstration test results.

b) It should be large enough in magnitude that some degree of st ability

in the estimation process has been achieved (i.e., small changes in T d.o not

produce large changes in the posterior value of the mean).

c) It should be less than, yet relatable to all the developmeni test-

ing that preceded the reliability test. Though, in a strict sense, these

tests are not reliability oriented, they each in turn (assuming that mow-

ledge gained is incorporated in the design), provide additional asu-cance

that the unit will function properly in its intended use env-iro mtoj.

This approach was abandoned because the predictions 2yajlale for

use were either those originally performed during the deyee phase or

those performed during this study using the coordination rpy of MIL-

HDBK.o21TB as the c mon source. Neither source of reliati lity prediction

data was considered acceptable for use in this applicatioy). For the

former, since the prediction for each WRA was performed ea a different

time, there was no assurance that any consistency in fallorearate

source, groundrule, etc., was present from WRA to WRA. Por the latter,
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although consistency cuLd be &uerante., since they were ail performed unde"

the aegis of this stuidy, sign'ficent differences in failure rotes between the

advance version of MJ,-HLHiK-21Th used e.nd that ultitely released precluded

use of these values in an absolute sense, insufficiert time remained fiom

the time of release of MJL--DBt-2173 to the scheduled completion of the study

to repredict all th% WRA MTVFY using the final issue as the source document..

Furthermore, the potentirti weakness ir using any prediction technique as an

absolute value suggected that a relative ajiccation would be less sensitive

to variation. of the dta base.

Proportional Allocation -- This approach is the one that was ultimately

adopted for use in the study. It assigns as a WRk's der:onstrated failure

rate that same proportion of the equipment's failure rat as the WPA predic-

tion is to the equipment prediction. Thus, for example, if an equipment is

cusmposed of three WRA's with predicted values:

WRA A WRA B WRA C

Predicted MTBTE = 200 Predicted MTBF 1000 Predicted MBF 1O,000

Predicted F.R. = .005 Predicted P.R. " .001 Predicted 1.R. =-.0001

The equr, nment f'ai lur'e rate (7 .. ,3) . ,e as iOsY1

.0061 and each RA's proportionol share is

WRA A .0o5/.0061 = 81.97g%

WIlti I,, = .O01/.O.l = 16.39%

Wt C = .0001j/.00'61 = 1.64%

Thos i.f the equipment acc,,ued 546 hours with two failures during demontra-

tion testing, the cstimated demonstrated equipment failure rate is 2/540 =

-, 237037. Thi. p,-uccdui-, ]ud thun assign to each WPt as a demonstrated

failure rate val'.e Lhe following:

WtA A -- .8197 x .0037037 = .003036

WRA -3- .1639 x .0037037 = .oOo6oy

WHP C -- .01614 X .0037037 = .OOOO'1

with curve-spunu ing deaonstc ted MTIW values
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W A A 329

WRAB-- 1647

WBA c -- 16463

This method eliminated some of the objections with the previously described

approaches in that it yielded values which have some relationship to known

differences in complexity among the WRA's while c.rcumventiiug the necessity

for directly using predictions that are questionable.

Implicit in the use of this approach is the assumption that relative

differences among the WRA's that constitute an equipmen- are generally pre-

*served when going from a prediction to a demonstrabion. Though this assertion

cawn-t be proved directly, the following analysis is offered to justify thij

approach. Inasmuch as field TBF's for each WRA were determined for this

*'udy,. the relative contribution of each WRA tLo its equipment fie 'ilure

rate could readily be obtained and compared tc its corresiponding cc]. ive

contribution to the equipment prediction. The rationale for this A "s, if the

relative contribution of a WRA failure rate to its equipment failure rate

remains essentially the same from prediction to i~he field (congidering all

t.e .ctor. influencIng the field value), then it is reasonablc to assume that

the relative contribution comparing prediction to demonstration (where all

these factors are not present) is also the same. The table below shows the

distribution of the difference between field and prediction contribution.

DISTRIBULTION OF DIFfUFENCES IN WRA RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION

TA fferenc . _of Observation

Less than .10 67 75

.0 -. 19 11 12

.20- .29 5 6
-30 -. 39 4 14

.40 anYd greatcr 3 3

90 100

* I WRA A WliA ) hhiCLblf'era~ee -i~ F']]]] w _______________

Y1:l 4NT A Ila 1S)QUIII4EN IIIRtDlCTPJ

Note thut there arc only 90 ubze'vutiuriu beccuc there were five single WBA
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equipments in the study. As the table indicates, therc was ]esa than a .30

difference in relative contribution in '(5% of the Wlt4" included. This lac-zc

nuber of similar values tends to support the above assertion, i.e., MIti

ratio, WPA ) (prei)/Euip ). (pred), approximates Wtk. ^ (Field)/Equip A (Fi .d)

As L f.rther precaution, an analysis was performed to determine if t.he

differences between field and prediction contribution we.re related to "pal-

mix." Two measures related to part populaition caractieristics were analyzec:

% microcircuits and % TX or better. Thes;e Lwo measures were selected because

they presumably represented the areas of g-eatest change between the cou lina-

tion copy and the released version of MIL-IDbK-217B, The 90 WRA's were

partitioned into two subpopulations -- those with differences less than (1.10

and those with differences of 0.10 and greater. The distribution of each

subpopuljation against each part population measure was determined and sum-

marized in Tables 8 and 9 below. Examination of Table 8 indicates that there

is no apparent difference in microcircuit complement distribution between the

two subpopulations. Approximately three quarters of the WA's in each group

have less then 20% microcircuits. The remaining quartar is approximately

evenly divided between the 20 - 50% end the over 50% group.

insuection of the data presented in Table 9 appears to indicate tha{t

the two groups have somewhat different distributions and that the higher

reliability parts may be affeaced differeutly in the field than the prediction

method assumes. Specifical.1y, the data appezars to indicAte that there is a

tendency for WRA's with a large Tercentage of TX rprts to have greater dif-

ferences (39% for greater than 0.1-0 versus 155% for less then 0.10). 4 more

detailed analysis of the data was performed to determine if this, i.n Te, t,

was the case. The group where tne differencec were g...t.. than , U a

further partitioned into:

* those where the field exceeded the prediction by 0.10

. those where the prediction exceeled thc field by 0,1tk

and thu distribution of each against the % TX or better- was deterne-'Ld. If

the- Hi--Rel ports ;,ere affected in the field differe-ntly then arTLs of lour

quality, one would expect the two resulting distributomn to be comp le,:te.y

d.siaS. lar. The results could be observed in one d1 ;trbutlon being havily

{, ....
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weighted toward the under 20'% interval while tho other dist:-ibution would be

heavily weighted towards the greater than 5C% interval. The two distribu-

tions are presented in Table 10 and show a great similarity between the tvo,

thus negating any causative relationship.

The above analyses, taken together, suggest that:

* the differences between field relative contribution and predicted

relative contribution are small, and

* those differences that are large cannot be associated with dif-

frences in part type mix,

The conclusion drawn from the above is that the ratio of a WRA failure

rate to its corresponding equipment failure rate is essentially preserved

from prediction to the field.

4.2.2 Test Ground Rules

Although the major study emphasis is directed toward environmental

differences, it was also recognized that other factors, including test

ground rules, might also contribute significantly to differences in MTBF.

Luring the reliability demonstration tests performed on the selected equip-

ment, definitions per MIL-STD-721 (ref. 11) and ground rules specified in

MIL-STDi-781 and AR-34 (ref. 12) were generally employed. These were modified

and/or supplemented in varying degree for each of the equipment tests pe

formed. Failure scoring criteria for K .eld and laboratory must therefore be

compaitible and a realiJmic set of groun, rules must be defined. During this
! ./ i study, all grouricl rules and definitions were reviewed, including those ap..

pearing in AR-34, MIL-STD-781, MIAL-ST-721, and those peculiar to each of the

Suyequ± -menuc te t4 . sII .-. tttcnc fa 4-t Vt. AC ri C then~t

screened and either rejected, used os-is, modified, or supplemented. The set

of "standard" rules established wa, then applied to each of the demonstration

tests resulting in reclassified failures and revised 9's. This review was

based on the premise that field and laboratory 's must be derived in an

identical mriner using th, same scoring criteria for failure classification.

The following rules were established and used to classify failuraes:

I' FAILU E
4 A failurc is the cessation of' equlpacnt onerutio or an out-of.-
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specification condition of a performiance characteristic at any enviroi-nental

condition within the specified limits.

RI-kX:WVIr FAI LURES
All. failure. are relevAnt url-sn determined by the procuring activity

(or an authorized representative thereof) to be caused by a condition exter-

nal to the equipment tnder tlest which is not a test requirement. Relevant

failures include:

* Design/Wo'mibnship Fsilurze: Failures due to design deficiencies

or poor worknanship of either the equij merit or component parts.

* Comonent PaA Failures: Failures du! to defective cCmponent parts J

shall be classified as relevant failures. In the event that several compo-

nent parts of the same typqe fail. during the test, each one shall be consider-

ed a separate relevant failure, udess it can be shown that one failure

caused one or more of the others.

* Wearcut Parts: Certadn partL of known limited life, such as bat-

teries, may have a life stipulated prior to the initiation of testing as

approved by the procuring activity. Failures of these part3 occurrIng prior

to the end of the stipulated period are relevant. Failures of these parts-

occarring after the stipulated period are nunrele.,ant, but any dependent

failures caused thereby are relevant.

* Mktiple Failares: Yn the e,,nt simultaneous part failures occur,

the entire incident shall be czunted !,s one relevant failure. (Since multlp .A

failures cannot be distinguisbcd frcm dependent failures in the field data,

this ground rule was includid to ascire co,.sis,-,ncy with the field a]alysis.)

ltenittent Failtre3: The first occurrence of an interaittent

fs,-il!txreo:na neeui-enth 1  te conted Eva relevantf~lr Sub-

seqeuent occurrences of the sEumu inteMlittencQ on that same unit will be con--

sidered nonrelev-mt rrovldea that ret-sonable effort waLs made to assure -hait-

a failure cnndttion no loiuisr existed.

* Muustments: 

Anticipation of failure shall not be Justifici .- on for preventive

mai a~anec, j.o., if an output i, observed to be degrading bat in sti2

within specl .cation lirits. No rep2.acunent is permitted and any adjustment 4
of a control it a relevant fail.ur3 unrless both the coittrcl and the iiiato-
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signaling impending failure are an integral part of the equipment under test

and are available and accessible to the aircrew during normal flight operation.

- Inaccessible Controls: Each adjustment of a control which is inac-

cessible to the operator durint_ normal use is a relevant failure.

s Failures of Built-in-Test: Any malfunction (including a false alarm)

of the Built-in-Test features of the equipment shall be classified as a rela-

vant failure.

* When a failure occurs and a change is incorporated (design, part or

process) which will correct. tie problem, the first occurrence shall be scored

relevant and all subuequent failures of the same type occurring during the

test but before corrective action has been incorporated, shall be non-relevant.

* Failures detected during the final functional test following the suc-

casaf-jl completion of the test shall - scored relevant, if the equipment used

to mnit3s: the performance characteristics during the demonstration was not

capable of detecting that failure.

NON-REIEVNT FAIURES

Only tncs.e failures listd below may be counted as non-relevant.

* Failure. directly attributable to improper installation in the test

chambex.

* Failures of test instrumentation or moniuL :ing equipment (other than

the Built-in--Test fuoction).

* Failures resulting from test operator error In settig g up, or in

testing the oquiment.

e Dependent failures, unIeral eucd by dx'zxadatio of 1t ,i f known

Armited life. (At least one relevant failure shall be counted when a dependent

failure is claimed.)

* nlte attributable to an. errus ,ai th': tent, twroceduraes.

a The second (and any nubceu':iL) occiurer)e of the sme intermittent,

feilure on the sadmc unit. d

9 Failures ocurrinC durinv burn-i,,

YoFiiur(;s o-,cuiring; rur;ir45 1',e.' "dcun tirL. ."

4446
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* Malfunctions of the Time Totalizing Meters.

* Failures clearly attributable to an overstress condition in excess of

the design requirements,

V EXC SIONS

A failure, classified as relevant, may be considered to be non-relevant

for this study provided that all of the following conditions are met:

* Corrective action (an equipment design, part, or production process

change) has been made in accordance with the applicable reliability test

specification or standard on all equipment of the lot from which the reliability

test sample was drawn, and;

* Sufficient test data has been accumulated to indicate the corrective

action is effective in eliminating the failure mode, and;

* Approval of the procuring activity (or authorized representative) is

obtained for exclusion of the failure.

NOTE: The first occurrence of such failure shall be scored relevant.

Table 1 of Appendix D shows the WRA MTBF's demonstrated Lnder the ground
A,

rules and scoring criteria in effect at the time of testing. Revised values

after reclassifying failures with the above ground rules are also presented.

The frequency distribution of MTBF values for each situation was deter-

'mined and some summary statistics evaluated to gain some gross insight into

the impect of thi.s reclassification of the original source data. Figure 15

presents thIt f recluer.ey polygon fV rr both before and after reclassification,

f Some pertinent statistics for each polygon are shown below,

SUD'2'ARY OF DEMONSTRATION TEST DATA BEFORE AND AFTER RECIASSIFICATION

Pi MTBF (Hours)
Statistic Before After Chane

Mean 1631/l1 10213 38

8 andard Deviaition 32438 26073 20

kMedian 2150 1550 28

L- 2Lth INrcentile 940 560 4oJ
th75 tlcentile 13000 7 WDt 39

77SA4I
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A review of the Figure and Table indicates a general s.milarity ir ;Ohapc
of the two distributions with the reclassification producinLig ai 30-40% d)i-,awnrd

shift in each of the location statistics,

h,3 Field

Consistency it, fuilure definition and time roeaisurement is necessary, to

assure that field-laboratory reliability comparisons are valid. Estienvites of

MTI3F in the field should be determined from equipment oper.ting time and the

number of equipu;ient failures experienced during that operating tim're, fAl. too

k often, because of inability to discrimiLate in data, field MTBF'c arc retorted

as the resulting quotient after dividing aircraft flight time by the tot,al

number of mintenance actions reported. This measure, referred to asMet,-

Flight Time etwcen Maintenance Action (1'E'BMA1), though perhaps having .il-

for Operations personnel for, pLarning and resource control, is not co,,.xa-xable

with either predicted or demonstrated MTBF's. Whereas, the MYI'BP counts all

incidents (i. e., fai lures, false alarms, preventive maintenance, eanzib It.is -

tion, induced failures, etc.), individual program demonstratio test ground

rules exclude every type of incident except certain failures. It. has riot been

uncommon for test ground rules to exclude some legitimate failures as we.1..

in aUuitioi to fillure count derin1ion not being comptible, the sabstitu-

tion of aircroft flight time for equipment operating time create,i artificia.l
differences in field-demonstratioin reliability comparisons. Flight hours ry 4

differ from equipment operating hours by such fractors as duty cyc]e, ground i,

operating time while installed in alt aircraft, end bench ti me:.

Thus, both numerator and denomintor of' an Nd31 'if3M does not relate to the

usual definition of M7fBF, Except for those itemas ,that have a very short duty

cycle mli pment oper,,.ting time is longer th u flight time. Usually the rim-

br of equipment failures is less 'tn he number of maintenane. cc tiohs.

Therefore, YL'FBMA is less, often much less, than MflBF. And if, a Indicated

previously, test ground rules have eliminated some relevant failures, as de-

rived for this study, from the count, theri the disparity between laboratory

demonstrated and field measured reliability is even greater.

Thet analyses thet. were performed on the field data to bring it to a con-

m non basis with the- laboratory included cvluhting equipment operating time and

dcturmining the number of equipment failues in accordance with ground rules ,

I I -Y9 I



established to be comparable to those established for the laboratory MTBF

analysis.

4.3.1 Eqtipment Opertnj Time

As indicated, equipment operating hours is the proper measure of time

for determining an MIBF. Aircraft flight hours, however, are frequently used

as the time base for MTBF determination. The use of this parameter has become

so widespread that it has essentially become the conventional one to use in

reporting field reliabilities from existing military data systems. Availability

of data is the predominant reason for using this parameter. As a matter of

course, the military data systems currently in use collect, summarize, and re-

port aircraft flY it hours. This information is thus readily available to all

users, both military and contractor. Collection of actual equipment operating

times, however, is much more difficult and so much less regular. Elapsed Time

Indicators (ETI's), wherever installed, would have to be read periodically or

the turn-on/turn-off times for each equipment without an ETI would have to be

determined for each WRA installed in every aircraft in the inventory. Because

of the exrennive nature of such an undertaking, this effort is not generally

done,

The net effect of using flight times instead of operating hours is to,

everything else being equal, understate the MTBF value for those equipments

that accrue relatively large amounts of ground time while installed in the

aircraft and to overstate the MTEF value for those equipments that have a rel-

atively short duty cyle (discounting that there is no present, practical method

of assessing the imFpct of the environments on non-operating equipments).

Since equipment oper..ting time was the proper parameter to u in +hi4s

study,~~n analysis was performed to determine operating time from the informa-

tion readily awjilable in the data system, viz., aircraft flight times.

Maintenance personnel are required to note the serial number and ETI

readir, on every item removed from or installed in an aircraft. Although this

requirement is not rigidly enforced, it is adhered to sufficiently to provide

useful data for analysis. The analysis goal was to develop a factor which when

multiplied by aircraft flight hours would yield WIA operating hours. A sample

of data points was assembled for each WRA where each data point represented the

difference in LTI readings between installation and removal of a given serial

8o



number from a particular aircraft. Since the dates of installation and re-

moval were given, the corresponding aircraft flight time between installation
arid removn, dates wan noted for each ETI difference. The ratio of total ETI

differences to the total corresponding flight time was determined for most

WRA's in this manner. For any item where insufficient data existed to develop

its own ratio, the ratio of one whose operating profile most closely resembled

it was used, Each such ratio multiplied by total aircraft flight time became

the estimate of total WRA operating time.

14.3.2 Failure Assessment and Ground Rules

Field failure criteria were developed in a manner similar to and com-

patible with those developed for the reliability demonstration tests, All re-

ported incidents were considered relevant and counted unless the equipment was:

* bad from supply

* removed for preventive maintenance

* removed for the convenience of the maintenance crew to gain accers

to another equipment

* removed from an aircraft and -ot verified bad in the shop

e removed for modification

* damaged as a result of abuse, combat, mishandling, etc.

* pert of a cannibalization action

Flight discovered anomalies that could not be verified by the ground

crew while the WRA was still installed in the aircraft were at first

considered to be jrrn-relavant. After a preliminary review of the data

and due consideration of the cperational environment, it was decided to

include thesc incidents in the failure count. The raticnle fo. thi

t decision was based on the realization that the flight eivironiment and

ground environment are different, Thus it is poss iblc, and previous
experience corroborates this as happening, for equipment malfunctions

to be observed in flight ard then "disappear" on the ground. The nora i.

procedure in the field is to remove a WRA from the aircraft only if' the
re-ported alf'unction is verified by the ground crew. However, the ability

to reproduce the flight environment on the ground is not available, apecial-

ized diagrno,stic eqiJ.pmenit is generally riot availabl., at the aJrcrfut le-vel,

and the leve.l of diagnostic shills; amnrg maintenuance pcisoritel is lower
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in the field than in the laboratory. Thus i is more likely in the field

that report "false alanns" were, in fact, fa lures, and, therefore this type

of incident was included in the failure count.

Only complaints recorded against a particular . . counted. The

system level complaints were excluded frcm the failure count because ex-

perience indicated that these were generally more associated with integration

and system/aircraft interface problems. It was also felt that any system

level false alarm that was caused by faulty WRA performance during flight

would persist from flight to flight and would ultimately be isolated to the

appropriate WRA.

Two estimates of WRA field MTBF are presented in Table 2 of Appendix D.

* Each represents the results of a review of the equipment failure history fox

all of 1973 and, in some cases, the first quarter of 1974. The first esti-

mate is the equipment MPTBMA and results from dividing aircraft flight time

by total maintenance actions. The second measure is the resultant value

after dividing estimated equipment operating time by the number of reclassi-

fied failures. As indicated, it is this second measure that is comparable to

demonstration results. As with the case of the demonstration data, the

isztriUuUon of the field MTBF for before and after reclassification was

determined. The resulting frequency polygons are presented in Figure 16

and summary statistics are presented below.

SUMTARY OF FIELD DATA BEFORE AND AFTE RECLASSIFICATION

Statistic Before After L_ hae

Mean 1072 1861 74

Standard Deviation 1 3446 56

Median 255 510 100

25th Percentile 100 205 105

75th Percentile 700 1500 1i4

A review of this data indicates that reclassification restulted in a

smoother distribution with the location statistics shifted upward by approxi-

mateJ.y 100%.
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4.4 Impact of Ground Rules

To gain sane appreciation for the impact of reclassification on

demonstration/field comparisons, the information presented in Figures 15

and 16 was replotted to readily show the differences in demonstration/field

comparison when using "before" data versus using the "after" data. The

results of this are chown in Figures 17 and 18. The corresponding comparison

in summary statistics are shown below.

Examination of this information reveals the great dissimilarity in

appearance and location statistics between the two "before reclassifying"

distributions. The field peaks at a low MTBF and decreases rapidly in

frequency whereas the distribution of demonstrated values appears flatter

over a longer interval.

A comparison of the two "after" distributions indicates that the two

are closer to each other than in the "before" case and have approximately

the same shape. Comparison of location statistics reveals that in the

"before" case the demonstration values are approximately an order oflage *. J > f the "eld. .,I JflI -2 S -....

Mku eG6 UIIO LI ULlt fL.t.IiI. A:tUL LIA aIu iArab±±-u~i

situation, the demonstration values are 3-5 times greater than its

corresponding field value.

Sl1t0IRY COMPARISON OF DEMON TRATION AND FIELD DATA BEFORE AND AFTER

RECLASSIFICATION

UATISTIC )f'BF BEFORE RECLASSIFICATION MTBF AFTER RECLASSIFICATION

Deo Field Demo Field

Mean LUr1 Lu I ±ue.j 1861

Std. Deviati on 32438 2214 26073 3446

Median 2150 255 1550 510

25th Percentile 940 100 560 205

75th Percentile 13000 700 7900 1500

This analysis indicates that thAogh field and demonstration MTBF's

are very different, the difference though large, is not as great as the

raw" data would indicate. These campa isons, however, were performed on

reslting smmry statistics fran the tio distributions. They therefore I
do not reflect the extent of the ITBF difference on individual WRA's, nor

tp 84
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do they necessarily characterize the distribution of individual differences

taken over all the study itans. This comparison does show in a "macro"

sense that when field and demonstration experience is viewed through a

consistent set of failure ground rules and conon time base a somewhat

more accurate picture of the diffezences emerges.

(The reere of this page is blank)
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Section V

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

5.1 !ntification of Reliability Differences

The previous sectiona of this report described the data analyses

and co lection activities which were necessary to determine the reli -

ability, cnvironnents, and conditions of use of each WRA studied during
both the demonstration test and then in the field. This section de- ,

scribes the resuits of the investigation to merge this data to determine

those factors that contribute to the difference between demonstrabed j
(laboratory) and field ruliability. This generally was accomplished

by comparing WFA MTBF differences with differences in each factor

examined to determine if any general pattern emerged.

It was finrt necessary to establish the measure to bc used to de-

scribe the difi'eitnce between demonstrated and field reliability for each I
WRA. It was concluded that the ratio between reclassified demonstrated and

field ICBF was the measure that best suited the aims of the study. This ex-

pression was selected since it eliminated the effects of differences in

failure ground rules and operating time between the laboratory and the field.
In addition, large number variations and potential biases caused by using

the algebraic difference between the two values were eliminated. To illus-

trate this point, an algebralc difference of 500 hours is a more significant

difference on a 1000 hour WRA than it is on a 10,O0 hour WRA. Thus, the

use of relative differences provided a dimensionless scale of normalized

values that can be redily analyzed. Table 11 presents the laboratory

(demonstrated) and field values of MBF, and the ratio between the two

values, for each of the WRA's. A review of this table indicated that two

WRA's, nunbers 57 and 64, had ratios in excess of 100. No reason could be

found from a preliminary review of all the data to explain the reason for

these large values. It was concluded that these data points, for some

undetermined reason, were so atypical that they should be elimiaxted to

prevent these large magnitudes from seriously impacting the analysis. The
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distribution of the reamaining 93 ratios was determined to provide sonie in-

sight into how extensive the MTBF differences were from the total population.
The average value of these rtios was found to be 8.2. The cumulative
distribution is shown in Figure 19 and indicates that approximately 50% of

the WRA's in the study had ratios of 3.0 or less and 75% had ratios of 20.0
or less.

5.2 WR\ Design and End-Use Characteeistics

An investigation was conducted to determine if relationship oald be

established between the demonstrated to field MTBF ratio and any design or

end-use application characteristi- of a WRA. This was accomplished by

defining categories or class intervals for each such characteristic studied

and then determining the average of the MTBF ratios for the WRA's falling

into that category. The ratioDale for this approach is that if the category

under study had no relationship to MTBF relative differenccs, the average

value would be approximately the same for each interval. Conversely, if a

:2 relationship did exist, the averages would be dissimilar and the direction

of the movement of the averages would provide some insight into the nature

of the relationship.

The factors investigated fell into three major subgroups:

e General Design and Use Characteristics (function, weight, volume,

$ cooling method, etc.)

r . Parts (numw -, density, tp, qual ty)

* Burn-In (duration, failures)

5.2.1 General lesir3_and Use . 1racteristlcs

The relationships between the MBF ratios and the constituent factors

in this group are presented in Table 12 below. The appeaent conclusions

that can be drawn and probable explanations for each are:

Function: The functions appear to cluster into three groups:

Interface units and RF units hrivng the best laboratory/f .eld
correlation, Displays and Controls WRA's or i.cks and Cabinets
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TA13LE 12 AVIFZAGE MTBF RATIOS FOR SELECTED WRA

DESIGN AND USE CHARACTERSTICS

Function

lunction Average .
MTBF Ratio

Interface Equipment 2.5
RF Receivers and Iranamitters 2.6
Computers 6.9
Power Supply 7.
Signal Processing 7.9
ElecLro-Mechanical 9.2
Disolays and Controls 12.7
Racks and Cabinets 22.3

-

Vintage
Weight Average

Average * (Pounds) MTBF RatioYear MT1F Ratio Udr2 .Lzzzz'ziziziUnder 20 8.8Before 1970 10.9 21 to 40 8.2
After 1970 4.6 41 to 80 7.7

Over 80 2 6

Demonstrated MTBF/Field MThF
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TAXLL 12 AVLRAGE MfBF RATIOS FOR 5ELECTED WRA

DEIG14 AND USE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Power Denvi__

V o l u m e . ... . . ... . . .
Power.... PowerAverage

Volume Average . Dissipation 1T Ratio
(Cubic Inches) MTBF Ratio (Watts Inchee') MTF Ratio

Under 100 3.2 Under 0.01 11.7
101 to 1000 8.7 0.01 to 0.10 7.5
Over 1000 8.7 0.1 -o 0.50 8.8

Over 0.50 2.6

MIL Clase Cooling Method

Class Average T 1 Type of Averg N 1
MTRF R*aio ,e.

Cooling MTN Ratio
IA 2.4+[ Supplenmental 4.3
1 6.4 Ambient 11. 52 9.4 . .. .. . .

Aircraft Propulgion Mounting Method

Type keg Ave e

Propeller 6.4 Ilsolator t 7.0
Jet . 9.0 Hard Mount d 9.0

*Demonstrated MTBF/Field MTBF
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having the worst correlation, and the remaining function%, fairly

. closely concentrated between 7.0 and 9.0. The poor performance of the

Displays and Controls could be indicative of poor duplication of the

field usage conditions during the demnstration test. Usual field

operations include more on/off cycling, switching of functions,

cre- preference adjustments, etc., than that required in the laboratory.

Because of this additional usage, there is a greater tendency for

eqiLipment abuse on the part of both the flight and ground crews. Backs

and Cabinets, wbich primarily contain connectors and interconnecting

cabling, could be indicative of the differences in handling, checkout,

installation techniques and differences in configuration between the

demonstration test article end those that are deployed, The relatively

good correlation of the R' units can possibly be attributed to more

careful engineering attention to desin of vehicle installation due to

the criticality of EU requirements, associated coaxial cable/waveguide
.u's, etc., resulting in demonstration test umits more representative

of end-ue a,>yiication.

Vim.,~e:. The WRA's of more recent design have a better correlation

tha.t those designed before 1970. This is probably a reflection of

newer tochnoloryX and the 'tcre, sed emphasis on reliability in design

Aith the lmposition of more compreh(nsive reliability; requirements.

Thui1, this ctrpli.-a-t has resulted in more attention being paid to parts

scle'tion and. application, more foymal design reviews, additional

tez.Jitig reLjuirC/ientl,-h, .cn d more thorough and systematic requirements

for £aily.u,r. in,,ttgatCL, and correctllve action/closeout during the

Welght; WRA weight doen not apper' to have m uch bearing on reliability

/differences except fa.' thot.e heary (tge' than 130 lbs.) items. Two

J.Y.i3.1jib).e -.xa].;,tion; thitt maty sutr-po:r't tild. u obiervation are:

V g)fr4AI#4& (IV ibiSA/±flhel/jj/ .IitIII{ arevtUJ .ibal mtZo;m2 :r Stha the lighter WRA'a

"' ' " e~xv~rol~r~ f t :lhe ll' *L t"

t ......
I 4W



items this heavy generally require special harndling equipment for

installation and traxnsportation from the aircraft to the shop and are

thus less likely to experience any failures induced by mishandling.

Volume: Very small WRA's (under 100 cubic inches) appear to perform

bettern than the larger units. The:;.e are Irobably very simple units

with very few failure mechanains.

Power -hnsl ty: There does not appear to be any consistent relation-

ships between dissipation per unit volume and MTBF differences. The

one observation worth noting is that, contrary to prior feeling, the

higher power density units show greater correlation then those with

lower density. This probably results from greater design emphasis

placed on assuring proper thermal environment and/or in the selection

and application (e.g., derating) of components to survive in that

environment. This result is consistent with the greater correlation

obtained for suppleientally cooled WRA's as discussed, below.

MIL - Class: The more severe the end-ueo enviroument, tht: poorer the

agreement between demonstr&ted &nd field I*BF's. This suggests that

the demonstration teat temperature environment less adequately dupli-

cates the stresses of a MIIrE-5400 Class 2 temperature environment

than for Class 1.

CooLif Re_.uirement: WEA's that do not have supplemental cooling have &

poorer correlation tbat those that do. Since supplementally cooled

WA'r; are more decoup].ed from the natural temperature environment,

re 11i ty differences are less likely to be affected by differences

between the laboratory snd field envi:onments than those that are

ambient cooled. In addition, ambient cooled WRA's are also more likely

to experience the effects of molsture since the potentiallly for water

vapor migration into the WRA is greater than for supplementally cooled

items.

Propulsion System: WRA's installed in jet aircraft correlate worse

than those inat&4led in propeller driven planes. This may be explained

ty the fact that the vibration enviroDment during demonstration testing
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(sinuLzoldat) more closely resembles the environment seen in propeller

aircraft that than .of jet aircraft (random).

M~uuting Method: WRA' . that are vibration isolator mounted have a

small tendency to outperform those that aTe hard mounted. Since the

purpose of special mouting is to minimize the input environment to

tie WRA, this obser vation is consistent with expectation but not as of-

fective as one would have thought.

5.2.2 Parts

A similar investigation was perfoxmed to determine if demonstration to

field MIBF differences were affected by the quantity, types, or quality of

the parts used in each WRA. The measures used to describe parts character-

Istics were: quantity packaging density (parts/cubic in.), percent micro-

circuits, and percent igh reliability (TX, ER or better). The values for I
each WRA are listed in Table E-1.a

uThe s g nificant relationships between these measures and MBF relative

differences are shown in Table 13 and are discussed below. No relationship

was found bctieen part quantity and MTBF differences.

?ackaging Densit: No apparent relationship between packaging density

arid MTBF differcnces exists. However, it is noted that the units with

the highest density (greater than 4 parta/in ) exhibited the poorezt
ccorrelation. 1Thiu may b, -. indirative of':

0field fa]Llurus in' ucel t~y mnaintenance personnel while repa iring

prior" failures.

&localized thermal stresses occurring during field usage which the

demonstrution test Is incapab~e of reproducing due to the higher

thermal inertlas and relatively short dwell times at temperatur'e.

Percent Microcircuits: The better rellability correlation is as-

sociated With those WR A's that have a rel&!.tively high (greater than

50%) microcircuit population. ;Since, for the equipment sample of this

~~~study, vir'tually all of the microcircuit applications are dikital, it -.
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TA3LE 13 AVEIAGl JiTBF HATIO FOR "'FRA PRTS CHiARACTERISTICS

Packaging Density

Parts Density Average
(Parts/Cubic Inch) NTBF Ratio*

Under 1 8.9
I to 2 5.12 to 4 7.0

Over 4 13.0

Microcircuits -f
ts Average% Microcircuits

• LTBF Ratio

O to 50 8.9
50 to 100 2.7

High Reliability Parts

A X, Average
Class B or Better MTBF Ratio

0 to 20 11.1

20to 50 8.5
50 to 100 5.4

Demonstrated ?mTBF/Fleld IITflF

100



follows that a higher percentage of microcircuitb implies a higher

proportion of digital circuitry in the equipment; conaequentl , sipce

digital circuitry is relatively insensitive to temperature as well as

other environmental effects, this correlation is reasonable.

Percent High Reliability Parts: As the proportion of high quality

parts in a WRA increase, the correlation between the laboratory results

and tile field improves. This indicates that these parts are less

likely to be affected by the environmental differences (primarily

temperature and vibration) between the laboratory and the field than

those of lower quality.

5.2.3 WRA Burn-In

The effects of WRA bur-In requirements on reliability differences were
investigated. Specifically, WRA birn-in experience data for units in pro-

duction wa collected and. several measures were defined for the analysis.

The ra. biurn-i, dAta fur- each WKA is presented in Table E-2. All the WRA's

j. in this study were subjected to a burn-in test under environmental condi-

ticonz. This was true for all production units as well as the demonstration

unit. The environments were limited to temperature and vibration. The

specific levels, and cycle durations were generally identical with those

of the WRA demonstration test.

Two measures relating to the total duration of the burn-in test were

defined. One ,us simply thc nurber of hours of bUn-Ln testing a WRA

experienced and the othcr war the number of hours divided by the predicted

MYXBF (.f tne WIIA. The4 latter reikure normalized each burn-in duration to a

corresponding inhercnt reliability capability.

The purpose for using both measures was to determine:

* if burn-in times affected the MTBF differences

4 * whether the absolute value or the relative length Is more meaningful

in specifying burn-in duration

* specific limits on the burn-in time.
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The relationships with MTBF differences for each of these measures

i s shown in Table 14. They indicate that as burn-in time increases, the

correlation between demonstration and field is better. Although some

point of diminishing returns must economically exist, the data indicates

that, at least until 500 hours, the more burn-in the better. The data also

indicates that poor correlation exists when the burn-in duration is a very

small fraction of the predicted lWIf. It further suggests that the burn-in

duration should approximate or be greater than the predicted MCBF. This,

of course, does not consider economic trade-offs that must be made for

high reliability items. The two results taken together, suggest that,

within the range of the data analyzed, a practical approach for specifying

a burn-in duration requirement could encompass some variation such as:

* at least one multiple of' the predicted MTBF with a minimum of 200

hours for low MTBF WRA's.1 at least 10% of the -redtcted NflTF with a 5k%11hwu uf 500 hours 'or

high ?CBF WRA's.

It should be pointed out that these conclusions are cssociated with a

bu.ni-in test under environments where the temperature and vibration re-

quirements were essentially indentical with those in MIL-STD-781. Recent-

ly performed studies (Pef. 8 and Ref. 13) indicate that a more effective

and shorter burn-kn test (with resultant cost savings) can be 7'ealized by

impOring rgndc. 'rbratit:,n ard a a n.e rapid thermal cycling profile as test

requirements.

Data on the average number of failures per unit burned-in was also

collected for each WRA. The original intent was to use this data as a gauge

of the total emphasis on quality during fabrication. It was argued that

since the purpose of the burn-in test was to uncover workmanship defects,

the defects found should be proportional to the emphasis on manufacturing

quality and inspection during fabrication. Further, since the nmnber of

burn-in failures should increase with box complexity, it was also decided

to use the number of failures per part as a normalized measure of quality.

The last measure defined for this analysis was the ratio of burn-in U
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TALE 14 AVERAGE MT13F RATiOS FOR WRA BUIiN-IN MEASURES

Burn-In Hours (Production Units)/

Burn-In Hours (Production Units ?redicted MTBv I
Average * Interval ATBF Ratio

}tour s IMTBF Ratio

Under 100 10.9 Under 0.001 19.3
0.001 to 0.01 8.31.00 to 200 5.9 OO oOi .

0.01 to 0.10 8.4200 to 500 3.9 0.10 to 1.00 5.9Over 1.00 3.4

EBurr-Ih Failures
Burn-In Failures/Number of Parts

Lamber of Average IA-a -

Failues MTH-F Ratio Intrval A i S
________IMTBF Ratio *I Under 0.5 9.5UneO.171

0.5 to 1.0 7.0 0.001 to 0.01 11.3
7..0Under.0.001Ove 4. 8.0 0.01 to 0.10 24.4

Burn-In Failures/
*22 ur s/Predicted ITTBF)

lunter val j Average *
IntevalMTFZ Ratio

Under 0.5 10.1
0.5 to 2.0 3.1
Over 2.0 1 8.2

*Demonetrated 1TDF/Field MTEF
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failures to predicted MTBF. The rationale for using this measure was to

provide an allowance for the random failure phenomena. It was argued that

even if no workmanship failures were present in a WRA, random failure

would still occur. In T hours of tecting, the expected number of random

failures would approximate T/MTBF. Thus the measure defined would describe

'4 the relative number of failures in excess of expectation.

The relationship between each of the measures discussed above and the

MTBF ratios are also shown in Table 14. A review of these tables points

out that burn-in failures is, in fact, an ambiguous measure. Not only does

it reflect emphasis on quality, it also describes the effectiveness or

efficiency of the burn-in test. Everything else being equal, the more

rigorous the burn-in test, the more failures it will produce. Comparison

of the relationship of number of failures with that number of failures per

part illustrates this ambiguity. It indicates that the demonstration to

field ICBF average ratio decreases significantly when the number of burn-

in failures is greater than 4. This could be the result of such a good burn-

in test that it uncovered a significant number of problems which otherwise

would manifest themselves in the field. Thus the WRA would fail less often

in the field resulting in a better correlation with laboratory results.

Examination of the relationship of burn-in failures per part to MTBF dif-

ferences shows the other side of the possible interpretation. Here, where

failures are normalized to complexity, the more failures per part the worse

the correlation between demonstration and field MrBF's. This illustrates

the icint that the degree of er~phaIs on quality issues during fabrication

si~ifiantliy ,1pacto the correlation of laboratory anid field ICBF'S.

These two possible interpretations, acting together, could be the explana-

tion for the relationship of burn-in failures/expected failures to MTBF

differences. For this measure, the best correlation is achieved on those

WRA's that had an actual/expected burn-in failure ratio between 0.5 and 2.0.

This could be interpreted to mean that poor reliability correlation between

the laboratory and the field is more likely when:

* the burn-in test is ineffective and does not screen out sufficient

iorYmanship/quAlity failures (ratio less than 0.5)
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* the emphasis on quality during manufacture is so low that too many

failures result during burn-in testing (ratio greater then 2.0)

It is recognized that any measure that uses burn-in failures directly

in its derivation has limited future application. This is the only data

element that is not available prior to a demonstration test since it is

dependent on acceptance test data of production units which is not available

until well after completion of the demonstration test. As previously in-

dicated, burn-in failures were selected to describe emphasis on quality, with

the expectation that, if it showed good correlation to M8TF differences, then

it would provide the motivation and Justification for a separate study, to

develop an expression that quantifies the relationship among the program

elements that address quality issues.

The conclusion drawn from the above analysis is that measures derived

from the number of burn-in failures on production units do relate to demon-
etratlon/fi eld W" dfifferences. The propecr applicatior, f these

ships, however, depends on interpretation, and it awaits some other stucy

to determine the combined effect and an overall relationship among burn-in I
requirements and quality oriented parameters.

Table 15 summarizes the major conclusions drawn from the analysis of

WRA design arid end use application characteristics. It identifies those

items which tended to produce the very strong and very weak correlation

between demonstrated and field !T4F's and associtotes a possible cause for

each such item.
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TABLE 15 WRA DESIGN AND D-USE CHIARACTERISTICS SIGNIFICANTLY

RNiENC INCA NTBF Qj5E Jj ____

STRONGEST CORRE, ATION

Factors Possible Cause

WRA Function

S HF Equipment More carenil engini-ering attuntion

More Recent Desi Di Iprovement in reliability programs

Very Heavy Speea. bandling in field

Very Small Few failure mech&nisms

High Power Density More caref)A engi.neering attention

Fo'- ed A3 r Cooled More decoupled fi-,m natural
temperature enviLorcrent

High Microcircuit Content Less sensitive to field environments

High "High Reliability" Part Contcnt Less senzitive to field envirortments

Effective BRrn-in Tests Screens out failures before they can
occur in the field

W3RAKBST CORRELATION

Factor Possible Cause

WRA Function

iD.splays and Controls F-equent on/off cycle, fie'd abuse

* Racks and Cabinets Handling differences

Arbient Cooled Closely coupled to local thermal
environment, moisture

Jet Propulsion Wrong test type

High Package Density Maintenance induced, local thermal
stresses

Poor Manufacturing Quality Introduces additional field failures
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5.3 Environmental Analysis

.3.1 Approach

A As indicated in Section I, many reasons have been advanced to explain

the discrepancies between demonstrated and field values of reliability.

f Although the focus of this study has been on the environment, this does not

suggest that it is the only factor or even the dominating factor in acccunt-

ing for these reliability differences. Each of the other potential influences

identified in paragraph 5.2 can and often are the reason for differences on

a specific WRA. The fact that the environment alone cannot be the sole

explanation is illustrated by the results of the Grummaij study performed

for WPAFB (ref. ]). In that study a sample of 31 WPA's were selected for

analysis. These 31 items were specifically selected because the data re-

viewed indicated that they had experienced field failures that were environ-

mentally induced. Even in this biased sample only 50% of the total field

failures on these WRA's could be associated with environmentally related

considerations. It is then reasonable to eapub that in this study, wherethe WRA selection was mch more random with respect to environmental

influences, that something less than half of the influence on reliability

differences is directly attributable to environmental problems.

These arguments suggest that it would be futile to expect an even near

perfect relationship between an environmental factor and reliability dif-

ferences. In addition, any attempt to determine a precise relationship

that considers all factors, environmental and non-enviro _ntal, stmiltane-

ouslv would require a sample size and associated data collection effort thnt

would be economically prohibitive.

Thus, the general approach adopted for this study was to search for

and Identify geneial trends in the data. Because of all the possible influ-

enceo on any data point, the most rational approach was to analyze the dataa . with a view to identifying, understanding, and explaining any general type of

relationship between an environmental factor and reliability differences

that emerges from the analysis of the data. The direction of the analysis

was to idntify those general trends in the data whici would provide
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indications and direction as to which environmental test parameters (levels,
S durations) were the apparent drivers and how these parameters should be

modified in a Reliability Deronstration Test so as to make the results of

such a test a better barometer of the reliability of the WRA that is sub-

sequently achieved once it is in the field.

AL indicated previously, the method of WRA cooling and the type of

propulsion system significantly defines the environment of a WRA. It was

thus decided to partition the data first by cooling method (ambient cooled

and forced air cooled) and then by propulsion system (jet and propeller)

to assure consistent environmental comparisons. Figure 20 shows the com-

parison of cumulative distributions for the two cooling methods. The com-

parison for propulsion types is shown in Figure 21. A review of these

figures indicated that for:

a Forced Air Cooled WRA's

- 50% of the WRA's in this group had ratios of 2.0 or less, and '.4

- 75% had ratios of 5.0 or less.

a .bient Cooled WRA's

- 50% of the WRA's in this group had ratios of 4.0 or less, and

- 75% had ratios of 15.0 or less

* WRA's Installed on Propeller Aircraft

- 50( of the WRA's had ratios of 1.7 or less, and

- 75% bad ratios of 5.4 or less

a WRA's Installed on Jet Aircraft

- 50% of the WRA's had ratios 3.5 or less, and

- 75% had ratios of 10.1 or less

again showing the influence of cooling method and propulsion type on

reliability difference.
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The maIjorT. 11.sinte of this .%nalyaii, wast toe 11,, termlne! vhichl, and. to w?-It

extent, eli ffe r nee s i rt re il-liiy weve a acit'v Ith di fcr-evnee s between

laborator-y and field em'ixronijents-; Thi. ofnacr a .1 lilr.I± ti param:eter

differ-ene wras tak~enl asi~ the reitio of the fi,:l.d valuxe to the laboratory value.
lire again,. the pur~pove waa to estixblimsh a cilv~amq,'nes's imtaxe that was

irdeperldezlt o'f' abaI)o3:ute valuaem olf Ite I~r~nt~r VA 13e rka JarEsL1 ma', then
in a broad m;!nse be onuaere a thie analoge: tt* "ztatbvsm r'-ption

Based on a revitew of' the en-vironmenats) dti.ta :pr a vventaed in A ericell B

and C, specific ernrircmylc.tal pex:raanters w'-rc:., em~tttda the baszis for

cotqaxitci with re atlyd.Lrfer-eceD. Ube paaiWtaiwi. ctetd were those

that hiad

& wide rang e of' viqluesA in th6 -fielid

*a significant. rang4 e of' diffe rii rice s be tween ,1taboy.atoi-y antl ftid j
g, cmol be s,;&cifted in a 1.abc-A.ory' . . j~

The cons,+tient rt41:id aitnd :taboratoxry e jtrneiimts of ahe w 'Thena

measure used are! defined ini Ttiblo~i 16 bcesmw. In alt, oases the mauewas

evaluated. as the r-atio o1' the fioild value to the! labo):ratorz vi In

those cises. 'were trvwi' y zero, c(uld accuse a.J saf nrentWlIIq added

to numerator aml dctraoiiator, for- al l' AD..

5.3.3 Enmronthleatdorishtiys

Each of' these e nv. ronintal differences w"tr :1v t, til4.."C1c in t'.nto

determli. e if ttind bo.rM' the 14PP diffL'enercea; tbr4ex L the- wnttuv of' fCh

paz'aamtex' camge d.. Spfola.itr, ac enli.wotxen tal paai.at tudie.l,

subgroups were defined, th-ie W1hAV e teXlnf rwInto itovtj Auigr Ai.ets-tifid,

and the average of W1he MIRP &tiot; fox,. those 1*(A'a i citevnditied . Iii =mac L

cases the class inter-vals defTInedl fox. &n enI.viron,:mert wena riot of vqual. widths!;

This WAS necessery beemsune -the daeta aa; not, unffort3y iYilbfrdna"th
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TABLE 16 FIELD ANT) LABORATORY COMPONENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES

Environmental Measure Field Environment Laboratory Environment

Low Ambient Minimum In-Flight gompert- Minimu Chamber Tempera-
ment Temperature (K) ture ( K)

High Ambient Maximum In-Flight Sompart- Maximul Chamber Tempera-

ment Temperature ( K) ture ( K)

Ambient Rate of Maximum In-Flight Compart- Maximum Chamber Tempera-
Change ment Temrature Rate of tgre Rate of Change

,,_ Change ( /minute) ( /minute)
QPera ng Time

Low Temperature Expected Operating Time at Operating Time at Low
Low Temperature Throughout Temperature (Hours)i a Time Interval Equal to

Total Laboratory Operating
Time (Hours)

High Temperature Expected Operating Time at Operating Time ab High
High Temperatures Through- Temperature (Hours)
out a Time Interval Equal
to Total Laboratory Oper-
ating Time (Hours)

QQ21inzAir
High Temperature Maximum Temperature of Maximiam Temperature of

Cooling Air in Flight (0 K) Cgoling Air During Test

(K)
Low Temperature Minimum In-Flight Temera- Minimum Temperature of

ture of Cooling Air ( K) C 8oling Air Durin% Test

(K)
Maximum Flow Rate Maximum In-Flight Cooling Maximum Cooling Air Flow

Air Flniw RAtep (ihn/rnin) P F-.t u gTet(b/-4n

Lowest Pressure Minimum Atmospheric Pres- Laboratory Ambient Condi-
___________ - sure in Flight (paie) tions (14.7 pain)
Vi brit ion

Level (Propeller Maximum Measured In-Flight Vibration Level During
Aircraft) (g peak) Test (g peak)

Level (Jet Maximum Measured In-Flight ---

Aircraft) Level (PSD)

Duration Expected Flight Hours in Accumulated Vibration
an Interval Equal to the Test Time
Total Laboratory Operating
Time (Hours)
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to partition the data on cooling method for the investigation of temierature

related variables and on propulsion system for the investigation of rl-

bration related variables. The relationships between these environmental

parameters and MTBF differences are shown graphically in Figures 22, 23, 24,

and 25. Figures 22 and 23 show the significant thermal relationships for

ambiently cooled and forced air cooled WRA's respectively. The .;;elationshipe

involving vibration paramef;ers are shown ir Figure 24 for WRA's installed

in jet aircraft while those in propeller driven aircraft are shown in

Figure 25.

5.3.3.1 Ambient Cooled WRA's

A review of the relationships presented in Figure 22 indicates the

following:

& Closer correlation between dezvnstrated and. field reliability was

achieved on those WRA's whose chamber lot temperature test level

approximated the inflight low comrtment temperature. The average

MT__RF ratio of approx iatel- 4.0 in the low temperature interval of

1.01 - 1.10 compared with average MTBF ratio of 11.5 for all ambient

cooled WRA's indicates that this parameter could be a significant

driver for improving laboratory to field correlation. It further

suggests that the current low temperature test requirement in MIL-

STD-781 of just soaking the test article at C54°C may not be an

adequate low temperature test.

o As with low temperature. the: bett5:r MTF corr=elatlon Ccurred on

those WRA's whv:re the labo'atory high temperature extreme closely

approximated compartment high temperature conditions while in flight.

This suggests that just soaking at a high temperature limit for a

long period of time may not be a sufficient demonstration test

requirement. Although the MTBF ratio at the low point in the curve

ls higher than the corresponding point on the loo€ temperature curve,

the general shape still Indicates a sizeable reduction at a ratio

approximating 1.0.
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High Ambient Temperature
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* When ambient temperature rate of chan&S was at least as great in

the laboratory as that experienced in flight the field reliability

was closer to the demonstrated value. This suggests that the 50 C/

minute chamber temperature rate of change should probably be con-

sidered as an absolute minimum value and that requirements should

be tailored to the anticipated rates expected in the field.

I aCloser demonstration to field ICDF agreement occurred on those WP's

whose total operating time at low temperatures during the test more

closely resembled the expected operating time at low temperature in

the field. Tle existing MIL-STD-781 method requires that the equip-

ment be off during the low temperature soak and be turned on when

starting to raise the chamber temperature, thus never imulati jg

in-flight operating conditions in a cold environment. This data

appears to suggest that a provision to operate the equipment at

anticipated mission low temperatures be required. The accumulated

operating time at low temperature should be somewhat in excess (but

not grossly) of that expected in the field.

No relationship could be found for operating time at high tempera-

ture or for the low pressure comparison. This suggests that:

- the current 1IL-STD-781 high temperature operating schedule is

adequate or, since so much operating time was accrued in the

laboratory at high temperature, differences between that and the

field are negligible in terms of their effect on reliability

differences

- pressure differences do not significantly contribute to reliability

differences

When viewed all together, these observations suggest that for

ambient cooled WRA's, the demonstration test thermal environment

for at least part of the test should more closely approximate the

expected in-flight enviroiment. The combination of more representa-

tive temperature extremes and faster rates of change implies when

viewed relative to the current method of demonstration testing

(Jong dwells at extremes and moderate rates of change from one

extreme to the other), that better reliability correlation would



be achieved by more frequent cycling at a higher rate of change

between limits. This test concept would better reproduce the

thermally induced stres reversals currently experienced during

field operation.

5.3.3.2 Forced Air Cooled WRA's

A review of the relationships between environmental parameters and the

MTBF ratios presented in Figure 23 indicate:

* The ponrer deonstration to field MTBF ratios are associated with
those WRA's where the chamber high temperature was less than the

inflight compartment high temperature. In addition, the data

indicates that when the maxirmm temperature of the cooling air was

higher in the lab than in the field the reliability correlation

improved. Since the requirement for supplemental cooling air ic

generally dictated by the amount of heat to be dissipated, these

observations suggest that the high temperature environment provided

by present demonstration tests is generally less severe than that

experienced in the field. This indicates that the demonstration

test should be structured to require, for at least part of the test,

that the highest chamber temperature coincide with minimnm cooling

capacity consistent with tiie cooling limits of the WPA specification.

The closer reliability agreement between the laboratory and the field

occurred on those WPJ's whose low temperature limit during the test

approximated the iriflight compartment low temperature. hirthermore,

those WIA's subjected to a ma .inm cooling air flow rate in the

laboratory exceeding that which it experienced in the field had the

better reliability correlation. This suggests that low temperature

ambient level, of itself, may not be a dominant influence. However,
the current laboratory requirement of having the equipment non-

operative and the cooling air off when decreasing temperature and

during the soai. at low temperature (-54°C), my not be reproducing

significant field effects. Since forced air cooled boxes are poorly

coupled with the ambient temperature environment, the effect of

driving the chamber temperature down without an assist from the
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coolir air in to produce a slow reduction in internal WRA

temperatures (e.g.., component local temperatures). FUrthermore,

as indicated previously, the primary thermal environment is pro-

vided by the cooling air. Consequently, if the chamber temperature

was riot as low, and if the soak periods were shorter than those

required in MIL-STD-781, the WRA would be required to be powered

on and operated more frequently. This, in turn, would require the

* introduction of cooling air more frequently, thus subjecting the

WRA to its normal thermal environment more frequently. Since the

flow rato in the field varies with mission operational parameters

and since, as this data indicates, the greater the flow rate ik the

laboratory relative to the field the better the correlation,'then\

a test that sabJects the WRA to periodic high flow rates would be

more representative of field conditions. A test with these features

would better reproduce the thermal gradients ard thermal stresses

caused by temperature reversals.

This contention is supported by the relationship with operating

time at low temperature. The data indicates that better correlation

was achieved when the accrued operating time at low temperature

approximated total expected operating time in the field. Since equip-

ment operating time in the laboratory is measured from the end of

the low temperature soak (when chamber temperature begins to increase),

and since cooling air parameters are essentially constant, the high

lATEF ratios at the extrean-.s e--e indicative of inmuffinient

variation in cooling air parameters during the demonstration test.

* No relation was found between MTBF ratios and

- aanient temperature rate of change

- operating time at high temperature

- cooling air low temperature

- pressure

indicating that either, these variables do not affect demonstration to

field MTBF comparisons or, they are adequat e. provided for in the

laboratory.
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* The above observations9 taken collectively, suggest that a demon-

stration test on forced air cooled items would result in closer

MTBF agreement if it were structured to provide:

- more frequent variation in cooling air parameters (temperature

and flow rate) consistent with the item's specification limits.

- these variations should be coupled with changes in chamber
temperature

o on the high temperature portion of the profile so that the

test article will be subjected to simultaneous high ambient

temperatures and reduced cooling air capability

o on the low temperature side to assure more repid and more

positive cooling of components j

5.3.3.3 WRA's Installed in Jet Aircraft f
The relationships between vibration parameters and M h ratios are

presented in Finnre 24 and indicate;

* The greater the field vibration level the worse the correlation

between demonstrated and field MTBF's. All these units '.ere
laboratory vibration sine tested at a nonresonant frequency between
20 and 60 Hz yet the measured maximum field levels always occurred

at frequencies in excess of 100 Hz. Thus the units were not tested

at the higher frequencies and were subjected to an effective test

level of zero PSD at these hi her frequcnc e -.. ef.rc, the

comparison ini between the: ni.xin7m level in the field and zero in

the laboratory. To avoid the difficulty of "division by zero" the

measure ultimately used was calculated by:

vibration measure = (Field Maximnum PSD + .0001) + .0001

Thus the conclusion to be drawn from this data is that the vibration

test for demonstration should more closely approximate the field

environment in type, level and frequency content.
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* riffe better reliability c'-rrelntion was assoiated with those units

whose accumulated vibration test time more closely approximated

the expected exposure during an equivalent operating time. Inc

comparison of laboratory test time of 2.2g peak sine input at a
non-resonant frequency vs. field time at varying frequencies and

levels may be questionable, yet this very lack of agreement in test

method may be magnifying the extremely high MTBF ratios at the

relatively lon field times.

* These observations taken together suggest that a proper vibration

test for demonstration purposes, on WRA's installed in jet aircraft,

should be to subject the test article to a variety of input fre-

I quencies simultanecusly and at levels/durftions approximating field

usage. This can best be accomplished by requiring that the vibration

test be random instead of sine and that duration as a minimum be

determined so that the relationship:

. Laboratory Vibration Time Field Flight Time

Laboratory Article Operating Time Field Operating Time

is preserved.

5.3.3.4 WRA's Installed in Propller Driven Aircraft

As indicated in Figure 25, the poorer reliability correlation occurred

on those WRA's whose vibration level in the field exceeded the level in the

laboratoy. LLhe t est and thc fild -. bration envronnLment. wre both

sinuisoidal in nature. However, the maximum field levels occurred at higher

frequencies than those tested in the laboratory. This points out the

necessity for subjecting the test arsicle to a variety of frequencies during

the test, rather than the continuous dwell at a non-resonant frequency as

currently required in MKL-STD-781. This can be accomplished readily by

continuous sweeping in frequency at a rate determined to assure exposure at

all frequencies. This would better assure that WRA's that experience a

significant vibration level in the field would be evaluated under similar

conditions in the laboratory. The data further indicated that the reli-

ability correlation is good for those WRA's that experience a relatively
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benign vibration envroaient in the field, thus suggesting that tihe current

test method was adequate for this tyl! of item.

Die areeent An reliability was vorse for tlioce WIEA's 'tose accumulated

vibration test time was a smaller fractlon of the anticipated .ibration ex-

posure in the field during an equivalent nwytsr of ope-,,ating ho'urs . This

indicates that lonrer vibration test durutions than those required in !II--STD-

781 would be more representativi of fic,1A conditions and 'woutld consequently

result in closer reliability correlation.ITe above anilyses indicate that closer correlation between demonstrated.

and field MTBF's can be achieved when the demn)rtration teat envirolente

more closely approximates those of the field. Thble 17 pre.ents a summary

of recommended modifications to MI,-STD-781 which would assure ,hit greater

similarity in environmental exposure. The table Is a listIng of ditsimrrble

test features (rather than specific paxameter changes) which ahould he.! in-.

coy.rporated in. a 'evivalon of the at~uvjcar'do Tks, th-.e ecoa.erdt':

tprovide the general direction for th'o developnrnt of detailed test profiles°

5.4 Regression Analyp.is

Mltiple regression techniques were applied to the data to estiablich a

composite relationship between MTBF ratios and those envirormntL1 rat .oa'

appearing to have some significance. The purpose of this wans to develop an

expression, having the significant environaental ratios as variables, thia ,t

used to predict the ccnsequences, in terms of effect on MTBF ratio, of

alternative proposed test parameter changes.

Several different forms of a relationship were investigated. All were

linear combinations of the ratios or some transformation of the ratios since

.rorthing more complex woald have been difficult to interpret or apply. Mhe

expressions considered included;

-. ,t



TABLE 17 PROPOSED MIL-STD-781E UNVROr4hDTAL FSCOMMODATIONS

ENVIRONMENT RECO4ENDATION

Chamber Temperatures 6 Simulate corpartment temperature
flight levels

* Cycle frequently between limits

* Change levels rapidly

* Provide greater assurance that
components arc trily exposed
to indicated chamber conditions

* Operate at low temperatures in
accordance vith expected usage

Cooling Air 0 Require maximum periissible
variation of cooling capability

* Couple variations in cooling
capability to chanber temperature
varilatiors

Vibration * Random vibration for WRA's in jets

0 Sine sweep for WA'3S in propeller
aircraft

• Levelir to alfproximate mission
levels

*Incrcase duration to app~roximate
flight time.
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y = a 4 lX + ,x .

in y = a + blX + b x +
1 2 2 2

2 2 2
[ ny a + blX1 + Clx 1  + b X2 + C~x + ...

in y = a + b ln x1 + b21n x2 +. x
2 2 2

11 = + cX + b2x2 + b n x +...1 1 2 2 3

2In y + a + b1x + C 1x + b2 x2  b3 n x3 +
l1 + .c 2 3bn 3-.

where

= MTFlaborato Ffield

x = Field Environment/Laboratory Environment,

Another consideration in the development of a model was the number of

variables included in the expression. As a general rule, an attempt was

made to keep the number of terms in the expression and, consequently, the

number of variables considered, as small as possible. One can usually get

apparently good fits when the number of variables is large relative to the

number of data points, However, the quality of the fit can be artificial,

and iu analogous to perfectly fitting, as an example, a fourth degree curve

through five points.

Thus, the number of variables were limited to only the prevlously

determined significant envirrwiorntal ratios, and the "fineness" Of the

partition of the data was limited to cooling method or propuleion type to

retain at least a moderate sample size.

None of the models attempted produced a regression equation that was

considered usable as a prediction tool. This again points out that otler

than Just the environmental factors are significantly contributing to MTBF

differences and evcn thut part of' the difference attributable to the environ-

f ment can not be characterized simply. In several cavet, however, multiple
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correlation (R) coeffictents of aoproximately 0.6 were observed. The

measure, R , is the proportion of the variability in the dependent variable

(MTBF ratioki) that. is ex.plained by the function of the independent variables

(the envirm-n,.ntal ratlos). Thus, 3(4 of the vriability in the demonstrated

to field reliability differences can be explained by the differences in the

enviro-i.,ntf. If one assumes that variability is indicative of failure

frequena~r, then 36%, of the Wfi field. failures were environmentaLly induced

that weoe not,, or could not be, dete.ted by the demonstration test environ-

menta. This, in itself, argues for a molification of these environmonts,
r since the potential "savir" is, on the average, approximately one third the

f currentykv expe rienced field failures.
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SECTION VI

DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES

6.1 APPROACH

The results of the analysis of field and laboratory data, as discussed

in previous sections, clearly indicates that the laboratory demonstration

would be far more representative of the performance to be expected in the

field, if certain reconstructions and additions were effected to the test

profiles of MIL-STD-781. Recognizing that the purpose of the demonstration

is to provide a measure of the expected field reliability and that the

effects of natural and induced environmenta are one of the principal drivers

L affecting field reliability, it follows that the most representative test

would be one that applies all of these environments at the level and in the

sequence to be encountered in the field.

The revisions to MIL-STD-781 could conceivably encompass all of-, th
natural id inducea environments, however, this would be impractical I.n

Sterms of effective-Less, efficiency and expense. The analysis of Section V

eonfirmm the results of previous studies indicating that environmentally

induced failures are primarily attributable to temperature and vibration,

Conentrated effort must be expended in these environmental areas
in order to obtain better correlation between field MTBF's and demnstrated

values.

pr)grzn , alic;,able to a wide viuriety of avionics, is dependent upon certain

basic ground rules as specified below:

S The specified test methods and procedures must be within the capa-

-bfility of standard laboratoz7 teat equipment.

* The required environmental exposure must he specified in sufficient

detail to assur that the test article receives the full effect of

the exposure.

* The method of developing the specific test profile should accommo-

date the use of preliminary aircraft and WRA performance definitions.
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IN
0 The developed program should provide a high ratio of equipment

or time to test time.

* The test set-up should allow adequate performance monitoring

before, during and subsequent to each environmental exposure.

* The means utilized for performance monitoring should provide

positive recognition of a failure.

* The success/failure criteria should be clearly defined and consis-

tent with the criteria to be utilized in measuring field perfor-

inance.

The selected approach to developing a laboratory program which is

essentially analogous to the temperature, moisture and vibration environments

expected in the field, utilizes an aircraift mission as its base. Although

aircraft with different mission goals have different profiles (as described

by an altitude - speed time schedule) certain generalizations of profile

can be made. Every aircraft exqeviences the follou-ing sequence of events

during one nominal mission:

* Ground operation

* Take-off and Climb to Altitude

* Mission Objective3

* Descent and Landing

* Ground storage (Non-operation)

Utilizing thi ......., sequence, one can then identify performance
~parameter,3 associated with the various phase within the sequence. Further-..

more, aince the p rneters can be expressed in terms of speed, altitude and
~duration, a viable approach to the development of a test program which is

the analog of an aircraft mission, becomes apparent.

Separating the environments of concern into their constituent parts,

the method by Wich the aircraft mission parameters can be utilized in

defining the environmental levels and durations evolves as folls.

As discussed in Section III a WRA's thermal time-history is a func-

tion of the ambient environment, duty cycle, cooling method and electrical

power density characteristics. Clearly, the operational ambient environment

is an aircraft/aircraft mission dependent variable. The duty cycle and
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V]
electrical power density are fixed values, specified by the design specifi-

cation, and the cooling method effect, for WRA's other than ambient cooled,

can be defined as a function of cooling airflow/temperature.

If one considers the laboratory thermal chamber analogous to the

WRA's aircraft compartment, a chamber thermal profile can be developed based

upon expected compartment temperatures during the various aircraft mission

phases. Furthermore, if these expected temperatures are determined for hot

and cold day extremes, the chamber profile will encompass the full compart-

ment thermal ambient range. Coupling the chamber profile, thus developed,

with the equipment's ncminal duty cycle and cooling schedule will produce an

exposure which is truly the thermal analog of service conditions.

The laboratory vibration environmental levels and durations can be

similarly developed using those parameters associated with the vibration

environment. This vibration exposure can then be combined with the previ-

ously developed thermal exposure to yie'd the required mission environmental

analog.

High levels of moisture exist as a natural field environment and
avionics are periodically subjected to these ex tremes. Furthermore, the

results of previous studies (reference 1) conclude that moisture is one of

the prime environmental drivers of avionic failures. Therefore, in order

to correctly simulate the major environments, to which WRA's are normally

subjected during their service life, a periodic humidity exposure must be

included in the laboratory program.

The development of a practi al and economic laboratory program is

in peart based upon the consideration of all of the constraints and limLta-

tions associated with environmental testing. Although practically the full

range of steady state environmental conditions can be reproduced singularly

using standard laboratory equipment, high rates of change associated with

transient cornitions and combined environmental exposures are far more diffi-

cult to correctly duplicate.

D:Lviding the "environmental world" into its mechanical and climatic

constituents, one can readily see that the imposition of a mechanical en-

vironment (vlbration shock, acceleration) relies solely upon the controlled

transfer of energy into the test article. Given then, that a specified
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mechanical envirormient can be generated by Fa mechanism of sufficient force

output, the constraining factor is the force input direction; i.e., single
, axis excitation. Climatic environ~nents (temperature, pressure, etc. ) how-

ever, require the ability to transfer energy both into and out of the article.
If one assumes that sufficient energy can be male available for input to thei

, article then the constraining factor to sin~gle environment climatic testing

is the capability of the mechanism utilized as a sink or reservoir for the

{ storage of removed energy. Sumarizing the above discussion, relative to

single environment testing, one concludes that the duplication of a

mechanical environment is limited to single axis excitation (one axis at

a time) and climatic environmental duplication is limited by the capability

* of the available energy sink,

Investigating the relationship between the laboratory generated en-vironments and those existing within the near saeof earth, one can again

determine that the mechanical environments are more closely coupled to the

mechanisms of the vehicle than are the climatic environments. Vibration,

chock and acceleration in an aircraft are all a function of power plant,

velocity, velocity changes fluid density and directional stability. Each

of the resultant conditions associated with these parameters is readily

duplicated in the laboratory as steady state conditions one axis/environ-

~ ment at a time. The climatics, however, are not solely a function of the

I parameters associated with the vehicle. At any instant in time, each of

these climatics exists as stabilized multi en-i-onmental layers within the

envelope of tha earth's atmospheric exnanp-e The high pcrfo .rnce ai-rcit,

rflying through these various l-ayers, eylp.riences rapid climatic chaniges due

to its direction and velocity not due to any chaege within the stabilized

climatic layers.

Reviewing the foregoing paragraphs, one recognizes that the primary

difficulties associated with accurately duplicating a high performance

aircraft's envirormental time line within a laboratory, is:

* Attaining the high rates of change.

* Duplicating various climatic environments either simultaneously

or sequentially within very short time pert ads.
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* Recycling climatic environments to produce an analog of multiple

high perfornance climbs and dives.

* Generating a mechanical environmental spectrum which accurately,

simultaneously produces the multipae modes of excitation and

rapidly varying levei:.

Modern laboratory environmental generating equipment is designed aroundIthe requirements of Military Specification such as MIL-STD-810. The docu-

ments prescribe accurately achieved and maintained steady state conditionsFor repeatable spectra. The enumerated tests therein are not constructed

P to be an analog of the transients associated with actual flight. Their

purpose is to provide a method of Imposing "qualification" Level environ-

mental stresses upon a test article to obtain a measure of its safety margin.

Since the test equipment is designed to ccepy with the rigid requirements

- of these environmental test methods, rapidly changing transient conditions
i may require minor alteratica of the equipment.I' may

The herein prenented profiles have been developed with full cognizance

of the limitations of standard laboratory test facilities. Within the con-

straints of econQmics and generally available laboratory equipment capability,

the developed profiles can be achieved by incorporating the following recan-
merg4a+,ons:

* Au tent the capability of a standard temperature chamber by

the use of external temperature conditioning unit(s).

SRework the tamperatiLre controller so that it controls the external
k uIt(s) in addition to the chamber's heating and refrigeration

equipment.

The effective implementation of the developed environmental profiles

requires that each environmental sequence be conducted to the high level of

excellence specified in the various "Environmental Test Method" Military

Standards such as MIL-STD-8!O. In order to achieve this goal, it is recom-

mended that the appropriate sections of MIL-STD-781, associated with this

issue, be modified and/or amplified to specify pertinent parameters as out-

lined below.
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Test Plans and 'roced-res

The approved test plans and procedures shall include specific defini-

* j tion of the test seqpence, equipment, methods, safety requirements and data

sheets. The document(s) shall also contain a detailed instrumentation plan

which specifies the data acquisition requirements and the performance charac-
teristics of the equipment to be utilized in fulfilling these requirements.

Test Re oxts

The reports shall include all supporting data collected in conducting

the tests, and analysis of all failures which occurred. The organization of

the test report shall correspond to that of the approved test plan and the

presentation of the test report shall be responsive to the requirements of

the test plan/procedure. All test data shall be signed and. dated by the

test engineer for certification.

General Test Requirements

All testing shall be accomplished in accordance with the applicable

requirements specified in any of the approved Military Standards for

En-ironmental Test Methods such as MIL-STD-810. All of the general re-

quirements such as standard nmbients, measurements, tolerances, accuracy of

test apparatus etc., should be specified or at least referenced. The

speeified requirements, associated with the generation and application of

each applicable environment, should either be referenced to an Environmental

Test Method or specified.

6.2 TEMMPETURE AND HUMrDJTY

6.2.1 Major Considerrtions

As previously discussed, the laboratory program should represent the

environmental stresses which the WRA experiences during its service life

and as such should encompass the following phenmena:

9 thermal enviro-nment in flight

* thermal environment on the ground

* high and low temperature start-ups

o periods of operation and non-operation
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*humidity exposure

Although the parameters associated with flight can be defined utili-

zing the mission analog approach previously discussed, those parameters

associated with non-operating, storage periods must be represented by calcu-

lated equivalents. Recognizing that the qualification test verifies the

equipment's capability to successfully survive steady state environmental

exposures, the purpose of non-operating dwell periods in this program must

I. be otherwise defined. The reasons for including these dwells are to assure

equalization of chamber and equipment temperatures following each mission

analog and to produce an effective humidity exposure. Combining those

periodic, non-operating dwells with the mission analog approach yields a

test cycle which in general terms represents real time/levels during the

operating flight phases and effect-equivalent times/levels during the non-

operating ground phases.

The analysis presented in Section III concludes that the initial

\grouintj anbient temperatures, realized during the aircraft field use, fall

. within temperature extremes characterized as a "cold day" and a "hot day".

Since the WRA thermal profile is in part, a function of the initial ambient

temperature, the laboratory program is constructed utilizing repetitive

cycles alternating between cold and hot days (refer to Figure 26.)

Field data Indicates that the aircraft is periodically stored at

extreme moisture conditions for extended periods of time, however, MIL-STD-

....... .....- uation of the ability of the design to withstand
these periodic exposures. Inasmuch as no test was performed in the labora-

tory, environmental comparisons, similar to those presented in Soction V,

were not performed for moisture. An investigation of the field failures on

the study WRA's 's performed to determine the extent of the moisture

problem on these items. Field failure reports were reviewed and a signif-

icant number of those attributable to environmental causes were due to

moisture related reasons. The predominant manifestations were shorting of

components, corrosion, water entrapped in the unit, and salt deposits on

cards. In view of this result,, and the conclusions drawn in reference 1
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regarding the problems with moisture in the field, the inclusion of a

moisture evaluation as part of the demonstration test is considered
" essenti al.

Idea lly, any proposed humidity test should si4walate the full range of

moisture environment expected during service life. Realistically, this fullI range, which encompasses all conditions between hot day - high relative

humidity ground storage and high speed climb/dive throui varying thermal/

pressure layers of atmosphere, cannot be practically duplic'.ted in a labora-

tory. Recognizing these limitations, the standar( test methods, i.e.,
MIL-STD-810, base their approach upon manipulating certain of the environ-

( ment's driver and driven constituents to produce the desired long term life

effects. The same approach has been utilized to develop a cycle for this

program, however, since the reliability demonstration is an extrapolated

1 program, designed to represent a percent of real life, the total cyclic

exposure has been reduced and dispersed throughout the extent of testing

- (refer to figure 2'.)

6.2.2 Durations and Levels

Based upon the conclusions drawn from the analysis presented in

Section V, profiles recommended herein, seek to vary test conditions as they

would in a true aircraft mission ptofile and as such, are a deviation of

tthe mission variable WRA and compartment thermal parameters. In order to

assure obtaining the full effect of applied environmental exposures, certain

cwmpromises must be niade to the mission analog pproach.

The effects of high rate of change thermal cycling manifest themselves

as fatigue failures caused by thermally induced stress reversals. The

approach to duplicating the natural pheomena in the laboratory, is to

artiftcally manipulate those parameters which affect the thermal time history

of a WRA, so that the fxd product is an analog of the expected service

conditii P

The analyt-,.4X roelts presented in Section V indicate that higher

* rates of thermal chmage than those currently employed in the test program

may be advantageous. Although MI,-STD-7$1 currently requires a minimum
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rate of 50C/min, this value has often been used as a maximum requirement

regardless of the anticipated field conditions. Based upon this conclusion,

the temperature rate of change is established at the average expected field

rate for each change in steady state condition. A minimim rate of change

of 5C/min is recommended for developed thermal profiles containing a lesser

rate.

6.2.2.1 Test Duration

The duration of each operating flight exposure is the real time analog

of the applicable aircraft mission (refer to Figare 26). The duration of

operating and non-operating ground exposures is based upon average field

data and laboratory experience. The non-perating periods separating each

hot and cold day cycle are asymmetric in order to take advantage of the

demonstrated ease in achieving avionic equipment high temperature stability.

The one-half hour non-operating dwell (Phase E) is considered sufficient to

achieve equalization between the chamber and equipment temperatures. In

order to aszure equalization at low temperatures, a nominal one hour non-

operating period is specified between repetitive cycles (portion of Phase I

and entire Phase J). The ground operating time is specified as one-half

hour per "mission" as typical of the warm-up/check-ouZ.

The duration of the humidity exposure is the product of an approxima-

tion of the total expected field effect and the limits dictated by test

equipment operation. The total exposure, which is t derivative of MIL-STD-

810 e 10 1 tn t&ouhct the entire test duration every tienty

basic thermal cycles to yield a total humidity exposuLre of approximately

20% of the total test time.

6.2.2.2 Test Levls

Analysis of the field environmental data collected for this study is

the basis for the recammerded test levels. Data provided on certain addi-

tional aircraft has been reviewed an-d included to supplement data on the

aircraft in this study in order to define the minimum and maximum thermal

levels.

Cold Day Temperature levels

Reviewing the data for minimum temperature levels indicated a wide
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vaiiat on of carpurtmr,"lt minim=u temperature. Three distinct bands were

not(d in the vit'1,-.;,ty of -5 140C, -.18 0 C and 100 C, at sea level. The three

£ bends reflect the extent of coupling between the. ccmpartment and the out-

jside ambient tevperture. Cmpartzentn closely coupled with the citside

envirornents represent the lowest temperature tnd, while the highest band

I represents a minimaum cou'-ling. These minimum temperatures represent steady

state conditions and will be achieved when the mission profile allows

I sufficient time to overcane the thermal inertia of the campartment.

Generally, canpartments located clone to the aircraft skin have the greatest

thermal coupling to the outside ambient, while those close to the air-
craft centerline have the least coupling. However, a more precise estimate

of the canpartment miriaum tem perature is a complex function which Ji

ordivarily evluated during the routine thermal design of the aircraft

and W d.

The amount of applicable flight data at cold day conditions was
limited. T~rs the devel.opment of cold day temperature levx.ls war, based on

a cembn.nation of ntarylard atmospheric conditions and engineering judgement.

The coldest test level (-540C) was constructed by takirug the cold day

definition of temqerature vs. altitude between sea level and 20,000 feet.

To complete the curve, a minim=m termperature of -50oC wav established for

altitudes above 3U,00 feet. This reflected the minimum c'Anpfrtment tam-

peratvre observed under field environments and review of add iton4 data.

This curve then taeFicd linearly by the appropriate amounts to arrive

at the levelu repres-enting -180 C and +10 0 C at sta level, initial. conditions.

The available flight data was plotted against these developed curves and is

presented in Figure 29. It shows that the curves are reasonable rep re-

sentations of field erperience and thus mky be used fai' testing puiposes.

The levels arue tabulated in Table 18 and are valid for Class I and Class 11.

Hot Day Temrperature Levels

The MILE-5 1 00 definition of temperature vs. altitude is the Hot bay

temperature level for Class I equijnent (refer to Table 19.) Observation

of the field envirorvct data indicates that a majority of thb Class I
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equipment analyzed has a maximum temperature of 270C. However, this tem-

perature represents the average of the cockpit normal flight temperature.

The equipment's ambient environment would be expected to reach the MIL-E-

5400 limit of 550C due to packaging considerations, i.e., the avionics in

the cockpit are closely stacked in a panel resulting in localized tempera-

ture higher than the average cockpit ambient temperature.

For Class II equipment, the compartment temperature data was plotted

versus altitude and mach number as shown in Figure 30. For a mach number

of 1.0 and greater, the data correlated fairly well with the continuous and

intermittcnt operating limit of MIL-E-500 respectively. Therefore, the

rJL-E-5400 cusves were used for the recanended test profiles for these two

speed conditions. For lower mach numbers, curves were approximated to the

data, constrained by M4L-E-540 "Hot Day" sea level requirements and biased

to the high side. For high altitude conditions, lack of field data neces-

sitated an approximation based upon experience. The curves and resulting

test levels are presented in Figure 30 and Table 20 respectILvely.

Cold and Hot Pe& Ram Cooled .C!Lartment/EuIMent Temperature Levels

The presented levels (refer to Tables 21 and 22) to be used in the

construction of profiles for compartments or equipment which are ram air

cooled, are derived. They are based upon:

T =T A (I + .2r M2)

where: T - Ram Temperature - OK

-AMB U- L de Azmbient .o K

r = Recovery Factor

M = Mach Number

The recovery factor is a measure of the action of the free-f ream

dynarmic-tuuperature rise recovered at the surface. The factor was asmmed

to tqual O.9 which is an accepted value for r turbulent boundary layer.

Table 21 prebents hot day levels and Table 22 presente cold day levels.

6.2.3 Furcee& Air Cooling

OexL of the primary drivers to the internal temperature of forced air

coled WRA'e Is the tamperature/fnow characteristics of the cooling air.
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TABLE 20 WCIT DAY C0?4PA1?ME AMDIo:r 1TDIRATUFMS ('C) FOR CLASS II EQU1IP!N

Mach -___

Nnber 0608h

Altitude Perform~ance*
(K feet)

0 71 7371 95

10 56 68 68 93

20 40 55 63 88

30 2. 656 8o

40 5 10 146 70

50 5 10 35 6o

60 5 10 24 49

70 510 11L 35

Ambient cooled eupntmus~t be turned offi for 15 nsaftatn-

igthese temperatures to comiply to MIL-E-5400"ItrienOpaio.
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TABLE 21 RAM COQOLD COI.AtM1NT 7TEMURK3 (°C) IOr DAY

Number

(K f:et 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0 48 60 75 95

10 27 33 52 71

20 6 16 29 46

30 -15 -6 7 23

40 -36 -30 -16 -1

50 -30 -19 -7 8
6-31 -23 -U 4

70 -30 -22 -10 5

TABLE 22 MM COOLED COPARTMENT W W (°C) -COLD DAY

Mach

(K0eet) 0.4 o.6 0.8 1.0

0 -44 -37 -25 -11

10 -18 -10 2 19

20 -36 -28 -16 -2

30 -58 -50 -40 -27

40 -59 -51 -41 -20

50 -82 -76 -67 -55

60 -82 -75 -66 -54

70 -65 -58 -48 -35
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Depending upon the efficiency of the unit's cooling air heat transfer system,
it is conceivable that a WRA's internal temperature time history may be com-

pletely independent of the external thermal environment. This condition

would, in effect, reduce the developed thermal environment to a constant.

The results of the analysis of data, relative to forced air cooled WRA's

tends to indicate that this condition may have actually occurred during the

studied laboratory tests.

In order to assure that this stabilizing influence does not prevent

the correct application of the desired thermally induced stresses, the

cooling air temperature/flow schedule must be discretely specified. Since

the object is to obtain as many equipment operating temperature reversals
an possible per unit teat time, the cooling air temperature/f'Jow schedule

must be specified to produce the extremes of specification tolerance.

By utilizing the cooling air specification curve end points, i.e.,

maximum flow-minimum temperature for low temperature cycles and minimum-

fiow - maximum temperature for high temperature cycles, this objective is j
attained without risking equipment thermal overstress because the airflow/

temperature schedule in within the specification tolerance (refer to

Figure 31). All changes in cooling air temperature and flow should be

accamplished at the test equipment's maximum capability but in no case shall

it exceed three minutes.

If any special flow rates are used for ground operation, then these

must also be specified to fall at the end pointc of the anveoie as outlined

above.

6.2.4 Humidity Cycle

As previously discussed, the basic thermal cycle is constructed as

an analog of the aircraft's operational time-history and as such, maintains

a high ratio of equipment on time to test time. Furthermore, due to economic

and schedule considerations, the overall test program and its various cyclic

parts must be so constituted to allow the use of standard test equipment and,

insofar as practical, automated cycling.

In considering various alternate methods of developing the humidity

cycle and locating it within the thermal cycle, the prime objectives were
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to produce a technically valid exposure whose duration and/or cyclic period

fit within the aircraft service life analog concept. Based upon available

historical data, it was determined that a techically valid approximation

of the average field environment would be achieved if the humidity exposure

were represented as 20% of the total test time. It was initially consid-

ered that his exposure should occur during the "hot day - non-operating"

period (phase E) of the basic test cycle to preserve the mission analog

concept. An in-depth study of this placment, relative to the operation

of standard test equipment, revealed that substantial changes to the basic

profile would be required. in evaluating the technical benefits to be

derived from this placement vs. the increase in test coaplexity and cost,

the required justification could not be provided. It was concluded that *1

a far better simulation of the expected natural moisture environment and

its effect upon avionics, could be achieved if a variation of the standard

MIL-STD-810 exposure were conducted at discrate intervals separating basic

cycles.

The propused humidity exposure (refer to Figure 32) is derived from

MIL-STD-810, Method 507, Procedure I. The basic cycle has been modified to

increase its efficiency. The number of repetitive cycles during any one

exposure has been reduced to allow the exposure to be repeated every twenty

thermal test cycles throughout the extent of the test program. This distri-

bution more realistically simulates the field environment than would a long
term exposure at any one point in the program.

The method 507, Procedure I stanzdard test cycle has been jodified

to extend the "rise-to-teaperature" period to three (3) hours to assure

realization of 100% relative humidity at 650C for the first cycle. This

extension coupled with the standard six hour dwell will afford the greatest

opportunity for moisture migration. The drying period, represented by the

reduction in temperature to 280C, has been shortened to a naminal three hour

period for test efficiency. The recognized risk (free moisture precipitant

within the chamber) associated with reducing the drying time, is minimized by

imposing the 85% relative humidity requireent which will, in actuality,

govern the duration of this period. Thus, the actual drying time ray exceed

three hours depending upon the capability of the test eqai pent to reduce
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the absolute water content.

In order to assure obtaining the full effect of each humidity expo- )

sure, while distributing the total exposure throughout the entire test

period, each exposure consists of two modified cycles, back-to-back. This

arrangement affords two opportunitics for the driver constituent (tempera-
" ture) to have its Pill effect.

SConstructing the humidity exposure and positioning it between basic

cycles, as previously outlined, reqaires that sufficient time be allocated

prioL to and subsequent to the humidity cycle, to allow the test article to

stabilize at the desired initial temperatures. Furthermore, an operational

check-out of the test article is considered mandatory at the completion of

each humidity exposure. Upon completion of phase I of the basic cycle, the

chamber temperature is set at 280C with the equipment non-operating. At

the conclusion of the 1/2 hour, phase "J" dwell period, the average WRA

temperature will have stabilized at 28 0 C, allowing the inception of the

humidity exposure. At the conclusion of the humidity exposure, an abbre-

viated operational check-out of the test article is performed when the

chamber temperature reaches 280C. Following this check-out, the chamber

temperature is adjusted to the next thermal cycle "start" temperature and

the non-operating equipment is allowed to dwell for 1/2 hours.

6.2.5 Test Lvel Applicability

The specified test levels which are based upon altitude, velocity

and hot and cold day temperature conditions are applicable to the following

types of equipment: f

(I) Class I - Equipment designed for 50,000 feet altitude and con-

tinuaas sea level operation over the temperature range of -54o

to +55C (+710C intermittent operation).

(2) Class 1A - Equipment designed for 30,000 feet altitude and con-

tinuous sea level operation over the temperature range of -5404.O

to +550C (+710C intermittent operation).
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(3) Class 2 - Equipment designed for 70,000 feet altitude and con-

tinuous sea level operation over the teperature range of -524C

to +710C (950C intermittent operation).

(4) EquiTment located in a ram cooled ompartment.

(5) Equipment cooled using ram air directly or through an air/oil

heat exchanger.

6.2.6 Construction of Tmperature-Humidity Test Profile

6.2.6.1 Required Information - The development, of a laboratory program,

directed to a specific aircraft, required the use of certain air-

craft/equipment peculiar information in addition to that presented

herein. The necessary specifics are as follows:

(1) Flight envelope of aircraft including climb and descent rates,

both maximum and idle.

(2) Mission time line of aircraft
(3) Type of equipment to be tested (Class I, Class IA, Class II,

equipment located in ram cooled cotpartment) *1
(4) Method of cooling. (Abient, ram air, or forced air) if forced

air cooled; a specificatlon curve of fl_!q rat. vs. ir-let tempera=

ture is required.

(5) Minimux expected steady state compartment temperature for cold day.

6.2.6.2 Equipment 2perst4n Schedule

In order to obtain the desired high ratio if optratinc time to test

time, the schedule, which Is based upon mission phase3 and shown in Table

23, should be followed. It should be noted that insofar ax posstjble the

schedule durations are derived from the mission profile. The exceptionsj

taken are necessary to obtain the desired environmental cxpowrae within

the constraints of teat equipment and/or test time.

6.2.6.3 Forced Cooling Air TSperature/Flm Schedule

As previously discussed, the cooling air temperature ay flot must be

controlled in order to assure that the test article is An fcsnt subjected

to the thermal environrment exposure. The presented schedule, Tebe 23

controls the parameters such that the forced air is an aid to the- WRA',

attaining the desired thermal transitions. The schedule is re!' enud to
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! the established mission phase.

I 6,2.7 Samle Test Proftle

~The follawing teo]t profile is presented e,8 an aid to the reader's under-

!) at .ding of the proposed approach and its Implementation. The required air

craft;/equipment infofmation is provided, and its utilization in conjunction

with the data is shcoun,

In constructing a thermal test profile, Table 24 forms the base. From

Table 24 the fixed darations, i.e., 30 minutes, is obtained for Phases A, E,

F, and J, Furthermore, under the appropriate class of equipment will be

found either an actual tfperature or a Table number to be used in the

selection of the temperature for these phases.

Continuing in the aircraft operational phases, one can see that these

durations are b,'sed upon aircraft miss ion time lines and the appropriate

temeratures are selected from the indicated Tables under the specific

class of equipment.

The repetitive period of this thermal cycle and the cyclic insertion

of the humidity cycle are indicated in Figure 27. The special conditions

associated with the insertion of the humidity cycle are shown in F!igre 32.

Construction of Sale Theial Profile

The "Fighter Intercept" thermal profile is constracted using the follow-

ing information obtained from the aircraft and WRA performance specifications,

The underlined material was used in constructing the profile.

An ambient cooled unit designed for Class TI is to be used in a fighter

aircraft. The aircraft climbs to 30,000 feet in 7 minutes end Js vectored

to the target in 23 winutes at a mach number of 1.0 at this time. the

fighter makes a high ,erformance dive In 2 minutes to intercept the target
at :0 After the kill, the fighter cruises at h~ih erformance

at 10,000 feet for 5 minutes. The fighter then climbs to., O00 fe0t in

13 minutes and cinises to base at a mach number of 0.6 cruise time in 35

minutea. Idle descent time i 15 minutee, Thet atie,4l- state c.Mpartment

t rature i conxide od to be -1.8°C at poa level..
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Combining the above information with the direction and information

contained in Table I yields that presented in Table 25. The resulting

profile is represented graphicallyv in Figure 33.

6.2.8 Profiles for luIti-Mission Aircraft

Where several t3pes of aircraft missions are contemplated, several

alternate solutions to the developnent of a thermal test program for multi-

mission aircraft have been investigated as discussed in the following para-

graphs.

The solution which would best duplicate the expected environment over

a substantial portion of the WRA's life would require testing to as many

derived profiles as there are contemplated aircraft missions. The number

of exposures to these derived profiles would be in the same propor-tion

as the projected distribution of aircraft missions and the ordering could

follow a random selection. The major obvious disadvantages to this approach

are cost and complexity. The automated equipment controls would require

reprogramming for each profile change, necessitating almost continuous

attendance of test personnel during the full extent of the demonstration.

Furthermore, documentation for the preparation of the required test plans,

'procedures and reports would be costly.!I
The most stringent of the examined alternatives is based upon conduct-

ing the demonstration using the most severe of the derived profiles through-

out the program. Certainly the advantages to this approach in terms of

test cost and complexity are obvious. The disadvantage however, lies in

requiring the test article to survive repeated exposures to a level. of

envirornental stress which it may rarely experience during its service life.

This type of program could accelerate failures and/or produce failure modes

far in excess of actual field performnce, where the WRA would be ...... -

to a variety and mix of environmental levels, thus rendering the demonstra-

tion a poor index of expected field performance. Although one could argue

that the successful completion of such a test buys a "safety margin" for

field usage, (which miy be very desirable) the question is "at what price?".

In order to assure a product's successful completion of the program, some

possible overdeslgn may be required. Thus the reliability benefits for this

ll
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approach must be weighed against the additional design, development and

recurrent costs.

One solution which retains the cost benefits of a single test profile

and provides for the application of typical expected environmental levels

was investigated. This approach derives a final test profile as a conposite

of those derived from the expected missions. The enviromental levels and

durations associated with each mission segment would be determined as an

average of each individual mission derived profile, weighted with respect

to the expected frequency of the mission's occurrence. The disadvantage

to this approach in that the resultant test profile is in fact an average

(albeit a weighted one) which never exposes the test article to the

environmental stress levels associated with the more severe missions.

Reviewing the above presented alternatives, one concludes that some

ccmwpranise approach which retains the major technical and cost benefits of

each while minimizing the disadvantages would be an acceptable solution.

Given that a mission time line for each of the projected aircraft missions
is available and that an accurate prediction of the frequency of occurrence

of each of these missions is also available, one can develop & program

using enviroimiental severity and freqlency of occurrence as biasing para-

meters. This approach utilizes the most and least severe of the individual

mission derived profiles, in a distribution proportional to expected

mission frequency of occurrence, to yield a technically valid, cost effec-

tive program,

The initial nh ..e cf the ,prc..l. requi e- tha.t 'x profile - derived

for each projected mission, excluding ferry missions (except for transports),

as outlined in parag r ph 6.2.6. Each of these derived profiles is then
ranked in order of severity which is defined as the number of significant

thermal excursions per unit time. A significant thermal excursion being

defined a- one with 7- min~xwm delta of 100C and a dwell at the new tempera-

ture of at least .0 minutes. Assuring the expected "frequency of occurrence"

purcentage associated with each of these derived profiles coaaJ.etes the

necessairy data base.
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fy inspection, one can determine the mid-rank of this list of severity

ranked profiles and use it as a dividing line. Suming the "frequency of

occurrence" percentages above this line (more severe) and separately

summing those below it (less severe) yields two percentages which reflect

the expected distribution of levels of environmental severity during the

life of the aircraft. The thermal test program can then be constructed

utilizing the most and least severe profiles in the derived distribution.

Once having determined the two test profiles and their distribution

ratio, the temperature/humidity sequence is conducted as previous2y de-

scribed and shown graphically in Figure 27. The distribution of the two

profiles within the twenty cycle set should be such that at least one com-

plete ratio-set of profiles is conducted during each week of test time.

(i.e., If the distribution ratio is 60% least severe profile and 40% most

severe profile, six least severe profiles and four most severe profiles

must, as a minimum, be conducted every test week.) In special cases of

equipment/systems with very short ?WBF's, this minimum requirement may have

tD be mdified to insure a valid distribution of the profiles within the

extent of the demonstration.
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6.3 VIBRATION

6.3.1 Aroaach

It is apparent, and can be verified by any study of mission profiles,

that almost all of the time during which the equipment of interest is re-

quired to meet specification performance is spent under steady state

conditions. It is reasonable to assume then that a Reliability Demonstra-

tion Test Profile should be based on steady stat. conditions; the short

duration transient situations being adequately covered by successful com-

pletion of the environmental Qualification Test.

During the Qualification Test, the equipment is exposed to accelerated

test levels at sinusoidal and/or random energies, as well as accelerated half

sine shock pulses for short periods of time, so as to demonstrate: (1) the

equipment's performance at extreme conditions, which are far in excess of any

operational steady state levels and more severe than any transients the

equipment will encouter during its operational life, and (2) to evaluate

the strLctural integrity of the equipment construction.

Additionally, since the test level is increased, it is possible by

utilizing Stress versus Cycles (S-N) thecry, to r-duce the test time, and

still satisfy the structural design requirements of the equipment. However,

at no time during the Qualification testing have the equipment's electrical

components been exposed to any long periods of environmental testing.

In regard to the test time- associated with the transient conditions,

i.e., catapult, buffet, abrupt maneuvers, arrested landing, etc., it is

noted that the significant frequencies associuted with the transients are

generally low, i.e., less than 50 Hz, and are related with the major struc-

tural modjs. These structural modes i.e., fuselage vertical bending, wing

bending, etc., have relatively high displacement inputs to the equipment,

but produce insignificant damage because the transient frequencies are

generally below the equipment's resonant frequencies, which therefore cause

the equipment to displace without producing any dynamic amplification. The

nunber of transient occurrences are at a level approximately 2 times the

operational level, and only represent approximately 5% of tie total time or
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less, dependine on the aircraft mission. Therefore, it can be concluded that

the combined accelerated vibration and shock levels imposed on the equipment

during the environmntal qualification does insure the operational system

compliance in the aircraft.

Thus, if all the pre-Reliability Demonstration Testing has been com-

pleted successfully, i.e., subjecting the equipment to short duration, high

level extremes typical of all the transients, only the remaining flight

conditions representative of the steady state, long duration environment,

should be utilized to determine the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) char-

acteristics of the equipment.

Section V indicated the necessity for the demonstration test vibration

environment to approximate field conditions both in level and frequency.

Therefore the field vibration data presented in Appendix C was analyzed with

a goal toward developing representative and comprehensive values of vibra-

tion levels and frequency for demonstration testing.

The approach in the analysis of the data was to develop an envelope

that generallv bounded the data points under review. The upper limit of the

envelope was determined tkwcrgh the application of "Statistical Tolerance

Limit" techniques (ref. 14). This method provides the means for obtaining

am interval which covers a fixed propcrtion or the po ulation with a speci-

fied confidence. The interval is called a "tolerance tnterval" and the end

point is called a "tolerance limit." For this analysis, the confidence was

set at 99% and the proportion set at 99.9%. These values were deliberately

selected to be conservative. Since the study concentrated on fctr air-

craft, yet the study goal was to have results as widely applicable as pos-

sible, the conservatism in approach was considered warrented.

The method of constructing the tolerance limit consisted of determining

the mean (i) and standard deviation (S) of the data points under review and

then evaluating the expression:

Tolerance Limit x kS

whe re.

k is a tabulated value (ref. 14)
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ased on

a number of data points

* desired population proportion

* specified confidence.
I

As previously indicated, the environment experienced by WRA's installed in

jet aircraft was different than that experienced by WRA's installed in pro-

peller driven aircraft. Thus, it was decided to develop separate profiles

fnr jet aircraft and turboprop aircraft. The procedures utilized and the

results are explained in the following paragraphs.

6.3.2 Levels

6.3.2.1 Jet Aircraft

An initial examination of the jet aircraft vibration data presented in

Appendix C, Figures 1 to 14, immediately revealed three primary conclusions,

i.e.,

(1) the environment was predominantly random and can not be correctly

represented by the MIL--STD-781 fixed sinusoidal frequency require-

ment.

(2) the internal equipment vibration levels were higher in the rear of

the aircraft than in the forward portion.

(3) the data was steady state with no transient responses.

Motivated by conclusion No. 2 above, the next step in the development

of the test profile was to examine the vibration environment in each of the

aircraft to determine if it was possible to consistently group the WRA's,

by levels, into general categories based on location throughout the. fuselage.

Other factors to be considered were: (1) standardization of vibration level,

(2) minirmm number of zones, (3) equipment location, and (4) practical re-

location of equipient during development phase.

A closer examination of the vibration data recorded on the three jet

aircraft indicated a considerable variation in the overall level along the

fuselage, the severity increasing toward the engine and further increasing
aft of the engine. Further investigation revealed the mgnitude of the
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vibration in the area forward of the engine conpartment, the engine compart-

ment and aft of the engine compartment were similar for the three aircraft

even though their engine locations were different, and the engine thrust

varied. This observation suggested that three zones (forward of engine,

engine compartment, and aft of engine) could be a feasible partition. The

engine comipartment is defined to start at. the plane of the engine fan or

compressor front face, and end at the plane of its most aft portion,

whether it be at the end of the tail pipe or the after burner.

To verify this assumption, the vibration data for all WRA's located in

a zone, irrespective of aircraft, was plotted. Examination of the graphs

for each zone revealed the great similarity in values within each zone, thus

validating the choice of zones.

A review of the level distribution in each zone indicated that the

frequency range should be divided into two bands, i.e., 10-100 Hz and 100-

500 Hz. The data points for each frequency band, within each zone, was

analyzed to determine spe-ific en-elc-pe limits. The ecmposite zone plote

and evaluated envelopes are presented in Figures 34, 35, and 36. They

indicate:

a Zone I -- (Equipment Forward of Engine Compartment)

Figure 34 represents the steady state internal vibration environment
forward of the engine on jet aircraft. The levels are relatively

low, regardless of frequency and indicate that a power spectral

density (PSD) level of .01 g 2iz between 10-100 Hz and .007 g2 /Bz
between 100-500 liz is representative of the operational environment
for equipment forward of the engine. The low levels indicate that

the preitminant engine induced frequencies have been significantly

reduced by the damping in the aircraft structure, and are mainly

attributed to the aerodynamic pressure fluctuations impinging on

the fuselage.

* Zone II -- (Equipment in Engine Ccmpartment)

Figure 35 represents the steady state internal vibration environment

for the engine compartment in jet aircraft. The PSD level is

.002 g 2/Hz between 10-100 Hz and .035 g2/Hz for the 100-500 Hz
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rarge. The data levels indicate that there is very little displace-

ment at the lower frequency structural modes, but in the 100-500 HZ

range the engine rotational frequencies and their harmonics have
became significant.

a Zone Ill -- (Equipment Behind Engine Compartment)

Figure 36 represents the steady state internal vibration environment

for the fuselage area behind the engine for jet aircraft,. Since the

measurements acquired during ground/take-off were generally con-

siderably higher than flight measurements, it was decided to de-

termine separate envelopes for each condition.

The ground levels between 100-500 Hz are extremely high (1. 0g2 /H2)

and are attributed to engine induced vibrations and reflection off

the ground, i.e., direct engine exhaust Impingement on the aircraft

structure and exposure due to the acoustic field generated by the

engine jet exhaust, The flight levels in this frequency raTge are

.4Og2/Hz and are as previously mentioned, primarily the result of

engine exhaust impingement on stracture and the engine generated

acoustic field, but of course are lesser than the ground level3s

due to the reduction caused by the forward speed of the aircraft,

and the elimination of any ground reflections.

It should be noted that in choosing the envelope of .Olg /Hz in the

frequency range of 10-200 Hz an exception to the statistical

approach was chosen. Since this freqaency range of 10-100 Riz

had so few data points it was decided to utIlize data Trc4L Zone 1

which had a substantial data population. The rationale for this

decision was that low frequency responses are primarily due to

structural modes (e.g., fuselage bending, fuselage torsion, etc.)

affecting the entire fuselage. A high impedance structure (i.e.,

engines) is in Zone (II) that does not respond to these law fre-

quency inputs but acts more like a fulcrum. Thus the zones forward

and aft of the engine (Zone I and Zone III) respond similarly tAth

respect t uach other. It is for this reason that data for Zone I

frcm 10-100 Hz is considered equivalent to the Zone III data.
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The two points falling above this .Olg 2/Hz were attributed to erroneous

instrumentation.

Since the vibration data analyzed represented the operational environ-

ment only for the frequency range fron 10 to 500 Hz for the three study jet

aircraft, an investigation was initiated to determine how representative the

zonal concept and calculated envelopes were of other aircraft. Data repre-

senting the Zone I and II vibration enviroment in several additional Jet

aircraft (ref. 15 and 16) was analyzed to deteratre if ,he measured fre-

quencies and associated levels tell within the calculated zonal eiivelopes.

Each measurement location was examined and the vibration data was plotted

in its designated zone. This new data contained fr.,quency inforuation out

to 2000 lIz and since the frequency ranges in all be ner: equipment pro-

curement specifications have been extended to 2000 Hz, it was decided to

incorporate this information in the investigation.

Examination of this new vibration data show'ed that frca 70-500 Hz, over

V9 uf the data fell within the envelope limits, indicating excellent agree-

ment and thu4 further substantiating the use of the vibration zones. Data

below 70 Hz wts not obtainable due to the excessive bandwidths of the

analyzer filter. It was decided that because of the excellent correlation

in the vibration data frc Reference 15 and Reference 16 up to 500 li, it

was technically feasable to use the data abo%-e 500 Iz to determine the high
frequency envelop liits for these two zones. No Zone ill data other than

for the study aircraft was obtainable. Therefore, available neasure-,ent

information in the higb frequerr.y region on therce aircraft wani used to

extend the profiles to 2000 Hz for this zone. This additional ibration~data and its relationship to the lprevioualy calcu)lated envel.apes are sihown

in Figures 37, 38, and 39 for Zones I, II, and III, respectively. It shouid

be noted that all the data presented in Figure 39 represents ground and

take-off conditions. Therefore, in order to arrive at an Inflight high

ispeed level for the 500 to 2000 Hz range, the ratio of ground to flight

level observed in the 100 to 500 l~z range, (i.e., 2.5:1) was utilized to

produce the level of 0.68g/Hz. These envelopes are then the recommended

transitions are indicated as step fAncttons in order to encompass the full
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range of data points. Actual testing will require the use of the highest

riB/octave ratio avalable from the test equipment.

6.3.2.2 Turboprop Aircraft

As indicated previously, only one turboprop aircraft was included in

the study. This aircraft has two constant speed ttrboprop engines, one

mounted on each wing. An exazination of the measured vibration environmentI

presented on acceleration (g) peak versus frequency plots, as shown in

Figures 15 to 17 of Appendix C, describes a vibration distribution indica-
tive of a negligible broadband random base with a series of high (g) peak

narrow band spikes. The predominant frequency content is sinusoidal and is

directly associated with the engine propeller shaft frequency (18.4 Hz),
propeller blade passage frequency (73.2 Hz), and their harmonics. The maxi-

mrn accelerwtion (g) responses are concentrated at 73.2 Hz, 1.46.4 Hz, 219.6

Hz, and 292.8 1z. The higher frequency energy In the fuselage that is

associated with the engine turbines is reduced by the engine low frequency
i iolatcr mounts and the structzzyal attentuation in the wing and fuselage.

A review of the above vibration data indicates that the constant-speed

turboprop aircraft examined in this study is not completely characteristic

of the aircraft group classified "turboprop. As stated previously, all the
vibrttion energy is concentrated at four or five discrete frequencies asso-

ciated with the propeller and do not vary with flight conditions. An

increase in forward velocity is a function of propeller pitch, whereas for
the majority of turbaprop aircraft. tOrard velocity js a flinrt4 on of ,ri.

N able RRM Mad/or blade pitch, _.e., take-off and maxtiUw speed occursa t E

higher engine RPM than cruise or loiter. But in either situation, for

. constant speed turboprop or variable speed turboprop engine aircraft, it
can be seen that the operational vibration envirormient can not 'be described

by the los-JIxed frequency (20-60 Hz) requirment outlined in MIL-STD-781,

Since t - intent of this study was to develop a widely applicable and

realistic re rement. it was decided to analyze several other turboprop

aircraft in an ttempt to arrive at a universal test spectrum, rather thani

to have a profi for each and every turboprop aircraft. Thus, the data

from the study a -craft as well as the vibration enviromrent on several A
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other constant and variable speed turboprop aircraft were grouped to examine

their frequency and level distribution. Results of this investigation dis-

closed relatively law acceleration (g) peak responses at frequencies asso-

ciated with the aircraft structural modes (i.e., fuselage vertical bending,

wing bending as well as the frequencies associated with engine shaft rota-

tion), and then higher acceleration (g) responses associated with the

localized structure, propeller blade passage and its harmonics as well as

frequencies related to the operation of the aircraft auxiliary system pumps

and motors. Then, based on experience, and allowing for the variation in

minim=m operational engine shaft speeds, it was decided to divide the

frequency range into two bands, i.e., 10-50 Hz and 50-500 Hz. The data

within each band was used to calculate envelope limits. The composite data

and resulting envelope are shown in Figure 40. It represents the steady

state internal operatIorl environment in the fuselage of turboprop air-

craft. The acceleration (g) peak leve3 is + .7g frrm 10-50 H4 -Rfid ha.g

frcm 50-500 Hz. The predominant responses are at the propeller blade passage
frequencies and their harmonics. and vary as a function of engine rotational

frequency and number of propeller blades.

The vibration data analyzed in this study represents the steady state

environment for the frequency between 10-500 Hz for the study aircraft, in

additi.n to several other constart and variable engine speed turboprop air-

craft. The data examined, although limited, indicated that there is signifi-

cant data above 500 Hz. Based on the high frequency environent evaluated

on the jet, aircraft and since turboprop and turbofan power plants have cer-

tain dynamic similarities by nature of their design, it is recommended that

the 10-500 Hz profile be extended to 2000 liz. resulting, in a profile de-

scribed ty _ .7g from 10-33 H z, .Q22" DA fro/ 33-62 Rz and + 2.4gfrom
62-2000 Hz.

6.3.2.3 Exocluded WRA Lctions

The preceeding develolmient for InTe;r-alj axiated *quipxment does rot

hold tre for extertal and surface mounted *gi,.;went inst&Llatnons, that are I

primarily suaceptable to the jet noise and turb,4.'ant airfc which ipingrens

on aircraft exfbernal ei faces. For these situt', a gcteralizatlo, is
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riot possible and requires a specific knowledge of the engine charfictexristjics,

aircraft flight profile and structure to which equirment is moiu'ted. With

the above information one can predict the operational surtace envI.-OnMent, by

incorporating the procedures mentioned in Reference 1.7 for ealcula,,ing the

structural vibrations Induced by tnrbuJlent airflow. To determ~ine the struc-

tural vibrations due to engine noise, one must first calculate the round

pressure levels using Reference 18, aimt then convert them into frequencies

and levels by incorporating the proeedu2res outlined. in Reference 17. The

resulting levels from above method should then be converted to I-SD levels

(based on analysis filter bandwidth) ark! enveloped in such a, way sco as to

encomnpass all the maximum responses. The resulting envelape will then define

the demonstration test vibration l~evel.

6.3.2.4 Extension to Other AircraftI A review of' several different types of~ aircraft coxncluded that the

vibration environment in jet aircraft Is quite similpar aiid is prixiaril]y due

to the location of the engine relative to the equail.ent and the flight
profile of the aircraft. This is supported by an empirically derived con-

clusion that;
'faircraft structure selection and construction is proportional to engine.-

thrust and flight envelope, In other words, the desi gn requirements imposed

by mission, gross weight, speed, etc., appearing at c=Parable locations

differ little from aircraft to aircraft regardless of type and size. This

sugest a elaionhipofthe type

(THRUST) x (STRUCTURPAL ATTM"JAI ION) s,(Constant)"

Since the commonlity of the dynamic environment in aircraft exists,

the profiles developed herein will adequately reflect the enviroximent for

any internally mounted equipnent installed in an aircraft whose eqgines

are fuselage mounted.

It was also determined frcxn a review of available data that the vibra-

tion environment for Internal fuselage mounted equirwnent Is more severe in

aircraft with engines in the fUselage, than in aircraft with engines mounted

on the wings or In external pods. Recorded measurements for the latter cases

were generally observed to be no greater than 0.01g 2 Hz throilghout the
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fuselage. Intuitively, this lesser level is easy to comprehend, since the

engine, the primary disturbing energy source in the aircraft is separated

from the aircraft, resulting in a reduction in the mechanical vibration

level due to structural attenuation and a reduction in the acoustical level

4 .s a result of distance.

Therefore, realizing the benefit of a reduction in vibration level,

as well as examining the Reliability Demonstration Profiles presented herein,

it is recommended that the reliability test vibration profile that best

describes the operational environment for equipment installed in aircraft

with engines mounted on the wings or in external pods, is that of Zone I

(Fig. 37).

Furthermore, it is estimated that the equipment evaluated in this study

i is representative of approximately 90% of all current equipment installa-

tions in aircraft, Thus, the reliability test vibration profiles developed

in this study enecmpass 90% of all aircraft equipment installations.

As indicated previously, the vibrational characteristics of the re-

maining installations (i.e., internal and/or external surface mounted)

cannot be represented by an environment that was developed for internally

mounted equipment. The various techniques utilized to predict Ithe relia-

bility test level for these special cases are discussed in the following

paragraph.

16.3.2.5 Prediction of Test Levels

For those situations in turlbujet aircraft where t-c d m e ... e..

desires to calculate the operational equipment vibration environment using

various present day prediction techniques, the following are available:

(1) Noise Prediction Techniques:
a) AFFDL-TR-62-26 -- jet engine noise at a desired location

(Reference 19).

b) AFFDL-TR-71-63 -- jet exhaust noise for ground run-up and

flight (Reference 20).
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c) AFFDL-TR-67-l67 -- boundary layer pressure fluctions

(Reference 21).

(2) Vibration Prediction Techniques:

g a) WADC-TR-58-343 -- flight vehicle noise predictions

(Reference 22).

b) AFFDL-TR-71-63 -- APPENDIX V - response to aeroacoustic

excitation (Reference 20).

c) S & V Bulletin No. 28 August 1960 -- vibration levels in jet

powered vehicl :Refeence 18).

After acquiring data fro- above methods, the levels should then be con-

verted to PSD levels and the points should be enveloped such that the maximum

points in the spectrum are covered. The resulting envelope will provide

the demonstration test profile.

No known analogous approach exists for turboprop aircraft. The test

levels developed herein appear comprehensive in that when compare with

measurements on several other turboprop aircraft, the levels for the same

flight conditions fell within the proposed profile. This seems reasonable,
since the engines are mounted on the wings, where the benefit of structural
attenuation is present and the relationship between the propeller and the

fuselage is relatively the same.

6.3.3 Test Durations

Section V indicated that vibration test durations should be increased

from the current MIL-STD-781 requirement of 10 minutes of every hoar. It

was argued that since the WRA is exposed to vibration throughout each

flight, the vibration test duration should be proportionately as long.

This can best be accomplished by requiring vibration throughout Phases B,

C, D, G, H, and I of the basic test cycle described in Paragraph 6.2. Since

these phases are the test analogs of a flight and their ises are determined

from the mission profile of the intended aircraft, the WRA will consequently

be exposed to as much vibration as there are simlated missions throughout
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the entire test. A simplified graphic representation of this requirement Y
is shown below.

t Vibration

I No Vibration

VA B CQ D 1  Fp GT F~
I Test Phases

Since the equipment is to be vibrated constantly throughout the flight

analog test phases, the accumaulated vibration test time could be greater

than 1000 hours for higher reliability equipment. Thus, a more realistic

I; examination of the test level in cach zone wa& necessary, to insure that

F the equipment would not be disproportionately overstressed. As previously

mentioned in the study, the vibration data examined for the developmentjof each test zone were acquired during the most severe steady state condi-
tions, i.e., high speed flight (maximum q) and maximum engine power settings

during ground operations/take-off and flight. These however, do not repre-

sent the operational vibration environment the equipment will experience

during the entire aircraft mission. A review of typical aircraft mission

ji-ufiies indicates that approximately 25 minutes out of any given flight

* are at these severe conditions with the remaining steady state flight time

spent at the more benign levels associated with the cruise and loiter por-

tion of the mission. Furthermore, it was determined from this review that,

on the average, two of these 25 minutes are spent during ground operations

and take-off.

Examination of measured in-flight vitration data for the cruise

and loiter conditions, indicates that they can be adequately representedI by a test level that is 50% of the minimum flight levels previously deter-

* r mined for the frequency range in each zone, i.e., (25% of the PSD level for

random and 50% of the acceleration or displacement values for sine).

Exceptions to this 50% reduction rule are those W1A'a requiring the use --
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W1 the Zoi:f I irofi]e. These include:

a V.A'fj insitalled fonwfrd of the erq?1ne compartment for those jet

aireraft where the engine(c) are mocnted in the fuselage

W* PA's ntalled in Jr.,t aircraft where the engines are on the wing

or in :xLerna2 pods,

hei"e the date 1jidicates that there is a negligible change in vibration

levels th1r%,v,ghout all the steady state conditions.

Tf, ti :rensombly approximate field conditions (for those WTRA's

where the r-eduction in level applies) it is recomended that the vibration

test be conductled at mxxinmw levels for 25 minutes of each flight analog

(i.e., durlW test phases B, C, and I and then again during test phases

r, U, 1) with thI r .walning vibration time at 50% of the maximum in-flight

level. T(> furth~r simulate ij saion conditions, it is recommended that the

test tine at mw0.i:vn leve s be apporti oned to the phases In the follwing

A ?,.-r-e ] ]

10 minute.- at the mramiiln levei to coincide with the start of Phase

B (talc ufXV and climb tc, altitude analog)

* zo.e III

Two minutes at the maxini ground level and 8 minutes at. the maxImum

flight, to coincide with the ota-L of phase B (take off and climb

to a]Otituae brt4"iC)

w • 1on T aild 11i

15 milnutes at. the maximnum flight level to coincide with the

" dysAdc" (i.e., combat, high speed dabh, etc.) portion of Phase C,

or 15 minutes m~idway through Phase C for those aircraft types that

do not normally experience "dynamic maneuvering" (e.g., transport
e~rly' war'ning, etc. )

'The ao,,ve is to be repeated fo' Phases G and I, AA !ndicated previously, no

redtction in level "'c requ. r3l for Zone 1.

It L;huald be noted tho.t the partition of tl.e 25 minutes at maximum

T80"
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levels into 10 and 15 minute intervals is applicable to WRA's installed in

jet aircraft where the proposed test method Is random vibration. For IIA's

installed in propeller driven aircraft, where the proposed test method is

sine sweep, the recommended partition is 12.5 minutes at each of the phases

in the test described above. This modification was neoessar3k to achieve a

complete sweep from 10-2000-10 Hz at a sufficiently moderate sweep rate

(1.22 octaves/minute) to assure adequate exposure at all frequency bands.

Thus, the vibration test is comensurete with mission t:ne and

anticipated level for the aircraft in which the WRA is to be '.nstalled,

6.3.4 Application

Figures 41, 42, 43, and 44 present the recomtended vibration test

en,;elop.cs for thz equipment locatiun/propulsion type combinations prcviously

described. It is further recounended that the WRA's intended aircraft

orientation and mounting (i.e., hard or isolated) be duplicated in the

vibration test. As indicated previously, the vibration test pro'iies fox,

reliability demonstraton testing developed herein are applicable for all

internally mounted avionics equipment. The profiles have, been developed

with the objective of approximating, an closely as possible, the vibration

envirornent a WRA is expected to experience in actual field use. This,

j proper application of these profiles requirer foreknowledge of those factors,

which the analysis indicates principally determines the field vibration

environent. Specifically, these include:

* type of propulsion of the intendu.d aircraft
a location of the e aines t

* location of -hp WRA relAtr to the engines

mission profile timeline

Table 26 shows the specific vibration test reqairtnente for the applicable
variations of this information.

6.4 ALTIT- .JE

It is recaDnended that altitude not be included as a demonstration test

environment. The arguments to support thIs position are:
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As indicated in Section III, low pressure has a minima.1 effect o-1

, : cooling capabiliJty.

t e low ,rolsre, as an Independent environment, has not been shown

to contribute significantly to equipment failure.

o Inclusion of low pressure within the basic thermal test cycle

would subs: atlally effect the test time line and the ability

to produce rapid temperature va,'iations.

* Pressure testing would be hampered by the presence of humidity

in that the presence of any residual water vapor intcrfcres with

chamber execution.

* In view of the relatively anall contribution of altitude to

WRA unreliability, the inclusion of a low pressure test outside

the basic temperature cycle does not appear economically justifiabl.

6.5 RELI\BILITY DEMONSTRATION TEST PROFILE

f The reliability demonstration test profile is the result of cctbining

the developed thermal profile with the vibration profile.

A comosite -rrnile sh-:ing the inter-ieltionships arid proper phase

sequencing is presented in Figure 45 to illustrate the process for one cycle.

The test consists of repeated applications of this cycle until the accept/

reject criteria are satisfied. It should be noted that the humidity exposure

is an independent cycle, inserted periodically as shown in Figure 27.

6.6 SUBSYSTEM DEMONSTRATION TESTING

This study has addressed itself to analyzing the environment of each

WE-A. Goncae-ent y, the profiles presented herein are applicable to WRA',s

and single unit equipments. Although the study was WRA oriented, is

suggested that reliability demonstration testing at the subsystem level be

eliminated since, from both economic as well as schedule considerations, it

is more desirable to test a group of WRA's than to test them individually.

These profiles would be applicable to systems whose WFA constituents are

the same MiL-class and are located in the same vibration zone. As systam

complexity increases, the likelihood of satisfying both the above conditions
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dc:reases, and thus the selection of proper test levels is not apparent. In

.: the extreme case of a system composed of Class I and 1I WRA's located in all

three vibration zones, six different test combiatiovs would be required.

Several alternatives were investigated but no universal solution was

found. The options investigated and the disadvantages of each are listed

t below:

Thermal

* utilize separate temperature-chamnbers for each MIL-Class (which

implies separate vibration installations for each chamber) -- high

tcost

provide a separate enclosure within a chamber to isolate the differ-

ent MIL-Class WRA's -- additional te t caplexity and potential

difficulties in controlling the environmey:t in the enclosure

* test at a compromised level -- lose the association with the

anticipated field environment

Vibration

i utilize a separate vibration exciter for the WRA's installed in each

vibration zone (which implies separate chambers) -- high cost

* test at a compromised level -- lose the association with the antici-
I[

pated field environment

t a test at the highest level -- if failures occur on WRA's that should

have been tested to the more benign levels, are the failures re-

lated to time or level?

* determine the test tine reduction for Zones I and II WRA's if

tested to the Zone III level (based on the accelerated test level

theory, i.e., stress versus number of cycles relationship (S-N)).

Perform the test on all items at the Zone IIl level, discounting

any failures that result in the Zone I and II WRA's after the

predetermined time is accomplished -- it is often not clear whether

the failures encountered after the accelerated level testing is

ccmpleted are related to vibration or theria. exposure
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Tk

* same as above except, remove that portion of the system equipment

from the vibration test setup, and install the equipment in a sep-

arate non-vlbrating thermal chamber .fter the equipment has reached

the determined accelerated test level pe,,riod -- the major disadvan-

tage to this again is cost.

Trade-off analyses have to be performed to make the proper selection

from among these alteinates. The outcme of the analysis, however, is

highly dependent on the specifics of the system b1ng evaluated; viz.,

number of WRA's, their distribution among the different test levels, WRA

criticality, predicted failure rates, etc. It was concluded that since

each system has to be evauated independently, no generalizations can be

made and the trade-off analysis would have to be performed by the procuring

activity and contractor as each situation arises.
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& SECTION VII

cPRE;DICTIJOHS

A secondar., objective of the study was to identify those factors which

turnded to contribute to the difference between predicted and field reli-

ability. The analysis was conducted in a tmanner similar to that performed

for demonstrated reliability. Differences in reliability b(ween the pre-

Vdiction and the field were compared with differences in each suspected factor

to determine if' any genera] pattern was evident.

The predictions origeinally performed by each equipment manufacturer

utilized a wide variety of Goverrunent sources for failure rates (MIL-HDEK-
217, .1I4-]IDBK-217A, FARPAPA, etc.), as well as failure rates based on the
sellers' own field experience. Further, each manufacturer also tended to

C apply his own ground rules when making predictions. In order to establish

a common baseline for each of the selected items, new predictions of the

reliability for each WRA were performed using the same sources and ground

1 * rules for each. This approach provided a consistent comparison of pre-

dictions with reclassified demnonstratea or field MTBF's. The selected tech-

nique utilized MIL-1IWB!-2lTB Coordination Copy (ref. 23), since this re-

presented the most current information available at the time and would prob-

aIy pro,_vide co-est corr-t'elation with field failure rates.

I A standard set of ground rules and assumptions were established where

* reference 23 did not inclade failure rates for certain parts included in. this

study. it should be noted that these criteria were applied to all of the

selected equipments. The following m.,aJor grouzid rules and assumptions were

made:

e In several instances (capacitors and high stress ratio diAes),

j' values for certain parameters (stress ratio vs. temperature) were

of a magnitude not available from the curves. The RADC Notebook

(ref. 24) was used in these cases.

c For cerLain parts (u.g., mechanical items), MIL-nflBK-217, Appendix

II was used.
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* Seller failure rates were utilized in those few instances where a
device was considered proprietary by a seller and no information

Swan available.

* The application factor for Group I and II transistors was assumed to

be linear unless the device was used as a logic switch.

* The voltage stress for Group I Transistors was established at 60%

* since precise stress values were not available.

* Insert material for connectors was assumed to be Type A unless other-

wise stated or known (coax).

* Voltage stress ratios for Group IV dioles were defined as 100%.

* Unless otherwise known, filter configurations were assumed to be Pi.

* An application factor of 2.0 was assigned to "CY" capacitors having

a capacitance greater Than 10,000 PFD.

* Hybrid thin film equations were used to determine failure rates of

resistor n uLw uviks.

After the performance of this analysis, the final version of MiL7:[D:K-

217B (ref. 25) was released. A review of that document indicated significant

differences between it and the coordination copy but, because of thf con-

straints on time and effort, reprediction of the reliabilities using the 4
released document was beyond the scope of the contract. Thus, the results

4 of the analysis presented herein as based on the prior completed pre-.

The reclassified field MTBF's as determined in Section IV were the

measures of field reliability used for this analysis. Table 3 of Appendix D,
presents the repredicted and reclassified field NrFBF'a for eteh WRA. The

laboratory demonstrated MTBF for each WRA are also included fo: comparative

The analysis consisted of' determining the ratio between the rezpredicted,

and the field MTBF's and to deteinine how these calculated ratios were li-

tributed among the categories of each design or end-use characteristic in-

vestigated. Two excessively large ratios (WRA's 92 and 94) were eliminated
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from the analysis as being inconsiatent with the rest of the data. The

significant relationships between the average MTBF ratios and the factors in-

vestigated is presented in Table 27 and the conclusions that could be drawn,

relative to prediction technique improvement, are presented below, No signi-

ficant relationship was found for weight, packaging density, power density or.

percent microcircuits. Since the MCBF ratios are a function of a failure

rate source document that is now suspect, use of the absolute value of these

ratios is limited. If the changes between the coordination copy and the

released version of MIL-DBK-217B are essentially constant for each WRA,

then the relative weight of each category of a factor is preserved.

Function: All the functions had approximately the same average ratio with

the exception of Displays and Controls, Electromechanical Devices, and

Racks and Cabinets. These latter three functions had an average ratio 3 to

h times worse than the other functions suggesting the following:

Displays and Controls: The prediction technique does not make

provision for high rates of ON/OFF cycling, or peridl adjab-

ments that are common for this group. Also, the potentiality for

greater field abuse exists.

* -. Flect;romechanical: The predictability of failure rates for "low

populat:[on--unique design" parts (gyros, gear trains, tape drives,

'I etc.) that make up this group is always subject to possible error

benscv.se of the l1.axted data base upon which statistics can be

et.].culated

- Racks a'Id Cablnetis: Ccmr.ector aid harness failure rates should

be, reviewed...

C,.ll_ & h i . .-. a: No variation with MIL-Class was observed which

indin~tes that the predIction telin'.que accuracy is not affected by antici-

pa ted tempertttu.re altitude enrriroyvrient. Yet, supplementally cooled WRA's

have closler correlutrion than the urbieot cooled WEA's, in approximately a

5:9 re,.~i:ihip. This n tiug'.st s that r:-dttion techniques should not have

environmentd, factors for "a.iLrborn., :t sho bi.ted" and "airborne uninhabited"

but rther, "a.irborne suplementeill.y, cooled'" and "airborne ambient cooled."
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TIEUL, 27 AV& AGE PRJMC'EF1FaD . f' RATIOS FOR SF CID._ WRA
DESIGN AND EFeD-USE CHARACTERISTICS

Function

Fn: nAverage *

MTBF Ratio

Receivers and Transrntters 3.4
Inturface LEjuinment 3.5
Conputers 3.5
Power Supply 3.7
Signal Processing 4.6
Disnlays and Controls 12.9
Ele c tro-Mec Ian ical 1..9
ftacks and Cabincts 15.4

Coolin4 Method MI, Class

Type of I Average NIL ClaraCo(>Ir~g MTBFRati ZBF Ratio

1. 6.1Ambient - 88 2 71

kircraft Prooulsion Mouniting. Method
Typ e I Average * Tyre of' Average *

MTBF hat oMounting MTBF Ratio
L on rI I L.1.a~v

.. 8P1. _

Nuuibe.r of' Parts Hi_h Reliability Parts

antty MTF Ratio % TX, ER Averate
-I or Better MTBF Ratio

Under 500 11.0 Under 20 8.5
500 to 100 6.1 20 to 50 5.7
2.000 to 250 3.8 Over 50 4.8
0,.,er 2500 3.0 - - ----- I-

Predicted MT1F/Field MTBF
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TAIXE 27 _AVAGE PREDICTED/FIELD MTBF RATIOS FOR SELECTED WRA
DESIGN AND END-USE ChARACTbR1ISTiCL (ContinuedT

Durn-.In Hours (Production Units)/

~ - Predicted 1.TBF
Burn-In Hiours (Production Units) rdctdEB

eInterv Average *
Hours A ___nterva _ LTBF Ratio

14TiF Ratio

Under 100 8.1 Under 0.001 47.2

10O to 200 5.8 0.001 to 0.01 9.3
100 to 200 0.01 to 0.1 5.6
210 to 500 _ . _ 0.1 to 1.0 2.8

Over 1.0 1.6

turni-In Failures }Jrn~-In Faiure Zuauber of PIarts

Number of Average * n Average
Failures 14TBF Ratio* Interval AveFratioei

Fa11ureTB Patioati
Under 0.5 8.9 Under 0.001 .8

0.001 to 0.01 10.2
0.01 to 0.10 33.3

(p e.r 4.O0 1.8-

burn-In Failures/-

Egpec ted Failur e*."'
_______ A

interval MTBF Ratio

Under 0.5 j 6.0
0.5 to 2.0
Over 2.0 7.9

4*4

Predictfd ,' 'BF/Field MTF

BuIrri-In Hours/Prodicted MILTt

19, j
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Propulsion Type/Mounting Method: Approximately the same lack of MTBF agree-

ment exists regardless of the propulsion type. An 8 to 5 difference was

observed between hard and isolator mounted WRA'so This suggests the need

f1r a "mounting" factor in the prediction.

Number of Parts: The correlation improves as the quantity of parts in-

creases. This just suggests that any inaccuracies in part failure rate data

get averaged out wbn the part population is large. It further points out

the pitfalls in making a prediction on a WRA that has a rather small parts

population.

Percent High Reliability (TX or ER) Parts: The greater the percentage of

M L or lower quality grade parts, the worse the correlation bet'ieen pre-

dicted and field MTBF's suggesting that the "quality factors" require

expansion over a broader range.

Burn-In: If one again (see para. 5.2.3) assumes that burn-in failures are

proportional to the emphasis on quality issues during manufacture and are

also a barometer of the effectiveness of the burn-in test, the data in-

dicates that the greater the emphasis on these factors the better the

correlation between predicted and field MTBF's. Further, the data also

indicates the longer the WRA burn-in test duration the better the correla-

tion, as would be expected. The reference 23 prcdiction technique requires

that the "quality factor" used to adjust the base failure rate be determined

by Jointly considering part quality and WRA manufacturing quality. Perhaps j
some inconsistency is introduced by this approach since it is not clear

which of the folloring two situatiors has the higher reliability:

- high quality parts with poor manufacturing quality or

- low quality parts with high manufacturing quality.
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I.

SECTION VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

81CONCLUSIONS
This study of 95 distinct WRA's representing a cross section of avionic

tCypes and applications, indicated that differences between laboratory de-

monstrated and field observed reliability is attributable to a wide variety

of factors. Both differences in data, end-use application, and enviroinents

between the laboratory and the field were found to relate to reliability

differences.

* Inconsistent ground rules and failure scoring criteria account for

a significant portion of the difference between demonstrated and

field MTBF's. Anomolies which should be considered countable are

often excluded by demonstration test ground rules. Current military

U data reporting systems lack detail in describing malfunctions, re-

suiting in counting incidents which should be excluded.

Difficulties in collecting WRA operating time data results in

flight time being used as the time base for field MTBF determi-

nation. Demonstration tests use operating hours as the time base.

Reclassification of failures (field and laboratory) in accordance

with study developed criteria and use of estimated field oper-

ating time resulted in, on average:

o 30% tc,- 4o% de'I'se in demonstrated value

o 100$ increase in field value

* A substantial difference in reliability remained after the reclassi- I
fication. Fifty percent of the WRA's studied had field values three

times lower than its corresponding demonstrated value. The average

ratio between demonstrated and field MTBF's was approximately 8.0.

* WRA's which historically have had more design effort in minimizing

field environmental effects (..g., RF equipment, high power density)

had better reliability agreement.
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* The reliability agreement between the laboratory and the field was

poorer on those items that had a potentiality for abuse in the field

(e.g., high packaging density, displays and controls).

* WBA's having relatively large microcircuit or "Hi Rel" part com-

plements had better demonstrated to field reliability agreement,

thus indicating the benefits to be gained by using these parts.

* Those items that had the more effective burn-in testing on pro-

duction units tended to have the better reliability agreement. This

indicates the necessity for adequately bpecifying a production unit

burn-in both in duration and in environmental exposure.

* Relationships were found between reliability differences and several

temperatu-e related measures for ambient cooled WRA's, including:

- minimum ambient temperature
- operating time at low temperature

maximuam ambient temperature

6 -temperature rate of change

indicating that the current MTL-STD-781 tests of only requiring dwells

at the temperature extremes with moderate rates of change between the

limits Is not an adequate test. No provisions exist for evaluating

the item under conditions of rapid and frequent temperature cycling.

For forced air cooled WA's, the significant temperature related

measures included:

- maximum ambient temperature

-maximum cooling air temperature

- minimum ambient temperature

- maximum cooling air flow rates

- operating time at low temperature

indicating that the effects of field typical cooli.tg air parameter

variations are never evaluated daring the demonstration test. Further-

more, the effect of this lack of variation in the laboratory is to

essentially shield the article from any temperature effects.
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* The significant relationships between vibration measures and re-

liability differences included:

- level

- duration

indicating that the MIL-STD-781 vibration test of requiring 10 minutes

of sinusoidal vibration each hour at one non-resonant frequency between

20-60 lz is not representative of the field environment. The test

article is never exposed to those frequencies occurring in the field,

that produce failures. The vibration test duration was found to be

a poor representation of the accummulated field vibration time. The

lack of reliability agreement was more pronounced in WRA's installed in

jet aircraft where the field environment is random.

*Moisture, which data and previous experience indicates is a major

source of field failure, is not-a test requirement of MIL-STD-781.

* o evidence could be found that altitude or voltage cycling, as

independent environments, signif.cantly contribute to field problems.

* Although the analysis of differences between predicted and field

reliability was terminated when the released version of MIL-UIDBK-271B

was Issued, some preliminary observations were made;

- reliability differences were better correlated with cooling

method than MIL-Class

- barn mounted (WI4's had poorer agreement than vibration isolated
Si t emos

displays and controls, &s a functional group, had poor agreement

(ON/OFF cycling not properly accounted for in prediction tech-

nique)

- WFA's with low parts population or specialized unique design

components had poor agreement (small data base)

- WRA's with a proportionately large quantity of Hi Rel parts had

the better correlation (suspect "quality f5a tors")

- the more effective WRA burn-in test, as measured by duration and

number of failures detected, resulted in closer prediction to

field reliability agreement
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8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The results and conclusions of the study suggest several general areas

of improvement for assuring future closer agreement between demonstrated and

field reliability. These include:

Revision of the demonstratton test temperature profile and method of

profile construction as described in paragraph (.2. This would

feature:

- mission profile orientation

- variations in chamber temperatures as a function of changes in

flight conditions and thus approximating compartment temperatures

and exposing the item to more temperature cycling

- periodic dwells at temperature extremes to simulate non-operating

conditions

- maximum permissable variation in cooling air temperature and flow

rates

- coupling of cooling air variations with chamber temperature

variations

- temperature rates of change equal to flight levels

- equipment ON/OFF schedule designed to assure that internal com-

ponents are properly exposed to temperature variations

* Fevision of the demcnstration teat vibration profiles as described

in paragraph 6,.3. This would feature:

- random vibration for items installed in Jet aircraft

- sinu.soidal sweeps for items installed in propeller driven aircraft

- exposure to all input frequencies up to 2000 Hz

- levels to approximate those experienced in the field

- increased duration to more adequately reflect accutnulated

flight time

* Inclus.on of a 11umidity test, as described In paragraph 6.2, to

periodically evaluate the effects of moisture during the demonstr-

tion.
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s incorporation of precisely defined failure criteria and scoring

ground rules as described in paragraph )4..2. , These should clearly

des.-cri) h tho:e snomolies to be considered relevent and non-relevent

a:; well a,. provide the minimum conditions for reclassifying a

relevent failure as non-relevent. A strong recommendation is made

that procuring activities critically review and evaluate failure

exclusion groundrules in accordance with the ultimate application

of the hardware in the field.

* Experience and the study data have indicated the positive benefits

derived from requiring a strong end-item burn-in test. Th:is test

should be required of all future procurements and include:

- adequate environmental exposure (tempi,rature and vibration)

I- sufficicnt duration to screen out most workmanship failures

*The prediction technique should be reviewed with the objective to-

wards adding or changing some of the moaifying factors. These in-

i ecludee.

- replace "habitation" factor with "cooling method" factor

- include a "mounting method" factor

- review numerical relationship among the quality grades to

modify the "quality" factor

- include an "end-item quality assurance" factor

AREAS FOR ,'JTJRF INVESTJIGAP .,I,

a Til te p ... re prof-- de-eoiped herein art applicable to MIL-E-
5400 Class I and Class II equipments. Although these are the most

prevalent classes of avionic equipment, temperattre profiles for

the applications not covered in the study should be developed for
: completeness,

* The present MIL.-STD-781 test procedure requires vibration testing in

a single axis. Generally, the vertical axis has been the one used;

yet, this is not necessarily the most critical one. Three axis

testing might be preferred since the unit potentially experiences

vibration in all three axes in the field. However, this would
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result in additional cost 4nd testing complexity. A study should

be undertaken tc Investigate: the necessity for multiaxis testing,

rules for determining the best single axis test, and the feasibility

of "resultant axis" testing. In resultant axis testing the equip-

ment is oriented such that when vibration is applied along the input

axis the equipment experiences simultaneous excitations in three

mutually pe±.endicular planes,

* The vibration profiles developea in this study are only applicable

to internally mounted equijrment. No profiles were developed for

external or surface mounted equipment since it was felt that each

case had to be evaluated separately. An investigation should be

conducted to determine if sufficient generalixat ions in terms of

engine characteristics, profiles, and aircraft structure can be made

to develop a set of vibration profile recummendations for these

items.

* The approach to development of the profiles presuppo.e. t-t .the

intended end-use application is known. In order to use these pro-

files, one has to know: the aircraft, mission profile, location of

the unit, etc. Profile racoumendations need to be developed for

those items where this Information is not known or the unit is in-

tended for rever6l aircraft applications (e.g., GFE).

o A test prog* ram should be ,ondacted on a representative sample to

denonstrate t the e'fectivenesc, of the recouried profiles.

* A draft revision to MI-,Ti)-781 which incorporates the study results

should be written.

* This study addressed itself to testing WRA's or single unit systems.

It was recimmended that system level testing be continued, as in the
past, on those equipments containing more thwi one WRA. Al.though

testing alternatives were presented, no guidance could be offered

for those situations where each WRA requires a different test level.

It was argued that each such situation should be considered on its

own and its alternate solution would depend on the trade-offs among
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cost, schedules, number of different test combinationj, criticality,

etc. It is recommended that a study be performed to identify the

elements to be considered, the relationships and the logic flow for

such trade-off analyses.

a The study identified the need for including a "quality assurance"

factor in the prediction technique. This would be independent of'

Ithe "parts quality" factor and woild represent the emphasis placed

on quality issues during end-item assembly and test. A study should

be conducted to develop the approach for determining, and specific

values of, this factor.

* This study indicated the beneficial results associated with a strong

S end-item burn-in test. In addition, the data suggested a method by

which the duration of such a test could be specified. A study to

establish the methodology for determining burn-in requirements,

i.e., environments, criteria, and duration, should be undertaken.

* The study identified the difficulties associated with establishing

demonstration test requirencnts on a subsystem level where WR's

are subject to different environments. Since the successful

completion of an environmental qualification test is a precursor

to the demonstration test, the results of the qualification could

conceivably be used as an aid in determining demonstration levels.

A study should be conducted to determine how one might capitalize

on qualification results and/or modify qualification tests for

special situations to complement the demonstration.

;. Th;ii study re.:cmuunds th,.: inc,'lusion of a humidity exposure.

4 Current laboratory practices prohibit the introduction of corrosive

a.,d/or conductive contaminants. This method does not produce anI exposure which is completely analogous to that experienced in the

field since it precludes the introduction of dissolvable minerals.

A' It is recommended that a study be performed to develop a procedure

to include the introduction of field representative quantities

and distribution of dissolvable minerals prior to or during the

humidity exposure.

(1he reverse ot this page is blank)
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RY 11T - WTI'r which either transmit or receive RF signals are included in

this grouping.

WRA No. 1 is an RF receiver and is located in the upper left-hand

shelf of the aft equipment buy structure. 'w-o bolts in the front and two

spring loaded alignment pins i n the rear provide a rigid mounting for the

assembly. All fuses. connector and an elapsed-time meter are on the front

panel. lhring nomnal operation, cooling air i; scooped into the rear air

inlet and fed ouL the front exhaust to maintain a proper operating

temnerature.

WMA No. 2 is an RF transmitter consisting of 19 oil-cooled ceramic

tetrodes operated a:; a class A distribution amplifier. They are di-rided

into driver, intermediate wnd final stages which amplify the output of the

control to the proper level for transmission. There arc four basic modes

of operation and, depending upon the mode selected, various sub-modes and

routines.

WRA No. 3 is an RF receiver. The unit is functionally subdivided int_

three parts: transmitting, search receiving, and terrain clearance re-

ceiving. The unit is located in the nose of the fuselage and is accessible

by raising thE fiber glass radome. It is ambient cooled and hard mounted.

WRA No. h is an B' receiver and is housed in the upper right portion

of the aft equipment bay structure. Two bolts in the front and two spring-

leadeni alignment pins on the rear provide a rigid mounting for the assembly.

AKU flues, c,)nnectcrs, and an elapsed time meter are on the front panel.

During normal operation, cooling air is scooped into the rear air inlet and

is fed out the front exhaust to maintain a proper operating temperoture.

WRA No. 5 is an RF receiver and is located in the left wing fillet.

The receiver has a metal case with three electrical and six coaxial

connectors. An elapsed-time indicator is visible on the front of the

receiver unit. It is hard mounted and ambient cooled.

WRA No. 6 is an RY receiver and is housed in the forward portioz- of

the receiver compartment. Four bolts in the front and two spring-loaded

aligrunent pins in the rear provide a rigid rwanting for the assembly.
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All fuses, connectors, and an elapsed-time meter are on the front panel.I

iDuring normal operation, cooling air is scooped into the rear air inlet 4
and is fed out the front exhaust to maintain a proper operating temperature.

WRA No, 7 Is an RF transmitter located in the fuse3.age nose, which

provides continuously adjustable high-energy pulses of selectable width

and repetition rate. The unit contains 13 removaole assemblies and three

harness assemblies with integral filters, conne'tors, and relay clrultry.IIt consists of two separate cast aluminum rectangular housins secured

K together to provide a single unit, and four shock mounts provide for

installation in the aircraft. Forced air is required for proper cooling.

The forced air ic applied to an intake opening in the bottom of the hL'sing,

circulated past four heat-exchanger plates, and exhausted through vents on

the top of the housing. Nitrogen or dry air J.s required for proper

:pressurization. I
WRA No. 8 is an RF transmitter consisttng of 19 oil-cooled ceramic

2 tetrodes operatea as a class A distribution tvuilfler. The..y arc dividod

into driver, intermediate and final stages wich amplify the output of the

control to the proper level for transmission. There are four basic modes

of operation and depending upon the mode selected, various sub-modes and

routines.

WRA No. 9 i an PL receiver-transmitter, located in an equipment bay,

that is capable of receiving and transmitting voice and data. The unit is
IJ'JU tU -A MU ... t the rght coA er rerovslrls for module

accessibility. AI. modules interconnect through a printed circuit side-

board which also contains a terminal e f or sot wire interconnection

to the I/0 connector. The receiver-transmitter contains mechanical filters,~crystal filters, and wide dynamic range front-end circnAts that provide

rejection of strong adjacent channel signals.

iWRA No. 10 is an PF receiver and it, housed in the forward portion of

the receiver compartment. Four bolts in the front and two spring-loaded

alignment pins in the rear provide a rigid mounting fur the assembly. All

fuses, connectors, and an elapsed time meter are on the front panel. Dring
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normal operation, cooling air is scooped into the rear air inlet and is

fed out the front exhaust to maintain a proper operating temperature.

Signal Processing - Items which deal directly with electronic signals,

I.e., processing, modulation, sapliftcation, attenuation or filtering,

comprise this group.

WRA's Nos. 11 and 12 are signal processing units that decode firing

signals. Each unit contains two printed circuit cards hard wired to each

other and an interface connector. Most of these units are hard mo-unted to

a weapons rail.

WRA No. 13 is a signal data converter which provides timing pulses.

In addition, the unit processes the RF returns for presentation by various

displays. It is housed in an aluminum case with four mounting brackets and

a carrying handle. Six electrical connectors and an elapsed-time meter are

on a connector panel at one end of the unit. The unit is located in the

nose.

WRA No. l is a signal processor which 'acnerates pulsed outputs in

response to an input. The unit consists of a single equipment cabinet,

hard mounted in a frame enclosure in the fustlage equipment bay. Cooling

is provided by controlled forced air from a vapor cycle system. Various

connectors, controls end an elapsed time meter are located on the cabinet's

front nanel.

WRA No, 15 combines IC inpjuts from various units into one signal repre-

seating thi sum of the inputs, and applies this combined siuTal for Anther

processing. The unit is hard mounted on the fuselage top deck and is

ambient cooled.

WRA No. 16 is a network which suppresses transients in the 115 vac and

28 vdc aircraft power lines. The network is mounted in the nose of the

aircraft.

WRA No. 17 is a comparator-converter which receives and processes

video signals, I is honsed in the lower right-hand corner of thV aft

equipment bay structure. The assembly is secured in place by two spring-

loaded alignment pins at the rear and by two bolts in the front which
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attach to the aft equipment bay structure. An elapsed time meter, cable

connector, and fuses are mounted on the front panel of the assembly. Dur-

ing normal operation, cooling air is scooped into the rear air inlet and

is fed out the front exhaust to maintain a proper operating temperature.

WRA No. 18 is a unit that splits a combined signal sample into six

signals of equal magnitude and applies these signals to various receivers.

The unit is mounted in the tall fin area of the aircraft and is ambient

cooled.

WRA No. 19 is a control unit used to provide an PR drive corresponding

to the assigned frequency of either of two transmitters. An RF sample of

the carrier frequency produced is sent to other subsystems for sample dis-

play. A BIT feature is included to self test the unit. The unit is cooled

by liquid circulated within a heat exchanger. The exchanger is cooled by

external air.

WRA No. 20 is a signal processor containing receiver, gate and logic

channels, a BITE network and a power supply. The o 3 i hard mounted in

the right forward equipment bay and is cooled by an internal fan.

WRA No. 21 is a 3-pole bandpass filter that is tunable in four bands.

The filter provides front-end protection to the receiver-transmitter from

strong off-frequency signals and also provides selectivity for the receiver-

transmitter. It is housed in a 1/4-ATR (short) case and contains four plug-

in printed circuit card assemblies. The unit is completely solid state and

no special cooling is required. It la ]nated inn rrt--4pment bay.-

WRA No. 22 is a broad band filter assembly and is located within the

aircraft wirg. It is housed in a metal case with two electrical connectors

and six coaxia- connectors. It is hard mounted and ambient cooled.

Interfaces - Devices which act as interfaces, Junction boxes, couplers and

converters make up this category.

WRA No. 23 is a display/converter which functions as the interface be-

uween a compudter and indicator and display units. It is forced air cooled

and isolator mounted. It is located in the fuselage.
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WRA No. 21 is an analog-digital converter and serves as the interface

between a computer and analoC'data de rices. The unit contains 39 plug-in

printed circuit cares, which are held in place by tie-down bars, To enable
cooling of electronic components, large areas of copper extend outward from

the plug-in printed circuit cards. Heat transfers from the components to

the copper pad and ultimately to the chassis walls. The front panel of the

unit contains controls, indicators, and seven operational connectors, It

is located in the fuselage behind the cockpit.

WRA. No. 25 is an interface box which provides for common distribution
and preprocessing of signals for various displays and controls. Lap-driver

circuits provide for illumination of legend indicators on the BIT control,

and dc outputs are provided for asLemblies in the cockpit. This unit is

located in the cockpit and is secured in place by two bolts which pass

through a mounting structure at the front and two holes at the rear which

mate with tapered locating pins.

WBA No. 26 is a converter which functions as the interface unit for

control, data transmission, data storage, and navigation parameter display

between a compjter and navigation equipment. The unit is isolator mounted

ad receives supplemental cooling air. It is located in the fuselage

equipment bay.

WRA No. 27 is a control interface unit and is part of a computer set.
it provides the controls, displays and circuitry required to enter and

transf r data, control computer operating modes, and control radar cursors.
jhe unit consists of three removable subassemblies. Forced air cooling is

supplied through a vertical air inlet manifold. It is located in the

cockpit.

WRA No. 28 is an interface unit which provides an interface between a
compuLr and the aircraft navigation system. The computer interface is

located in the aft equipment bay structure. It is secured in place by two

drilled mounting plates at the front, and two alignment pin sockets at the

rear. Signal connectors, power connectors, fuses, and an elapsed time

meter are located on the front panel, and a test connector is located at
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the rear. Cooling air is circulated through the assembly via four inlett ports at the rear and four exhaust ports at the front.

WRA No. 29 is an interface unit which provides the capability of corn-

munications between digital data equipment over a radio link. The unit

converts binary information to a phase-encoded audio format suitable for

hf or uhf radio transmission and vice versa. A card cage within the case

supports up to 30 perpendicularly mounted plug-in circuit cards. Cooling

of the data terminal 1s accomplished using forced-air cold-plate techniques.

It iG located in the equipment bay.

WRA No. 30 is an interface unit which provides computer data for air-

craft radar operation. The equipment receives selected video and all re-

quired range and azimuth timing signals to digitally process the video into

computer data. The unit is housed in a rectangular aluminum case that is
locked in place by two latch sets. Cold plate heat exchangers are utilized

with forced-air cooling to satisfy the cooling requirements. The unit is

located in the aircraft nose.

is WRA No. 31 is an interface box which provides distribution and pre-

processing of signals for video displays and for audio signals. This unit

is located in the aft cockpit and it is secured in place by two bolts which

pass through a mounting structure at the front and two holes at the rear

which mate with tapered locating pins. Except for the elapsed time meter

at the front of the assembly, there are no controls or indicators. External

connectors are located at the front top.

WT, No. 32 is a converter which acts in an interface capacity between

a computer and data links. It is located in the fuselage equipment bay

and requires forced cooling air.

WRA No. 33 is a high-speed, automatically tuned hf antenna coupler

that transforms the complex impedance of the antennas to a value that is

suitable as a load for a power amplifier. The unit is housed in a 3/4-ATR

case and contains 12 removable modules. The modules are printed circuit

cards and modularized assemblies. The WRA is forced-air ambient cooled by

a blower and is located in an equipment bay.
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WRA No. 3)4 is an interface unit which provides signaL data interface

.control uithin a computer proup between the processor, compter control,

and tape recorder, It is forced air cooled and isolator mounted within

Lhe t tselage equipment bay.

WRA No. 35 is an interf ice unit which accepts synchro signals from

various electromechanical sensors and supplies compatible synchro outputs

to other requiring systems. The WRA consists of three modules and a self

test assembly contained within a frame. The unit is hard mounted in the

aft equipment bay and is ambient cooled.

WRA No. '6 is an antenna interface unit which generates the appropriate

interlocks recquired for system and antenna protection. The unit is housed

in a 1/4-ATR c.se and contains four plug-in printed circuit card assemblies.

The unit is isolator mounted and requires no supplemental cooling air. It

is mounted in the equipment bay.

Data Processing - This category includes items which perform conputational

(arithmetic) and similar functions.

WRA No. 37 is a general-purpose digital computer, which processes real-

tize 'ntr .trz applications. In these applications, bombing and navigational

computations are made based upon stored and computed flight data. Compre-
hensive self-test features are built into the computer to a~ssist in fault

isolation. The exterior structure provides cooling, interface connection,

and electromagsetfc shielding. The unit is mounted in the asockpit.

VIRA's No, 38, 39, and 1K0 are computers which generate roll, pitch, and

yaw control surface commands respectively. Each unit is housed in a struc-

tural box assembly and the two main structural members provide the mounting

for all circuit board connectors. Electronic components within each com-

puter are mounted oa circuit boards accessible through the top cover. They

are all located in the equipment bays.

W 's N'lo. 41, 42, and 43 are three types of arithmetic and control as-

semblies that act collectively as a central processor unit and perform five

control functions: instruction, arithmetic, memory, program level and
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input/outlut. They are forced air cooled and isolator mounted and are

located in the fuselage.

WBA No. 41j in a computer consisting of various generator and detector

circuits, BITE circuits and a power supply. The unit is hard mounted with-

in thc wing and is cooled by an internal fan. Ten electrical connectors,

one cooling air intake screen, an elapsed time indicator and an overheat

k indicator - reset button are on the unit's front panel.

WRA No. 45 is a computer which generates coded signals in response to

specific inputs. It is housed in a cabinet which is hard mounted to a
5 frame type enclosure in the fuselage equipment bay. Forced air cooling is

provided by controlled aJr from a vapor cycle system. Various connectors,

controls and an elapsed time meter are located on the front panel of the

cabinet,

T WRA No. 46 is a navigation computer that interfaces between various
navigation subsystems and auxiliary equipment. It consists of an analog-

to-digital-to-enlog converter ald -ai-purpose computer.

The unit is located in an unpressurized equipment bay and is forced air
cooled.

WRA No. 47 is a core memory assembly which consists of a destructive

readout, coincident current, core stack assembly and a memory selector.

The memory selectors contain the necessary circuits for addressing the

memories and for providing access by two central processors on a time-

sharing basis. The unit in forced er cooled and tso , mcunted. It
located in an equipment bay.

WRA No. 48 is a processor which processes data inputs from other air-
craft systems for display. Based on the mode selected and navigation sub-

mode selected the processor sets the appropriate priority for each indica-

tor and generates deflection signals necessary for display of required data.
The unit is forced air cooled and isolator mounted and is located in an

equipment bay. ,

WRA No. 49 is a computer containing a power supply and a memory which
operates in various modes. The unit is housed in a single cabinet which is
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bard mounted to a frame enclosure located in the fuselage equipment bay.

Cooling Js provided by forced air from the aircraft's vapor cycle system.

A temperature sensing switch is located on the top panel of the cabinet.

WMA No. 50 is a combined interface and processor unit which together

form a stored program, parallel, binary computer whose purpose. is to re-

ceive data inputs, process these inputs with progrruned routines and provide

capability for display and return of processed data. It is located in the

aft equipment bay structure and is forced air cooled.

WRA No. 51 is an air data computer which computes true air speed, im-

P act pressure and altitude from static and total pressure supplied by the

piest static system. These computed quantities are supplied upon request

to various components. The unit is fully automatic and is completely solid

state. It consists of 16 printed circuit cards which plug into a mother

board. mounted to the chassis.

WFk No. 52 is a 14K coincident-current, random access-t-pe memor who

function is to refresh the symbols for throe independently operated indica-

tors. It is located in the fuselage equipment bay and requires forced air

cooling.

Indicators uld Controls - Video display, control and personnel indication

functions located in the aircrew compartment are included in this category.

WRA No. 53 is a flight control panel consisting of switches and cir-
cuitry wh;ch p,:r~ €agemeat, of z ,,b y a, Or autopilot L -V

modes. The unit consists of a flat, machined aluminum plate to which the

connector bracket, switches and electroluminescent panel are attached. The

case is an aluminum can which fastens to the panel with four screws.

t WRA No. 54 is an indicator which provides alphanumeric and indicator

light presentations. The unit is located in the cockpit at the operator

console, and is supported by Jwo mounting pins at the rear and eight quar-

ter-turn fasteners on the front panel. All indicators are located on the

front panel and all connectors and elapsed time meter are located at the

rear.
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I1%A No. 55 is an indicator which provides computer readouts and con-
~trols. To perform its various functions, th~i unit provides manual display

mode control of computer data,'display of system advisory flight and naviga-

tion data, and manual control of magnetic variation and display of magnetic

variation data.

WRA No. 56 is an equipment which provides the operator with controls

necessary to apply power to various assemblies and to select modes of opera-

tion. The control is located in the cockpit at the operator console. The

assembly is secured in place by four quarter-turn fasteners on the front

panel. All operating controls are mounted on the front panel and all S
fexternal connectors are located at the rear.

WRA No. 57 is a stick grip assembly which provides for control of the

flight surfaces. It consists of a grip assembly, strain gage and connector

assembly, electronic assembly and housing assembly. The electronic assembly

consists of four amplifiers soldered to a flexible printed tape which ter-

rainates at a termina- boad The housing e ssembly suports an emergency
disengage leer and switches.

WRA No. 58 is a unit which provides the operator with the controls

necessary for operating various RF receivers. The control is located at

the operator console, and is secured in place by five quarter-turn fasteners

on the front panel. All operating controls are located on the front panel

and all con)nectars are located at the rear.

WRA Fio. 59 irj a con-trol panlel foVr ank armament system. The panel con-$

tains the controls and indicators required to monitor and control the selec-

tion of stores, attack modes, and release modes. Lifting handles are pro-

vided on the front face, top and rear. Operating controls are on the front

panel; a total time meter is provided on the rear face of the panel.

9WRA No. 60 is a control which provides the operators with the means

necessary to operate various RF receivers. The unit is located at the oper-

ator console, is secured in place by six quarter-turn fasteners on the front

panel. Al1 operating controls are mounted on the front panel and all ex-

ternal connectors are at the rear.
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WIXA No, 61 is n. horizontal situation display. The display consists of

a C T providing an approximalely five-inch in diameter display fonnat. It

,',)v ,1: ii horizoriti1 PPT or horlzontal plan display an well as line written

siymols. Thie, unin is fun cooled.

WRA No. 62 is a BiT Control which provides the operator with the con-

trols and indicators necessary to initiate and monitor the system built-in-

test sequence. The sequence of BIT testing allows the operator to isolate

a malfunction to ;ai assembly.

WRA No. 63 is a control converter and is utilized in the system for

control configuration of a data terminal set. The unit is comprised to two

plug-in/bolt-in printed circuit assemblies and the main chassis. Access to

the internal circuitry of the control is provided by means of a removable

dust cover.

WRA No. 64 is an indicator which provides the operator with ar, indica-

tion of current system status. It contains 10 legend indicator s, The unit

is located on the operator's console, and is secured in plac'e by tour quar-

ter-turn fasteners on the front panel. Al operating indicators are lo.-

cated on the front panel, and all connectors are located at the rear.

WRA No. 65 is a ,dizplay which presents navigational and other data to

the flight crew. The unit contains a CRT that provides a five inch diameter

dipl ay .The unit is cooled by an Irternjal fan.

WRt No, 66 is a control/display Which provides visual and acdible sig- j
nals. it is hard mounted in the cockpit and is cooled by an internal fan.

The WRA is provided with an alphanumeric display which indicates the opera-

tional status of other system components. Three electrical connectors and

an elapsed time indicator are accessible at the rear of the unit.

WRA No. 67 is a display whtich provides a video presentation of vaxious

signals. The unit is located in the cockpit and is mounted vertically on

its left side and consists of a truss grid type of construction upon which

the components are mounted. The display tube is inatalled in the center of

the front panel and all operating controls e&r: mounted on the front cover.

The unit requires no supplemental cooling.
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WMA n1. 6ta is a control set and contains all controls for operation of

a subsystem. The unit is housed in a rectangular, frame-mountable aluminm,

case. Eight mounting screw holes, located along the top and bottom of the

front panel, are provided for securing the unit to the main frame. A vane-

xial cooling fan inside the case exhausts air t13rough a ventilation hole

in the case bottom when the unit is operating.

WRA No. 69 is a dial control unit for two channels of a communication

set. The unit is comprised of five printed circuit plug-in assemblies, two

of which are identical, and the chassis. The main chassis contains a printed

circuit sideboard for all of the plug-in assemblies and the high dissipation

elements of the power supply. The front panel of the WRA contains all the

controls for both channels of the system.

WRA No. 70 is a computer control-indicator which serves as an input/

oatput device for the computer. The unit is located at the operator console

anM is scoured in pl ace by eight quarter-turn fasteners on the front panel

and two ,nounting pins at the rear. All controls and indicators are located

on the front panel, and all external connectors and an elapsed time meter

are located Kt, the rear4

WRA No. 71 is a cockpit mounted control unit consisting of a front

panel with aviation. red lighting, variaras manually operated controls, and

a logic card chassis. The chassis houses seven printed circuit cards which

encompasses all of the low power logic ftknctions. At the rear of the chas-

sis is a separate, enclosure where one power and three signal inte face

comectors are m unted along with the elapsed time meter. Tvo frequency

-nenerator mndulcs are mounted to the removable left plate of thy chassis.
WRA No. 72 is a control which provides the operator the ability to in-

sert coimwaids into a computer. Signals, generated within the control, com-

mand the comp.iter to perform various functions, The unit is located in the

cockpit at the operator console. It is secured in place by eight quarter-

turn fisteners on the front panel. All controls and. indicators are mounted

on the front pan 2l, and all external cox~ectors are located at the rear.

The unit is ambient cooled.
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W!BA No. 73 5:8 a radar display which received video information, and

procoses these inFats to display the selected modes on a direct view

storage tube. It also positions the true heading, command heading, range,

and time indicator.- in response to control signals from a computer and a

navigation subsystem. The unit is housed in a rectangular aluminum case

mounted on a panel in front of the pilot. An elapsed time meter is on the

right-hand side of the component. Guide rails along the top rear surface

support the component and guide it into place where it is held by three

screws that pass through holes in the indicator panel.

WRA No. 74 is a display providing video presentations of various sig-

nals. It is located in the cockpit and is supported at the rear by two

tapered mounting pins, and at the front by two bo ts which pass through the

mounting structure and the bottom of the chassis. All operating controls

are located on two removable front covers and all connectors and an elapsed

time meter are located at the rear of the assembly. It is ambient cooled

and hard mounted.

WEA No. 75 is a display which provides the operator with visual indica-

tions of information gathered, computed, or processed by various subsystems

of the aircraft. The unit i. contemned in a rectangular alumirum housing

having top and bottom access covers. The top cover is fitted with a carry-

I ng han_.e and a cooling air exhaust port. The unit is ambient cooled by

means of internal fan and is hard mounted.

WRA No. 76 is a computer control and with its switches, indicators and

associated circuits is used to control and monitor system, processor and

tape recorder functions. These functions include system reset processor

selection, program loading and manual tape control positioning, navigation

function control, testing and fault indication. Forced air is used to cool

the unit and it is mounted on isolators.

WRA No. 77 is a control which provides the operator with a means of

controlling the various equipment functions. Dc voltages are provided at

the output of the assembly to implement the control functions, as well as

to provide indicator lamp illumiuation power to the other assemblies. The

contr'ol is located in the cockpit at the operator console and is secured in
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p anee by four quarter-turn faoteners ot tbe froont paneL. l1 operating

V corttoir are mcouted on the fronat pa.nel and a3l_, e'tern,.U connectors are at

the reir. It is ambient odr coOl 4.

Power Devices . Power supplies and power sv.tchia uLrits comprise this

category.

WRA No, 78 is an AC/DC converter por,,r supply W.ich provid.es unregu-

,ated DC to computer mimory power s upplies ud to a control assembly for

power failure detection. The unit is shock maunted eqid is cooled by forced

air. It is located in the fuselage.

operate off a common paower tr asfomer. These reg.-,ulatora eugiply regulated

voltages to various asselblies. The assembly contains ta .utoratic low i

sensor snd protection iftom excessive voltge zt.plpt variat ions. The out-

indication when a power failure occurs. It is Isolator mounted a,' frrced

air cooled. it is moumted to the aft luselae.

1WRA No. 80 is a power switching unit anAd consist,% of a flaont panel

face, a main power switch card chassis and a dual secondary pover sugply.

9epower switches control 28 VDC power- to several aire 'aft equAlpraeta. The

power aupply is of modular construction and contains four (If) T,rinted cir-

cult cards and the main frruae where a cAp&'titor storage bank and large power

dissipating elements are mounted. The unit is forced air cooled anid in

located in the 'selage above the V.11)g.

WRA No. 81 is a power *pply which provides regulated DC for Memory

Core Modules. It is forced air cooled and isolator mmnted end is located

in the fuselage.

WRA No. 82 is a low-voltage power supply and supplies, rectifies, regu..

lares, and controls low voltages for various con:onents. The nmi.t is housed

in a rectangular aluminum case with four mountin.g brackets. Cold.-plate heat

exchangers are used with forced air cooling to satiefy the tulit coo.liig re-

quirenents. The unit is mounted in the nose.
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WRA No. 83 is a power sbupply which provit operating power to other

assemblies in the cockpit and contains five voltage regulators which operate

off a common power transformer. The power supply is located in the nose

right equipment bay of the aircraft and is secured by sliding the assembly

onto an isolating tray. Mounts, fastened to the bottom of the isolating

tray, latch onto metal brackets on the assembly in order to secure it in

place. It i forced air cooled.

WRA No. 84 is a linear power amplifier. The unit provides amplifica-

tion, gain compensation, and signal limiting of the input RF signal. The

WRA contains a power supply and a power amplifier whJch mount to the main

chassis. The power supply is compsoed of two major functional sections;If

the high-voltage section and the low-voltage section. Each section contains

its own power transformer, control interlock, and monitoring circuits. The

unit is iaolator mounted and is located in an equipment bay.

WRA No. 85 is a power supply which receives 115 volts, 400 Hz., three

phase and 28 volts DC from the aft main circuit breaker panel. It is hard,

mounted in the left wheel well and has three electrical connectors, an

elapsed-time meter, and overheat indicator-reset Iusabutton. The paver

supply consists of a blower, a power supply circuit, and an overheat

latching relay.

WRA. No. 86 is a 5-volt power supply which is the voltage source for

various computer subaasemblies. It is forced air cooled and Is located in

the fuselage equi.ment bay.

Electro Mechanical Devices - This category consists of items ouch as sensors,

accelerometers, etc.

WRA Nos. 87, 88 and 89 are sensors which provide roll, pitch and yaw

inputs respectively to a flight control computer for stability sagentation

and aircraft attitude. The electronics are mounted on a printed circuit

card. Micro electronics and flexible printed cables are used to reduce

sze and weigt.
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WIA No. 90 is a digital data recorder which is a 9-track reel-to-reelunit containing 630 feet of 0.5 inch Mylar-base magnetic tape. The unit isforced air cooled and isolator mounted and is located In the fuselage.

WRA No. 91. is a lateral accelerometer aasembly which senses accelera-tion vectors and provides signals to other flight control components. The

unit is a conventional force rebalance unit. Pendulum and suspension are

fabricated of quartz fibers and a thin film of silver is vapor depositedover the pendulum and suspension. The unit is located in the fuselage.
Enclosures - This group includes items such as racks and cabinets.

WRA No. 92 is a rack which provides mounting and electrical I/0 con-trol and primary power connections to the rest of the system and requiredinterfacing equipments. The entire unit Consists only of the requiredmechanical structural parts, connectors and interconnecting cabling and
is located in an equipment bay.

WRA No. 93 is a cabinet which h- Vaious COMonent of a computer
set. The unit consists of structural parts, connectors, and interconnectingcabling and Is located in an equipment bay.

WRA No. 94 is a rack which provides mounting and electrical I/0 con-
nections for a commui catjon subsystem. The unit consists only of the re-
quired mechanical structural parts, connectors, and interconnecting cabling.It is located in an equipment bay.

WRA No. 95 Is a cabinet which houses Varlous Components oLT a computersubaystem. The u'dLt Corjist3 of fructural pafts, connectors, and inter-connecting cabling and is located in an equipnent bay.
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APPENDIX B

The iml and Pressure Data

The following, Tables present the pertinent thermal and environmental

data experienced during demonstration tests and field operations for each

tWA. The air ambient teuperature parameters which include the rangve, ex-

,osure duration, and rate of change for all items are shown. The cooling

air characteristics (i.e., temperatare, flow rates, rates of change thereof'

and exLexit of exposure) for those WRA's that require supplemental. cooling are

als o given. The absolute pressure levels experienced during the laboratory

te.t and in a tynica. mission and the associatod rates of change are sum- 1/
;rarn zed.j
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TABLX B-.3 ATESr6FHRIC PJREp rPARmwiz~

LEVELRATE OF CHAWfE

wA NO. PSA A PShI/bamTE 4
LAB FEL PSIA LAB FIELD PSI MIN

1 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4
2 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4 ,
3 14.7 2.7 .12.0 0 4 4
4 14.7 2.1z4 -12. 56 0 4 4
5 14.'t 2.14 -12.,r6 0 4 4
6 14.7 2. 14 -12.56 0 4 4
7 14.7 2.7 -12.0 0 4 4
8 14.-, 2. lb -12.. 56 0 4 4
9 14.7? 8.5 -6.2 0 4 41
10 14.7 2.,14 -12.56 o 4 4
1i 14.a o. 65 -14.0o5 0 3 3

12 4.7 0.65 -15.05 0 3 3
13 14.7 2. 7 -12.0 0 4 4

44 4.7 8.5 4

15 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4
16 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4
17 14.7 2.74 -12.56 0 4 4

i8 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4
19 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 4
20 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4
21 i4.7 8.5 -6.2 0 3 4

124 14.7 0.6 • -15.0 0 3 3

13 14.7 2.74 -12. 0 4 4
16 14,7 8.5 . 0 4 14

15 1V. 2.1 -1,25 0 4 4

16 14.7 2.7 -72.0 0 4 4

17 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4
26 4.7 8.15 -6.5 0 4 4

19 1L4.7 2.14 -1.56 0 4 4
28 14.7 2.i4 -.12.56 0 4 4
21 14.7 8.5 -6,2 0 4 4

30 14.7 2.7 -12.0 0 4 4

3 14.7 2.i4 -12.56 0 4 4

2614-7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 4

33 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 4
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TABLE S-3 AT?P0ERC P4SMEU PAA&MIM (Continued)

LEM.. - iRATE OF CHANGE
WRA NO0. PSIA APSI4IINUTE A

- LABS FIELD f LAD FIELD Psi/N

34 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 It 4

3 4.7 2.14 -12,.56 0 4 4

36 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 4

37 14.7 7.7 -7.0 0 4 4

38 14.7 0.65 -14.05 0 3 3

39 14.7 o.65 -14.05 0 3

40 11L4.7 0.5-14.05033

h 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4

42 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 14

43 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 4

44 14.7 2.14 -12. 56 0 44

h514.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 I 4
4;6 14.7 0.65 -1.05 0 3 3

47 14-7 8.5 -6.2 0 4

48 14.-1 o.65 -14.05 0 3 3

49 -14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 4
50 14. 7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4

51 14.7 8.5 -6.2 o 44
5 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 4

53 14.7 5.65 -9.05 0 33

w54 14.7 2. 14 -12.56 0 1.

55 14."1 7.7 -7.0 0 4

56 14.7 I 'i-2. 5 i4 4 4

57 14.7 5,65 -9.05 0 33

58 314.7 2.14l -12.56 0 44

59 14.7 7.7 -7.0 0 4 4

60 14.7 2. 14 -12.56 0 4 4

61 14.7 5.65 -05 0 3 3

62 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4

63 1.4.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4 It

64 14i.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4

65 114.7 5.65 .- 05 0 3 3

66 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 14
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TAR--------- PHSssi fEI (Continued)
- NOEL _ RATE OF CHANnEW R No. [ IA A P/ MINUTE--

YB -- FIFld) PSIA LAB FIELD I/N67 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 I 4
68 14.7 7.7 -7.0 0 4 469 1147 8.3 -6.2 o 4
70 14.7 2. 4 -12.56 0 471 14.7 5.65 -9.05 0 3 3

7 2 .4 7 2 . 4 - 2 . 5 6o 4

73 4. 7 7.7 -7. 0 0 4

7 4 47 2 14 -12, 56 C 4 4

75 14.7 7.7 -7.0 0 4 4

76 14.7 8,, 5 -6.2 o 4

77 14,7 2. 14h - 2.56 0 4 4

78 47 8.5 -6.2 0 4 4

79 14.7 2.14 -12.56 0 4 4

8 0 1 4.7 1 0 .6 5 - 9 -.0 5 03 
3

8 1 1 4. 7 8 . - 6 . 2 0 4 4

83 4.7 2.14 -12.56 0

82 14 .7 7-7 -72.0 0 j
84 14 7 8. 1 -6. 2 6 0 4

85 17.7 2.1 7 - 72 . o6 0 4 4

6 1 4 . 7 8 . 5 - 6 . 2 0 4 4

7 14.7 O. 16 - -.205 0 
3

88 14.7 
8.56 - .25 

3

9 14.7 2.65 -14.05

90 14.7 8. -62 0 4 4

91 14.7 0.65 - 4.2 0 3 4

92 L4 .7 

3

93 14.7 8.5 -6.2 0 4

9 6 1 4.-7 

4

95 t 

4.5

0A33

A8 1



APPE14DIX C

J V.I brat' on Data

4 rhe following Figures and Tablee present the demonstration and field

-* vibration data and the results of analysis of actual flight data. Power

A bpectral Denaity (PSD) plots foa' various flight stations in the three gas

1~ turbine jet aircraft, for different flight conditions are shown. Acceleration

versus frequency Plots for the turboprop (prop jet) aircraft for two flight

conditions and three flight stations -,,'e gi-,e. A suriary of the type and

dura'tion of each WRA's vibrationi en..ronment during its test and &iesion ix
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APPENDIX D

I 
HBF DataI The calculated MT's of all WRA's for both deinonstration testing andfield operations are summarized in the fol-lowing Tables. These sumnarjeereflect the results of the failure reclasaification according to the groundruJes and assumptions, described in Section IV. The reprediction of eachWD A' reliability using the coordination copy of ILIHDBK-217D and the Mean,j Fight lie between Maintenance Actions (MPTBA) are also tabularized.
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APIPENDIX B

Partj and Burn-In Test Data

This appendix summarizes the basic parts and burn-in information for

each WRA. The total number of peice parts aid relative percent-ages of waicro-

circuits and high reliability parts for each WRA are shown. The results of

the burn-in tests that were conducted on demonstration and production items

are also included. The duration, average number of failures and percentage

of fuiiction monito'ed during these tests are tabularized.
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TABLE E-2 BURN-IN TEST PARAMETIMS AND TEST EFFICIENCY

WRA .DAT Q ON (HRI - - AVERAGE # FAINJRES % 1UINCTIONS
DNIBE MONSTRATION PRODUCTION UNITS PRODUCTION UNITS MONITORED

I 44 40 1.35 80

2 55 40 2.00 80

3 350 45 1.76 10

4 44 40 0.90 80

5 35 40 2.50 80

6 44 4o 2.32 80

7 350 45 0.79 1 0
855 40 0 80

115 125 1.35 98
10 44 40 2.05 80

11 350 250 o 8o

12 350 250 0 80

13 350 45 G.47 10

14 150 125 0.91 90
15 44 40 0. 10 80

16 44 40 0.05 80

17 44 40 1.32 80

18 44 40 0 80

19 55 5.52 80

2035 40 50,O 80

21 150 125 0.35 98

22 35 40 0 Wo

23 150 125 0 2o00

24 500 400 0.78 95

25 44 40 0.125 80
26 150 125 0.125 100

27 130 100 0.20 90

28 44 4o 1.05 8o

29 150 125 0.04 98
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TABLE F.-2 BURN-IN TEST PARAMETERS Ak) TEI FYFICIENCY (Corn t)

WRA DtRTIO % _ AVER~AGE #~ FAILURES FUJNCTIONS
NMBMI DEMONSTRATION 0oDUCIIoN UNITZ PRODUCT ION UNITS MONITORED

30 350 45 0.10 10

31 44 40 0.225 80

32 15o 125 0.625 100

33 150 125 1.02 98

34 150 125 0 100

35 44 40 1.00 80

36 150 1.25 0.26 98

37 130 100 0.55 90

38 350 250 0.89 50

39 350 250 0.72 50

40 350 250 0.42 50

41 150 125 0 100

42 150 125 0 100

43 150 125 0 100

44 35 4, 2.50 80

45 150 125 0.54 90
46 215 .90 9.90 80

47 15o 125 0.67 100

48 5o0 190 0.88 90

49 150 125 0.83 90

50 44 40 5.33 80

51 150 125 0 75

52 150 125 0 100

53 350 Z50 o.02 50

54 44 40 0.55 80

55 130 100 0.15 90

44 40 0.025 80

57 350 250 0. 094 50

5t 41- 40 0.125 80
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TABLE E-2 BURN-IN TEST PARAMTERS AND TEST EFFICIENCY (Con't)

WRA DURATION (IES) AVERAGE # FAILURES % FUNCTIONS
NUMBER DD40NSTRATION PRODUCTION UNITS PRODUCTION U91TS MONITORED

59 0 00 0.033 50

60 44 40 0.15 80

61 500 19o 0.25 90

62 44 40 0.05 80

63 150 125 0.87 98

64 44 40 0.025 80

65 500 190 0.18 90

66 35 40 1.00 80

67 44 40 1.77 80

68 350 45 0.61 10

69 150 125 1.26 98

70 44 4c o.4o 8

71 350 250 4.50 80

72 44 40 0.35 8o

73 50 45 0.47 10
74 44 4070810

75 3 50 45 0. 24 10

76 150 125 0.125 100

77 44 40 o.65 80

78 3.50 125 0 100

79 44 40 0.25 80

80 350 250 3,50 80

81 150 125 0.125 100

82 350 45 0.11 10

83 44 40 C.17' t 80

84 150 125 1.83 98

85 35 4) o.50 80

86 150 125 C 100

87 350 250 0 50
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TABLE E.-2 BURN-IN TEST PARAMETERS AND TEST EFFICIENCY (Con't)

WRA DU/RATION (HRS) AVERAGE # FAILURES FUNCTIONS

NUMB D 3MONSTRATION PRODUCTION UNITS 2R5DUCTION UNITS MONITORED

88 350 250 0.075 50
89 350 250 0.075 50

90  150 125 0 1.00

91 350 250 0.13 50

92 150 125 0 98

93150 125 0 100

94 150 125 0.22 98

95 150  125 0.125 100
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